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This DPhil project is set in the context of single crystal elasticity-plasticity finite element modelling. Its core objective was to develop and implement a methodology for
predicting the evolution of texture in single and dual-phase material systems. This
core objective has been successfully achieved. Modelling texture evolution entails essentially modelling large deformations (as accurately as possible) and taking account
of the deformation mechanisms that cause texture to change. The most important
deformation mechanisms are slip and twinning. Slip has been modelled in this project
and care has been taken to explore conditions where it is the dominant deformation
mechanism for the materials studied. Modelling slip demands that one also models
dislocations since slip is assumed to occur by the movement of dislocations. In this
project a model for geometrically necessary dislocations has been developed and validated against experimental measurements.
A texture homogenisation technique which relies on interpretation of EBSD data
in order to allocate orientation frequencies based on representative area fractions has
been developed. This has been coupled with a polycrystal plasticity RVE framework
allowing for arbitrarily sized RVEs and corresponding allocation of crystallographic
orientation. This has enabled input of experimentally measured initial textures into the
CPFE model allowing for comparison of predictions against measured post-deformation
textures, with good agreement obtained. The effect of texture on polycrystal physical
properties has also been studied. It has been confirmed that texture indeed has a
significant role in determining the average physical properties of a polycrystal.
The thesis contributes to the following areas of micro-mechanics materials research:
(i) 3D small deformation crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) modelling, (ii) geometrically necessary dislocation modelling, (iii) 3D large deformation CPFE modelling,
(iv) texture homogenisation methods, (v) single and dual phase texture evolution modelling, (vi) prediction of polycrystal physical properties, (vii) systematic calibration of
the power law for slip based on experimental data, and (viii) texture analysis software
development (pole figures and Kearns factors).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Plastic deformation causes the crystallographic orientations of crystals and grains to
change. The resulting orientation of the grains (or crystals) may not be random, but
may be clustered about a particular orientation called a preferred orientation or texture.
If the orientation is random then the material is said to have no texture - although this
is often conveniently referred to as a random texture. Texture is usually presented in
terms of at least three well established techniques: pole figures, orientation distribution
functions [37], and Kearns’ factors [3, 47]. In addition to plastic deformation, texture
can also develop as a result of grain growth, phase transformations, solidification, and
recrystallization [40, 64].
Deformation induced texture evolution is affected by many parameters, including:
the initial texture before deformation; the number of active slip systems; localised
shearing, which can lead to large changes in local crystallographic orientations; the
(distribution of) deformation temperature; strain rate and strain [37].
Modelling texture evolution therefore entails getting three essential components
right: modelling the deformation mechanisms (slip and twinning - ignore diffusional
processes), modelling grain interaction (essential for dealing effectively and correctly
with grain growth, phase transformations, and recrystallisation), and updating texture
correctly.
Current research and development involves efforts to improve the understanding of
large-strain plasticity of metals and alloys, and to develop predictive models to describe
the deformation microstructure and texture [37]. Understanding texture evolution and
its effects on microstructure and mechanical properties is of industrial importance
because such knowledge can enable a materials designer to deliberately manipulate
8

and control a material’s behaviour for a predetermined purpose, e.g., designing for high
temperature application where thermal expansivity is of interest or for high numbers
of stress cycles (i.e. long life).
The work done in this project was indeed requested by Rolls-Royce plc who wish
to understand the effect of texture evolution on the mechanical and thermal physical
properties of materials used in nuclear reactors and jet engines. Such materials include
Zr-2.5%wtNb which is used for nuclear fuel rods, and Ti-6Al-4V which is used in the
fan blades of jet engines. Fan blades experience large deflections at the top which result
in texture change. In addition to texture change due to large strains, Zr textures have
been observed to change drastically when samples are heat treated.
There are many factors that affect the hardness and strength of a material during
high temperature deformation processes. Hardness typically increases due to strainhardening as a result of an increase in the density of dislocations. This hardening may,
however, be counteracted by softening due to dynamic recovery resulting from elimination of dislocations and due to dynamic recrystallisation as a result of the continuous
nucleation and growth of new grains. With rapid dynamic recovery, the flow stress
increases progressively up to a steady value at which the stress-strain curve levels off;
but the stress-strain curve may exhibit a maximum, which is eventually followed by a
steady state stress, if dynamic recrystallisation also occurs [64].
Prediction of this behaviour requires improved understanding of the fundamentals
of texture evolution, as well as improved modelling techniques for plastic deformation,
e.g. modelling of dislocations. Prediction of the evolution of crystalline anisotropy
during plastic deformation has so far remained a problem; it “is necessary since crystals
individually rotate during deformation owing to the nonsymmetry of the displacement
gradients created by crystal slip” [67].

9

1.1
1.1.1

Texture representation
Pole figures

Pole figures are a form of stereographic projection used to show the texture of a
polycrystal. Typically the preferred orientation can be presented by showing the scatter
of some convenient type of pole (unsigned normal to the plane through the center of
a reference sphere), e.g. only {100} or {111}. If say, {111} is plotted, it is called a
{111} pole figure. The plot is thus used to show the orientation of a large number of
grains relative to some preferred set of external reference axes. Such reference axes
could, for example, be the rolling direction, transverse direction, and the normal to
the rolling plane. With a large number of grains, contours can then be drawn to show
equal density of a the plotted pole per solid angle. A single pole is not enough to fully
determine the orientation of an object as it is unchanged under a rotation about the
normal. Full determination of texture requires two pole figures corresponding to planes
that are not parallel and that do not have the same diffraction angle, i.e., that have
different interplanar distance [40, 64]. Such planes will therefore not be symmetrically
equivalent.
Inverse pole diagrams also exist in which preferred orientations may be presented
by plotting the external reference axes on a standard crystallographic projection. For
a polycrystal, a number of points would then be required to represent the reference
axis of the specimen relative to the crystal axes of different grains. If there is more
than one reference axis of importance (e.g. RD, TD, ND), it may then be necessary to
plot more than one inverse pole figure for each such direction [40]. Inverse pole figures
mainly find application in cases of axially symmetric textures e.g in tensile tests.
Pole figures are usually obtained experimentally by use of such techniques as x-ray
diffraction. It is worth emphasising that for (direct) pole figures only one crystallo10

graphic form of the poles, e.g. only {100}, is plotted but for many crystals/grains [64].
It also does not matter whether the physical planes and directions of interest intersect
at a common point. Any plane and all planes parallel to it will be plotted through the
same point [40]. In other words, only relative orientation but not position is captured.
The procedure for constructing pole figures is outlined in Chapter 3.

1.1.2

Orientation distribution functions

Pole figures are a two-dimensional plot of a three-dimensional texture. Except for
very simple textures, the orientations present are very difficult to determine quantitatively from pole figures or inverse pole figures with certainty. Pole figures do not
provide the complete orientation distribution but only the distribution of poles. Only
a three dimensional plot of orientations can fully describe a texture.
To fully describe an orientation, three angles (Euler angles) are required. Two commonly used systems of angles for describing the orientation of crystal axes ([100],[010],[001])
relative to the external (x, y, z) axes are those proposed by Bunge and Roe which have
been shown to be similar [40]. The relationship between the angles of the two systems
are given in appendix A.1. Roe’s system is described in appendix A.2.
The orientation distribution function (ODF), f (gg ), is a probability density function of orientation g , expressed, for example in Euler angles ϕ1 ,Φ, and ϕ2 . It is the
volume fraction of grains oriented along a certain direction g. Mathematically it can
be expressed as follows [68]:

1
dV
= f (gg )d(gg ), with d(gg ) = 2 sinΦdϕ1 dΦdϕ2 and
V
8π

I
f (gg )d(gg ) = 1

(1.1)

where g is the orientation, V is the sample volume and dV is the volume of all crystallites with the orientation g . The Euler angles describe the transition from the sample’s
reference frame into the crystallographic reference frame of each individual grain of the
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polycrystal. The distribution of crystal orientations over a suitable space defined by
these angles comprises the ODF.
Traditionally both X-ray diffraction and EBSD may collect pole figures. The ODF
cannot be measured directly by any technique. Instead it is achieved through evaluation
of a set of pole figures or diffraction spectra. Subsequently, all pole figures can be
derived from the ODF. The relationship between the ODF and the pole figure is such
that, for an arbitrary pole (hkl), the pole figure is obtained by integrating the ODF,
f (gg ), along a path Γ corresponding to a 2π rotation of a crystal about its (hkl) pole,
see equation (1.2), i.e., a 2π rotation about the diffraction vector. The pole figure may
generally be considered a projection of the ODF along this path. This path will not,
in general, correspond to a simple route in Euler space - it is only simple for the (100)
pole where Θ = α and Φ = β. (α and β are the polar and azimuthal angle respectively,
which describe the position of a pole on the surface of a reference sphere). It is relatively
trivial to compute any pole figure when given the ODF. The more difficult task is the
inverse of this, i.e., to compute the ODF given the pole figure [49, 68].

1
p(hkl) (α, β) =
2π

Z

2π

f (Φ, Θ, ψ)dΓ

(1.2)

0

Different methodologies exist to obtain the ODF from the pole figures or data in
general. Some of the most common methods of pole figure inversion include: the series
expansion method, which employs spherical harmonic functions - computations are
performed in Fourier space; and direct or discrete methods in which computations are
perfomed directly in orientation space. They all have their advantages and disadvantages. A full overview of these is provided by Kocks et al. [49] and Randle and Engler
[68].
In many experimental procedures for obtaining pole figures, only incomplete pole
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figures are obtained so that not the entire pole figure range is covered reducing the texture information available in such a pole figure. To overcome the ambiguities introduced
by this and thus to permit quantitative texture evaluation necessitates description of
orientation density of a polycrystal in an appropriate 3-D representation, i.e., in terms
of an ODF [68]. ODFs are also useful for obtaining missing pole figures, i.e. pole
figures that cannot be measured directly from experiment.
If a pole figure is measured in reflection geometry, the errors strongly increase with
the pole figure angle α, so that the inner circles of the figure can be obtained without
much correction while outer parts either need strong corrections or are not accessible
(α ≈ 90o ). The reverse is true for pole figures measured in transmission geometry.
Therefore, complete pole figures are obtained by combining two pole figures measured
in the different geometries. Such combination entails intensity adaptations to bring
the two measurements to the same intensity scale. Due to extra work involved in this,
it is usual for only incomplete pole figures to be measured, and when necessary the
complete pole figures are derived by recalculation from a 3D orientation distribution
function [68].
For experimental texture determination, it is evident from the above that one needs
to employ one of the available methods to compute the ODF in order to be able to
recalculate pole figures, or even determine pole figures that could not otherwise be determined experimentally. Since this project is focused on texture evolution modelling,
it would be of no added value to engage with the involved procedures for obtaining
ODFs. As such, presentation will be limited to pole figures assuming the availability
of the Euler angles describing the texture in question.
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1.1.3

Kearns texture factors

Kearns texture factors provide another way to quantitatively present texture information. They are traditionally used for the hcp crystal type and can be defined for
various types of poles, e.g. the basal pole, or a prismatic pole. Any choice of pole can
be related to the basal pole [35, 47], hence in this work we shall restrict ourselves to
working only with that pole. With respect to the basal pole, the Kearns factors describe
the effective volume fraction of crystallites with their c-axis aligned along a specified
direction [3, 47], normally defined with respect to three mutually orthogonal directions
such as the sample’s rolling, transverse, and normal directions. Therefore there are
three such factors, one for each of the directions. They are defined as follows [3, 74]:

Z

π/2

Z

2π

q(θ, ψ) sin3 (θ) cos2 (ψ) dψ dθ

f1 =
0

Z

0
π/2

Z

2π

q(θ, ψ) sin3 (θ) sin2 (ψ) dψ dθ

f2 =
0

Z

0
π/2

Z

f3 =
0

2π

q(θ, ψ) sin(θ) cos2 (θ) dψ dθ

(1.3)

0

where the angles θ and ψ correspond to the usual spherical coordinates with θ the polar
angle and ψ the azimuthal angle, and q(θ, ψ) represents the number of poles with the
orientation (θ, ψ) as a fraction of the total number of poles (or crystals/crystallites)
being considered, i.e. the pole density [74]. These Kearns factors are essentially the
quantitative equivalent of the basal pole figure, i.e. the pole figure given in terms of
numbers where each orientation on the pole figure is resolved to give its components
in the three mutually orthogonal directions.
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1.2

Deformation mechanisms

In order to understand and model texture evolution we need to understand the
underlying deformation mechanisms that cause it. Slip and twinning are the two most
important deformation mechanisms in plastic deformation where large strains are involved. Crystals and crystalline grains making up a metal or alloy usually deform
plastically primarily by slip and to a lesser extent by twinning. Some materials under
certain conditions (temperature and strain rate) may experience only (or nearly only)
deformation by slip while others (such as hcp materials) will experience a combination
of slip and twinning deformation. Therefore theoretical and experimental analyses of
the slip patterns (i.e., number and type of slip systems) are mandatory in order to
understand deformation-induced changes in microstructure, texture and mechanical
behaviour [37, 64].

1.2.1

Deformation by slip

Figure 1.1: An illustration of slip showing a (screw) dislocation line.

Slip is defined as the ultimate shear displacement of discrete sections of a crystal
relative to other adjacent sections. It primarily occurs due to the movement of dislocations. The dislocations include statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) - dislocations
which accumulate by trapping each other randomly [31] - and geometrically necessary
dislocations (GNDs). Figure 1.1 is an illustration of slip showing a dislocation line.
Slip usually takes place on the closest-packed atomic planes and in the densest atomic
directions, i.e. directions with the shortest Burgers vector (because the strain energy
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around a dislocation is proportional to b2 [41]), which are also the directions in which
atoms touch [64].

Figure 1.2: An illustration of Schmidt’s law showing the slip direction, slip plane
normal, the direction of the applied force, and the angles between them as used to
calculate the Schmidt factor.

Deformation by slip is normally described in terms of a slip plane and slip direction
(i.e. a slip system) - illustrated in Figure 1.2 - and a critical resolved shear stress (CRSS)
needed to overcome resistance to dislocation motion. Depending on the loading state,
different slip systems can get activated and some slip systems will dominate plastic
deformation depending on their Schmidt factors. The value of the critical resolved
shear stress is determined according to Schmidt’s law, which states that slip will occur
when the resolved shear stress, τ , on any slip system reaches a critical value, known
as the CRSS. The system α whose τ α reaches the critical value is then said to be
activated.

nα · p α )
τ α = σcosψcosφ = σ(ssα · p α )(n

(1.4)

where ψ is the angle between the loading direction p α and the slip direction s α , and φ is
the angle between the loading direction and the normal to the plane n α . The Schmidt
factor for slip system α is defined as cosψcosφ (= s α · p α ). See Figure 1.2, where p α is
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defined parallel to the applied force.

Figure 1.3: Schematics of the bcc, fcc, and hcp crystal types showing atomic arrangement, example slip planes and slip directions.

The observed dominant slip systems found in hcp are {0001} < 112̄0 >. Other
observed slip systems for Ti include {101̄0} < 112̄0 > and {101̄1} < 112̄0 > [64]. A full
list of possible slip systems for hcp materials is given in appendix B.3. Appendix B gives
a comprehensive list of possible slip systems for the three main crystal types that will be
of interest in this project: bcc, fcc (or ccp - cubic close pack) and hcp. Figure 1.3 shows
a schematic of these crystal types. The dominance of certain slip systems relative to
others in hcp materials implies that such slip system families have different tendencies
in their resistance to dislocation motion so that they require different critical resolved
shear stresses to activate.

1.2.2

Slip versus twinning

The amount of gross deformation produced by twinning is small, for example, the
maximum extension when an entire zinc crystal is converted into a twin on the (101̄2)
type planes is only 7.39%. The important role of twinning in plastic deformation is not
from the strain produced, but from the fact that orientation changes resulting from
twinning may place new slip systems in more favourable orientation with respect to
the stress axis, so that additional slip can occur. Thus twinning is important in hcp
metals like titanium and magnesium [64].
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Deformation twinning is favoured over slip as a deformation mode when there are
few slip systems available, e.g. in low symmetry crystal structures, and at high strain
rates. Hcp metals deform both by slip and twinning. The relative amount of the
components varies with temperature. The tendency for twinning generally increases as
the deformation temperature is lowered and strain rate is increased.
The CRSS also increases as the temperature decreases so that slip becomes more difficult making the role of twinning more significant. Because of this CRSS-temperature
relationship one expects higher stresses in a sample as one lowers the temperature (i.e.
ones expects to see apparent hardening due to a reduction in temperature).

Figure 1.4: Schematic of shape changes arising from (a) slip and (b) deformation
twinning due to an applied stress. Slip tends to take place by repeated passage of
dislocations on specific slip planes. For deformation twinning, on the other hand, the
simultaneous, rapid displacement of a large number of neighbouring atoms, all in the
same direction, also creates a (shear) displacement of the lattice, although in this case
the sheared region has a different orientation from that of the parent crystal. In fact,
the structure is a mirror image of the parent, reflected across the twin plane. Courtesy
of DoITPoMS[24]

Figure 1.4 shows a schematic of shape changes arising from slip and deformation
twinning. Both slip and twinning are deformation mechanisms involving shear displacements on specific crystallographic planes and in specific crystallographic directions; but
there are important differences [40]: with slip, the magnitude of shear displacement
is variable but it is always an integral number of interatomic repeat distance and it
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occurs on only a few of the parallel planes (which are separated by large distances),
with twinning, the shear displacement is a fraction of an interatomic spacing repeat
distance and involves shear between every successive plane; twinning shear is always
directional unlike slip, e.g. twinning in fcc crystals occurs by shear on the (111) plane
in the [112̄] direction but not in the [1̄1̄2] direction but in the same crystals slip can
occur on a (111) plane in either [1̄10] or the [11̄0] directions; slip leaves the lattice
virtually unchanged, and lattice rotation is gradual but twinning abruptly reorients
the lattice.
In this work we model only the most important deformation mechanism: slip.
Where experimental data has been used it has been selected to deliberately avoid
deformation regimes where twinning is prevalent.

1.3

Texture evolution modelling

This section introduces some of the key considerations required for modelling the
evolution of texture, in additional to the deformation mechanisms already discussed.
The two main considerations of interest are the grain interaction models, and the methods for updating crystallographic orientation. The section presents both a literature
review on these issues and suggestions for potential improvements on what is suggested
by the literature.

1.3.1

Reference frames and crystal plasticity

When plotting pole figures, there are in general two reference frames to consider:
the crystallographic axes c - each crystal’s own orthogonal (not necessarily natural
for non-cubic ones) set of axes - and the sample axes s. Description of texture (or
crystallographic orientation) specifically concerns defining the orientation matrix g (or
an equivalent representation) needed to describe the sample axes in terms of each
crystal’s crystallographic axes and vice versa.
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In numerical evaluation of constitutive equations and other quantities of interest,
there are usually three frames of interest: the initial frame (also typically called the
undeformed reference frame or global frame), s; an intermediate frame; and the current
(local/deformed) frame, l. The undeformed frame (Langrangian) and the deformed
frame (Eulerian) are related by the deformation gradient F , defined as:

F =

x
∂x
X
∂X

(1.5)

How any of these two frames is related to the intermediate frame depends on how one
choses to define that intermediate frame, and hence how one decomposes F .
Intermediate
n α0
s α0
Fp

Fe

n α0
s α0
Undeformed

nα

F

sα
Deformed

Figure 1.5: Schematic of the Kroner-Lee [51, 53] multiplicative decomposition of the
deformation gradient F showing the relationship between the deformed, intermediate,
and undeformed configurations and how components of F , i.e. F e and F p , map the
different configurations to each other.

In crystal plasticity theory, which is a quantitative description of plastic deformation
in single crystals based on crystallographic slip, it is usual to decompose F as [51, 53]:

F = F eF p

(1.6)

A schematic of this decomposition is given in Figure 1.5. In this case F p maps the
deformation state from the initial frame to the intermediate frame (also called the
relaxed configuration or lattice configuration). F e then maps the deformation state
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from the intermediate state to the deformed frame. F e is assumed to account for all
the rigid body rotation and the elastic stretch. The plastic part of the deformation
gradient F p evolves as given in equation 1.7:

p

p

F =L F
Ḟ

p

p

with L =

n
X

γ̇ is i ⊗ n i

(1.7)

i=1

where the plastic part of the velocity gradient L p incorporates the crystallographic slip
from the active slip systems i, with normal vector n i and slip direction vector s i , and
γ̇ i is computed according to a slip rule. One of the slip rules used in this project is
that developed by Gibbs [33], which is based on a combination of thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics principles. This slip rule was further developed by Dunne et al.
[26], and is used here in the following form:

i

γ̇ =

i2
ρm
S νb


exp

−∆F
kT
2

where ∆V i = lbi ,




sinh

l=p

(τ i − τci )γ0i ∆V i
kT
1

ψ(ρsS

+ ρG )


,
(1.8)

s
where ρm
S , ρS are the mobile and immobile SSD densities respectively, ρG is the overall

GND density, ν the frequency of attempts (successful or otherwise) by dislocations to
jump the energy barrier, bi the Burger’s vector magnitude for slip system i, ∆F the
Helmholtz free energy, k the Boltzman constant, T the temperature in Kelvin (K), τ i
the resolved shear stress, τci the critical resolved shear stress (a slip system is considered
active when τ i ≥ τci ), γ0 the shear strain that is work conjugate to the resolved shear
stress, ∆V the activation volume, l the pinning distance, and ψ is a coefficient that
indicates that not all sessile dislocations (SSDs or GNDs) necessarily act as pinning
points. The superscript i indicates the quantity appropriate to the ith active slip system
(for example, the Burger’s vector for a-type slip is different to that for c+a-type slip
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in hcp materials). The subsequent implicit integration of constitutive equations and
the determination of the consistent elastic - plastic tangent stiffness are also detailed
in Dunne et al. [26].

1.3.2

Grain interaction models

In modelling texture evolution and deformation in general, there are various considerations given to boundary conditions with regard to stress and strain, i.e. equilibrium
and compatibility. The different considerations lead to different grain interaction models. Such models include the full constraint (Taylor) model, the relaxed constraints
model, the viscoplastic self-consistent model, and the Lamel model [76].
In the Taylor model, the macroscale (polycrystal) kinematics and that of a crystal
are linked by assuming that the average deformation rate of the polycrystal D s is the
same as that of the crystal D c . Additionally it is assumed that the spin of a grain in
the sample frame W s gives the average of spin over the polycrystal [9]. In this case no
effort is made to satisfy equilibrium conditions among the crystals.
The relaxed constraints model (flat-grain limit) treats the interface between two
grains “A” and “B” as flat in the limit. Such grain arrangements can be expected in
rolling to large reductions. The grains are taken to meet in a single plane with the
normal in the 3-direction with equilibrium and compatibility being satisfied in this
plane. The local equilibrium equations are [9, 49]

A
B
σ33
= σ33
,

A
B
σ31
= σ31

and

A
B
σ32
= σ32

(1.9)

and the compatibility requirements are

A
B
D11
= D11
,

A
B
D22
= D22

A
B
D12
= D12

and
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(1.10)

This is relaxed constraints because there are some components of the deformation
tensor, for example D31 , which are left unconstrained or unspecified thus allowing
neighbouring grains in the free direction to potentially develop from independent deformation processes without constraints at the boundary [49].
In the viscoplastic self-consistent model, a grain is treated as a viscoplastic inclusion
in a homogeneous medium. Loading at the surface of the medium leads to a nonuniform stress field around the inclusion. The relevant constitutive behaviour in this
case is given in Kocks et al. [49] and Beaudoin and Engler [9].
In full constraint models, an upper bound on stress necessary to achieve a specified
macroscopic strain can be obtained by assuring compatibility throughout the body and
ignoring the satisfaction of local equilibrium, for example by assuming uniform strain
- as is the case for the Taylor model of plasticity. Similarly a lower bound can be
achieved by assuming uniform stress and ignoring local compatibility conditions. A
lower bound solution is not reasonable in the case of large plastic strains because of
the random distributions of orientations at any one time, unless it is coupled with high
strain rate hardening [49].
Since uniform distributions of stress and strain give bounds to the solution, a general distribution of strains gives a measure of deviation from the Taylor model. Conversely a low dispersion of stresses resulting from a Taylor calculation indicates that
equilibrium is not significantly violated. Grain-to-grain variation of stress and strain
must result from the specific interaction of a grain and its particular surroundings.
This introduces a stochastic (probabilistic) effect into any model that assumes quasihomogeneity. Prediction of overall stress-strain response may not be sensitive to these
variations, however, there may be a correlation between neighbouring orientations,
which could lead to specific grain interaction models which have so far been formulated abstractly [49]. Van Houtte et al. [76] provide comprehensive comparisons of the
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different grain interaction models.
Finite element (FE) polycrystal plasticity formulations provide another way to account for grain interactions [76]. Unlike the above grain interaction models, finite
element formulations are made to ensure that both equilibrium and compatibility are
satisfied for every finite element. “The FE method does not only take the interactions
between adjacent elements into account (i.e. the grain-to-first-neighbour interactions),
but also long range interactions,” Van Houtte et al. [76]. Considering the limitations on
the above models, and the ability of the FE method to account for grain interactions,
the FE formulations are perhaps the best alternative for developing models for texture
evolution.
Various authors (e.g. Bate and Quinta da Fonseca [7], Van Houtte et al. [76])
have compared finite element methods (FEM) with some of the models above and
concluded that finite element predictions are better. This project will thus waste no
further time in making such comparisons. The FEM with crystal plasticity constitutive
laws (CPFEM) will be used.
In the CPFEM a polycrystal is spatially discretized into component crystals/grains
and each crystal is discretized into one or more finite elements. For purposes of modeling texture evolution, Bate and Quinta da Fonseca [7] suggest that a grain should
consist of at least more than one finite element; otherwise the results over a single
finite element would be very rough estimates and cannot be used satisfactorily to make
conclusions about the intragranular deformation behaviour, which may not be homogeneous.

1.3.3

Updating crystal orientation

Updating the crystallographic orientation implies updating the slip systems’ orientation. According to Kocks et al. [49] and Beaudoin and Engler [9], the evolution of
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the crystallographic orientation of a crystal with deformation is given by

Ṙ e = W e · R e

from W e = Ṙ e · R e−1

where F = R e · F p

(1.11)

where R e is the rotation part from a polar decomposition of F e and W e is the elastic
part of the continuum spin W . W is the asymmetric part of the velocity gradient L.
They assume that in large deformation the elastic strains are small so that F e ≈ R e .
With the same assumption, Molinari [65] states that the slip systems can be updated
according to the following relations:

ṡsα = W es α

nα = W en α
and ṅ

e

F F e−1
where W e = Ḟ

(1.12)

where s α and n α are the slip direction and slip normal respectively for slip system α
at any time t. This is equivalent to

s αt = F ets α0

and n αt = F etn α0

(1.13)

where the subscript 0 implies initial directions. Equation 1.13 is also stated by Molinari
[65] and Kalidindi et al. [43], and it bears the same meaning as equation 1.11. If timesteps are assumed small then, from equation 1.11, it can be shown that the orientation
R (X, Φ)R
R (Z, ϕ1 ), where R (Z, θ) implies
matrix T = g −1 - inverse because g = R (Z, ϕ2 )R
a rotation of angle θ about the Z axis, is defined as a mapping from the sample
orientation to the crystal orientation - can be incremented as follows

T t+1 = T t + W eT t ∆t

(1.14)

Otherwise a fully implicit time-integration scheme is given as follows (compare with
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the implicit time-integration for F p given by Kalidindi et al. [43]),

−1
W et+1 ∆t)T
T t ≈ I − W et+1 ∆t)
T t+1 = exp(W
Tt

(1.15)

Equation 1.11 suggests that given a polycrystal, the change in orientation of any
given crystal is a function of the rigid body rotation that crystal experiences. Changes
in rigid body rotation are usually captured, in rate form, by the elastic part of the
continuum spin W e (as already noted) often given as

We = W −Wp

(1.16)

where the continuum spin W and its plastic part W p are the asymmetric parts of the
velocity gradient L and its plastic part L p respectively. Eqn 1.16 is, however, not a
satisfactory representation of W e . Consider the following:

p

e

F F −1 ,
L = Ḟ

F F p−1 ,
L p = Ḟ

F F −1 =
L = Ḟ


 e
p
∂
F eF p ) (F
F eF p )−1 = Ḟ
F F p + F eḞ
F F p−1F e−1
(F
∂t

e

F F e−1
W e = Ḟ

p

and F = F eF p

F F e−1 + F eḞ
F F p−1F e−1 = W e + F eL pF e−1
L = Ḟ
W e = L − F eL pF e−1

therefore
(1.17)

As it is, equation 1.17 is difficult to reconcile with equation 1.16. Note that the exprese

F F e−1 is a direct consequence of assuming that elastic strains are small;
sion W e = Ḟ
e

F F e−1 , and our final result in eqn 1.17 would have
otherwise we would have that L e = Ḟ
to be

Le ) = asym(L
L − F eL pF e−1 )
W e = asym(L
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(1.18)

Even with that taken into account, eqn 1.16 would give the correct answer only if
F e = I , i.e. only in the absence of any rigid body rotations, since these are assumed
to be lumped into F e . Eqn 1.16 may, therefore, not be used in cases where rigid body
rotations are expected. Eqn 1.18 together with eqn 1.15 have been in used in the
work presented in Chapters 4 and 5 which involve relatively small deformations. A
non-incremental approach to updating texture is later developed in Chapter 6 which
is then used for much larger deformation in the subsequent chapters.
Other approaches to updating texture exist (such as Raabe and Roters [67]) where
an attempt is made to formulate an orientation dependent constitutive law which is
then embedded into the crystal plasticity finite element code. In such cases, the aim
is generally to move away from working with individual single orientations to working
with representative volume averages. This approach is good when dealing with samples
containing say up to 1010 single crystals/grains. We will not deal with such huge
samples in this project so a grain-by-grain approach will suffice for our purposes.
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Chapter 2
Large deformation theory
2.1

Executive summary

In derivations of the constitutive behaviour of materials, it is usually assumed that
displacements and strains are small. This enables the use of first order, infinitesimal
linear strain approximations. However, these approximations do not always produce
very accurate results in practice due to geometric non-linearities. For example, physically large displacements can occur without causing large strains. In such a case, the
strains are non-linearly related to the displacements. Whether the displacements (or
strains) are large or small, equilibrium between the external and internal loading must
be satisfied. This chapter reviews the relevant theory for large deformations and its
implementation into a finite element code. Specifically the derivation for the tangent
stiffness matrix and the implicit integration of constitutive equations are discussed.

2.2

The Problem

Satisfying equilibrium between the external and internal loading can be stated
mathematically as follows

F ext − F int = 0

(2.1)

where F ext represents the applied loading and F int the internal loads. Eqn 2.1 represents a set of non-linear equations which may be solved iteratively using a Newton-type
scheme. For an implicit integration scheme, a residual ψ can be defined such that

ψ = F ext − F int

(2.2)
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Eqn 2.2 would then be solved by a Newton iterative scheme until a prescribed tolerance
for ψ is achieved with the updated displacements obtained from



u t+∆t

ψ (u
ut )
∂ψ
= ut −
u
∂u

−1
ut )
ψ (u

(2.3)

The partial derivative term above is the tangent stiffness matrix K T , that is

KT =

ψ (u
ut )
∂ψ
u
∂u

(2.4)

In our case, we work with Abaqus’ user element subroutine (UEL). The routine must be
provided with K T and the internal force F int so that the Abaqus software (Abaqus/Standard)
estimates the displacement u t+∆t . Following is the derivation for the tangent stiffness
matrix.

Tangent Stiffness Matrix K T

2.3

Perhaps the most important concept in developing the theory of large deformations
is the need to remember and make clear distinction between different frames of reference
relative to which the various quantities, e.g. stress and strain measures, are defined.
This is a very basic point but one that is worth repeating and keeping to the fore of the
mind as one thinks about large deformation formulations. Figure 2.1 shows that the
two main reference frames are related by the deformation gradient, which is defined as
F =

x
∂x
X.
∂X

Undeformed R

F

D Deformed

Figure 2.1: Relationship between the deformed and undeformed configurations defined
by the deformation gradient F . The distinction between the two frames is important
for defining quantities used in large deformation modelling unlike in the case of small
deformations.
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Zienkiewicz [89] gives a straight forward methodology for taking account of the
effects of geometric non-linearity, which is further expounded by Zienkiewicz and Taylor
[90] and is summarised below for completeness. If the displacements are prescribed by
u, then a force residual ψ is given as
a finite number of nodal parameters ũ

Z
u) =
ψ (ũ

B̄ T S dV − F ext

(2.5)

V

where F ext represents all the external forces due to imposed loads and S is the second
Piola-Kirchoff stress, defined relative to the undeformed configuration - see Figure 2.1.
S is related to the Cauchy stress σ - which is defined relative to the deformed configuration - according to equation 2.6

F −1σ F −T
S = JF

where

F)
J = det(F

(2.6)

B̄ is defined as

E = B̄
u
dE
B̄dũ

(2.7)

and the bar on B̄ is added to emphasise the non-linear dependence of the strains on
u due to large displacements. The derivadisplacements so that B̄ is dependent on ũ
tives in B̄
B̄, the volume V and the Green-Lagrange strain E are defined relative to
the undeformed coordinates X , i.e. in the R-frame in Figure 2.1. B̄ can be written
as two components B 0 and B L where B 0 is the usual small displacement B -matrix,
and B L is the component due to large displacements that is dependent on the nodal
displacements

u)
B̄ = B 0 + B L (ũ

(2.8)
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The stress strain relation is given by

D (E
E − E 0)
S − S 0 = D̂

(2.9)

D is the 4th order elasticity tensor. S 0 and E 0 represent the initial stress and
where D̂
strain respectively. To establish the tangential stiffness matrix, we can linearise equaF ext is zero. This can be formally
tion 2.5, assuming constant external loading so that dF
written as

Z

S + B̄ T d(S
S )]dV
[d(B̄ T )S

ψ=
dψ

(2.10)

V

From equations 2.9, 2.7, and 2.8,

S = D̂
D dE
E = D̂
DB̄
u
dS
B̄dũ

and

BL
dB̄ = dB

(2.11)

Equation 2.10 therefore becomes

Z

T

ψ=
dψ

T

Z

BL )S
S + B̄ D̂
DB̄
u]dV =
[d(B
B̄dũ
V

BL T )S
S dV + K̄
u
d(B
K̄dũ

(2.12)

V

where

Z

DB̄
B̄dV
B̄ T D̂

K̄ =

(2.13)

V

K̄ is the large displacement matrix or initial displacement matrix. It can be split in
the same fashion as B̄ in equation 2.8. In this case the component K 0 is given as

Z
K0 =

DB0 dV
B0 T D̂

(2.14)

V
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and K L is given as

Z
KL =

B0 T D̂
DBL + BL T D̂
DBL + BL T D̂
DB0 )dV
(B

(2.15)

V

The remaining part of equation 2.12 can be written as

Z

BL T )S
S dV = K σ dũ
u
d(B

(2.16)

V

where K σ is symmetric and dependent on the stress level. It is known as the geometric
(or initial stress) matrix and is given, according to Crisfield [20], by.

Z
Kσ =

X )T Ŝ
S G (X
X )dV
G (X

(2.17)

V

X ) is defined as in equation 2.18 and X indicates that the derivatives all
where G (X
defined with respect to the undeformed configuration

0
0
Na,1


N
0
0
 a,2


N
0
0
 a,3


 0 N
0

a,1


G=
0
 0 Na,2


 0 N
0

a,3



0 Na,1
 0



0 Na,2
 0


0
0 Na,3


. . .


. . .



. . .



. . .



. . .



. . .




. . .



. . .


...

(2.18)

Na is the shape function defined at node a, Na,I is a shorthand for the derivative of Na
with respect to I, and the “. . .” imply that the given three columns should be repeated
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as many times as there are nodes i.e. only one node a is given. Also in equation 2.17
S is defined as in equation 2.19
Ŝ




S 0 0
S̄




;
S=
Ŝ
S
0
S̄
0






S
0 0 S̄



where



S11 S12 S13 





S=
S̄
S
S
S
 12 22 23 




S13 S23 S33

(2.19)

The tangential stiffness matrix K T (= K̄ + Kσ ) is thus given as

Z h
i
T
T
DB̄(X) + G(X) Ŝ
S G(X) dV
KT =
B̄(X) D̂

(2.20)

V

In a finite element formulation, positions and displacements anywhere can be approximated from nodal values as

x=

X

Na (ζζ )xaN

and

a

u=

X

Na (ζζ )ũa

=⇒

ui,I = Na,I ũai (2.21)

a

The last expression implies summation over a. The Green-Lagrange strain tensor is
written as

E=


1 T
F F −I
2

(2.22)

and we can write the deformation gradient in elemental form as follows

FiJ = δiJ +

∂ui
= δiJ + ui,J
∂XJ

(2.23)

where δiJ is the Kronecker delta. It follows from above that

δFiJ =

∂δui
= δui,J
∂XJ

(2.24)
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Therefore, using equation 2.22, we have

EIJ =

1
(FiI FiJ − δIJ )
2

(2.25)

from which

δEIJ =

1
1
(δFiI FiJ + FiI δFiJ ) = (δui,I FiJ + FiI δui,J )
2
2

(2.26)

The Green-Lagrange strain tensor is written in Voigt notation as

E = [E11 , E22 , E33 , 2E12 , 2E13 , 2E23 ]T

(2.27)

E = [δE11 , δE22 , δE33 , 2δE12 , 2δE13 , 2δE23 ]T
δE

(2.28)

hence

Substituting equation 2.26 into equation 2.28 gives




Fi1 δui,1








Fi2 δui,2








Fi3 δui,3



E=
δE


F δu + F δu 
 i1 i,2
i2
i,1 






F
δu
+
F
δu
 i3 i,1
i1
i,3 




Fi2 δui,3 + Fi3 δui,2

(2.29)
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E=
Equations 2.21 and 2.29 combine to give the B̄ matrix for a given node a, from δE
ua as follows
B̄δu




F11 Na,1
F21 Na,1
F31 Na,1







 
F12 Na,2
F22 Na,2
F32 Na,2


 δũa

  1

 

F13 Na,3
F23 Na,3
F33 Na,3
 

 δũa  (2.30)
E=
δE
  2

 
F N + F N
F
N
+
F
N
F
N
+
F
N
 11 a,2

12 a,1
21 a,2
22 a,1
31 a,2
32 a,1  
 δũa



3


F13 Na,1 + F11 Na,3 F23 Na,1 + F21 Na,3 F33 Na,1 + F31 Na,3 




F12 Na,3 + F13 Na,2 F22 Na,3 + F23 Na,2 F32 Na,3 + F33 Na,2

and by using equations 2.23 to replace F in the B̄ matrix one can easily split it into
the small and large displacement components according to equation 2.8.
The above Lagrangian derivation is the more natural way of approaching the probB
lem of geometric non-linearity but it introduces a complicated strain-displacement B̄
matrix as can be seen in equation 2.30. If one has been working with small strain
formulations, then one has to reprogram all the finite element routines in order to implement this. Zienkiewicz and Taylor [90] carefully show that, taking advantage of the
chain rule for differentiation, i.e.

∂(.)
∂(.) ∂(xi )
∂(.)
=
=
FiI
∂XI
∂xi ∂XI
∂xi

∂(.)
∂(.)
=
F
X
x
∂X
∂x

i.e.

(2.31)

the above derivations can be transformed to an equivalent deformed configuration
formulation, which makes finite element implementation much easier.

2.3.1

K T with respect to other stress and strain measures

A number of other representations of the tangent stiffness matrix for various conjugate stress and strain measures are given by Crisfield [20]. The one given for the
Eulerian (deformed configuration) formulation, using the Jaumann rate of Cauchy
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stress is as follows

Z
Kt =



x)T (C
C JC − σ̃
σ + σ̌
σ )B
B (x
x) + G (x
x)T σ̂
σG (x
x) dω
B (x

(2.32)

ω

where B is the small strain B-matrix, C JC is the elastic stiffness matrix appropriate
for the Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress, ω is the volume defined with respect to the
deformed coordinates x , and the other terms are given as follows




0
0
2σ11


 0 2σ
0

22


 0
0 2σ33

σ=
σ̃

σ
0
 21 σ12



0
σ13
 σ31


0
σ32 σ23

σ12 σ13
σ21

0

0

σ31

σ̃12 σ23
σ32 σ̃13
σ31 σ21



where

1
σ̃ij = (σii + σjj )
2

(2.33)




σ11


σ
 22


σ
 33
σ=
σ̌

σ
 12



σ13


σ23

0 


σ23 



σ32 



σ13 




σ12 


σ̃23

σ11 σ11 0 0 0


σ22 σ22 0 0 0



σ33 σ33 0 0 0



σ12 σ12 0 0 0




σ13 σ13 0 0 0


σ23 σ23 0 0 0



σ 0 0
σ̄





σ = 0 σ̄
σ̂
σ 0
;




σ
0 0 σ̄

(2.34)





σ11 σ12 σ13 





σ = σ12 σ22 σ23 
σ̄





σ13 σ23 σ33
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(2.35)





0
0
Na,1


N
0
0
 a,2


N
0
0
 a,3


 0 N
0

a,1


G=
0
 0 Na,2


 0 N
0

a,3



0 Na,1
 0



0 Na,2
 0


0
0 Na,3

. . .


. . .



. . .



. . .



. . .
;


. . .




. . .



. . .


...



B = H G;

1


0



0

H =

0




0


0


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

 (2.36)

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0




0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0


0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

where the derivatives of the shape functions are with respect to the deformed configuσ is not symmetric.
ration. Note that σ̌
The elastic stiffness matrix C - which is the inverse of the compliance k (below) - is
defined in the crystallographic orientation and has to be transformed to any frame of
reference where it may be needed according to the transformation matrices that map
the respective frames to each other.




−ν12 /E1 −ν13 /E1
0
0
0 
 1/E1




−ν /E
1/E2
−ν23 /E2
0
0
0 
 12 1





−ν /E −ν /E
1/E3
0
0
0 
 13 1

23
2

k=



0
0
0
1/G12
0
0 








0
0
0
0
1/G
0


13




0
0
0
0
0
1/G23

(2.37)

In the present implementation, the result of applying the crystallographic orientation
to C yields the required C JC −matrix. Meissonnier et al. [62] also give a derivation
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for an appropriate C JC −matrix for use in eqn 2.32. Their derivation suggests that
extra terms beyond the simple application of rotations above are required to get C JC
right. However, for the current configuration based formulation used here, when the
extra correction terms were added, the simulation collapsed. Noteworthy, however,
is the fact that to the point of collapse, the results obtained were exactly the same
as those obtained without the correction terms. This is not surprising since (as both
Meissonnier et al. [62] and Crisfield [20] state) K T plays a fundamental role in the
rate of convergence but has no effect on the accuracy of the converged solution. Since
Meissonnier et al. [62] use an implicit solution procedure based on the intermediate
configuration, it may be that these extra terms are useful if one uses such a scheme.
The following section discusses the implicit integration of constitutive equations
that is performed in an Abaqus UMAT subroutine and which is separate from the
above solution for K T which is provided in the UEL subroutine and used by the Abaqus
kernel to estimate the displacements.

2.4

Implicit Integration of constitutive equations

In order to perform the implicit integration of constitutive equations with respect
to the deformed configuration for large deformation, it is necessary to take care of the
fact that as well as the usual response to straining, the Cauchy stress σ also changes
due to rigid body rotations [8]. A summary of a small deformation stress update [26] is
given below followed by a modification to the same to account for rigid body rotations.
For small deformation

σ t+∆t = C  et+∆t = C  et + C ∆e = C  et + C ˙ e ∆t
= C  et + C (˙ − ˙ p )∆t = σ t + C ˙ ∆t − C ˙ p ∆t
= σ tr − C ˙ p ∆t

(2.38)
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where the superscript tr implies the trial stress at t = t + ∆t. In the case of large
deformation, using the Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress,

σ t+∆t = C D e + W σ t − σ tW = C D e + σ̇
σR
σ̇
D − D p ) + σ̇
σ R = C D + σ̇
σR − CDp
= C (D

(2.39)

This gives the following result

C D + σ̇
σ R )∆t − C D p ∆t
σ t+∆t = σ t + (C
σ R ∆t − C D p ∆t
= σ tr + σ̇

(2.40)

σ R ∆t is a stress increment during the time ∆t due to rigid body rotation. Notice
where σ̇
that the only difference between the small and large deformation formulations is the
introduction of a term that expresses the change in Cauchy stress due to rigid body
rotations during the time ∆t. In both cases the (rate of) plastic strain increment D p
can be computed from the symmetric part of the plastic velocity gradient. The scheme
used to compute D p is detailed by Dunne et al. [26].
During the implicit iteration to solve for D p , a residual φ is defined so that from
eqn 2.38 we have

σ tr − C D p ∆t)
φ = σ t+∆t − (σ

(2.41)

The iteration is done to find a D p such that φ achieves a prescribed tolerance. The
point to note about this iteration scheme is that only stresses determined from material
straining are to be used in order to achieve the correct value of the plastic strain
increment. The increment in stress due to rigid body rotations should therefore only
be added on (in obtaining σ t+∆t ) after the plastic strain increment has been determined.
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However, it should be noted that the stress σ t+∆t used in the iteration process already
contains a component that is due to rigid body rotations, from any previous time
increments. This introduces a complication that may require extra storage if we are to
truly use only the stresses determined from material straining in order to achieve the
correct value of the plastic strain increment.
The above scheme gives better results than have been achieved in the previously
used scheme, as seen in the results below (Figure 2.2), but it is still unsatisfactory that
we have to separately account for contributions due to rotation, something we cannot
avoid as long as we directly work with the Cauchy stress tensor for the time-integration
of the constitutive equations. Moreover with this scheme it is difficult to simulate strain
that is large enough for texture evolution without employing complicated remeshing
algorithms - attempts to simulate larger strains, beyond applied compressive nominal
strain of about 10%, with this scheme led to simulation collapse with Abaqus reporting
the cause of failure as excessive mesh distortion.
Results could potentially be improved even further by using stress and strain measures more suited to finite strain formulations. A commonly used such measure, in
the literature pertaining to crystal plasticity, is the second Piola-Kirchoff stress S and
its work conjugate the Green-Lagrange strain E [38, 43, 62, 65, 67], which are usually utilised to update stress in an intermediate (relaxed) configuration defined by the
usual multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F = F eF p so that this
configuration is located F e away from the deformed configuration and F p away from
the undeformed configuration, see Section 1.3.1. The Cauchy stress is then obtained
from eqn 2.6, with the relevant modification, for use in the expression for K T , eqn 2.32.
This approach to stress-strain update is explored in Chapters 6 to 9 where very large
deformation is desired in order to simulate texture evolution. In the meantime the
scheme developed here is employed in the following chapters (4 and 5) where relatively
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low strain suffices for our needs.

2.5

Results

(a) Loading

(b) σxy :intermediate config, Abaqus, new scheme

Max values: 1.752 × 104 | 1.934 × 104 |1.939 × 104 M P a
Min values: −1.085 × 104 |−1.025 × 104 |−1.014 × 104 M P a
Figure 2.2: Elastic shear loading: 100 × 100 × 10µm; top deflection: 65µm.

(a) Loading

(b) σxx : Abaqus, new scheme

Max values: 4.895 × 103 |4.899 × 103 M P a
Min values: −5.031 × 103 |−5.039 × 103 M P a
Figure 2.3: Cantilever bending: 100 × 20 × 20µm; End deflection of 5µm. Abaqus and
deformed config comparisons only

Elastic large deformation comparisons were made between this deformed configuration stress update scheme and the one in use until this point in the project, which was
based on update in an intermediate configuration defined by the polar decomposition,
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U = R −1F ) - see Liang
i.e. located U away from the undeformed reference frame (U
[56, chap. 4] for full details on this intermediate configuration update scheme. The
two were also compared against Abaqus/standard elasticity for shear loading and for
a cantilever. Shear loading was selected because it results in fairly large rigid body
rotations. Cantilever bending is also a fairly complex loading state since stresses vary
both along the length and the height of the cantilever. Both cases thus provide very
good tests for the stress update schemes. The results are given in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.

2.6

Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the theory of large deformations involving large strains
and large rotations. Specifically the derivation of the tangent stiffness matrix and its
implementation into finite element code have been discussed for the choices of stress
and strain measures relevant to the question the thesis seeks to answer, i.e. modelling
texture evolution.
The implicit integration of constitutive equations is also discussed and improvements proposed to a Cauchy stress-based scheme that has been in use up to this point
in the project in order to account for the effects of rigid body rotations on the Cauchy
stress with a view to modelling very large strains. The improvements led to better
results compared to the previous scheme when benchmarked against Abaqus/Standard
results. However, they were not sufficient to address the need for simulating the very
large strains needed to model texture evolution without resorting to complex remeshing algorithms or using continuation simulations, i.e. a series of simulations where a
previous simulation’s output is used as input for a following simulation.
The overall compressive strain, of <10% nominal strain, achievable with the improved scheme is sufficient for studies involving relatively small strains. The code
developed is therefore used for the studies in Chapters 4 and 5. A more robust code is
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later developed in Chapter 6 for use in the texture evolution studies thereafter.
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Chapter 3
Pole figure construction
3.1

Executive summary

In order to fully explore and understand pole figures, a program was written in
the Python programming language to produce pole figures (and inverse pole figures).
This chapter presents the theory used in constructing the pole figures and ends by
presenting some results produced by the developed Python program, as well as giving
a short description of how the program works. The program developed in this chapter
has been used to produce all the pole figures in the rest of the thesis, as a convenient
alternative to commercial solutions.

3.2

Introduction

Pole figures may be constructed as either a stereographic or equal area projection.
Given Euler angles describing a texture, representation of it on a pole figure involves
four main stages: (i) converting the pole into an equivalent cartesian unit vector, (ii)
defining the relevant symmetry elements, (iii) obtaining a spherical projection of the
pole, (iv) projecting the pole onto a plane of the sphere parallel to the equatorial
plane: an equatorial plane projection is a stereographic pole figure while a polar plane
projection defines an equal area pole figure.

3.2.1

The Pole and the Spherical Projection

A pole is an unsigned normal to a plane. More strictly, it is the point where the
unsigned normal to a plane strikes the surface of a sphere if this normal is drawn
through the centre of the sphere. The significance of the “unsignedness” is that for a
given plane, whether we chose to plot the end of the normal that is in the northern
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hemisphere of the projection sphere (which if we made it signed we could call the
positive end) or the end in the southern hemisphere (which could consequently be
called the negative end), we will be plotting the same pole [49].

(a) Sphere of projection

(b) Poles

Figure 3.1: Pole figure construction: illustration of the sphere of projection and poles.

Imagine a crystal to be positioned at the centre of a unit sphere - called a sphere
of projection - and draw normals to crystal planes through the centre of the sphere to
intersect the surface of the sphere, say at P; see Figure 3.1(a) for example. P is called
the pole of the plane for which OP is the normal. A direction can also be represented
by a point on the sphere defined as the point where the line parallel to the direction
passing through the centre of the sphere strikes the surface of the sphere. A crystal
plane can be represented by drawing a parallel plane through the centre of the sphere
and extending it until it strikes the sphere. Since the plane goes through the centre of
the sphere it is a diametral plane and the line of the intersection of the sphere and such
a plane is called the great circle: a circle on the surface of a sphere with radius equal
to the radius of the sphere. Representing the directions in the crystal, i.e. normals to
lattice planes or lattice directions, by points (poles) on the surface of the sphere results
in a spherical projection of the crystal [48]; see for Figure 3.1(b) example.
For a specified plane (hkl), the normal to this plane is not generally the same
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as the direction [hkl]. Indeed it is only in cubic crystal systems that direction [hkl]
necessarily coincides with the normal to the plane (hkl) for all h,k,l [48]. In other
crystal systems, this may only be true for one or more special lattice planes, but not in
general. In an orthorhombic crystal, for example, a normal to the plane (221), i.e. its
pole, is also commonly labeled (221); it corresponds to a vector in “reciprocal space”
Bhadeshia [10]. However the direction [221] is not parallel to the pole (221): it is not
perpendicular to the plane (221) [49].
A north pole is defined, where the z-axis exits the sphere, and a standard meridian
is defined e.g. where the x and z-planes meet (the Greenwich). Two angles Ψ and Θ
are needed which describe a point on the surface of the unit sphere. The longitudes (Θ)
are defined to be increasing/positive according to the right hand rule. Ψ and Θ can
also be introduced as a series of two specific rotations e.g. first a clockwise rotation of
Ψ about the positive z-axis and then a clockwise rotation of Θ about the new positive
y-axis. These are therefore two “Euler angles” for locations on the surface of a sphere
[49].
The point to be plotted can be chosen in two ways (since poles are unsigned normals). So we pick a hemisphere - usually the northern hemisphere in materials science
- and plot the end of the pole that appears in that hemisphere. Every point on the
hemisphere can then be mapped onto the inside of a circle. The representation of
directions on the surface of a unit sphere is especially convenient when we have many
crystals in one polycrystalline sample: their relative orientation is immediately evident,
and the local density of points reflects exactly the number of grains in a given interval
of directions: the orientation distribution.
One needs two numbers to specify an direction; they are most conveniently chosen
as the coordinates on the surface of: a sphere, if they are signed directions; a hemisphere
if they are unsigned. The latter may be mapped onto the area of a circle and the former
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onto two circles [49].

3.2.2

The Stereographic Projection

(a) Intersecting equatorial plane

(b) Pole figure

Figure 3.2: Pole figure construction: illustration of pole projection from the northern
hemisphere to the south pole and the resulting pole figure.

If we choose to project the pole P in the northern hemisphere from the south pole
S, the point P’ where line PS intersects the equatorial plane (i.e. the primitive circle
or simply primitive) is then defined as the stereographic projection of P; see Figure 3.6
for example.
All poles in the northern hemisphere give stereographic projections inside the primitive. Poles in the southern hemisphere project outside the primitive. It is inconvenient
to work with poles outside the primitive and to avoid this, a pole in the southern
hemisphere may be projected from the north pole to give a projected pole inside the
primitive. This new pole is normally distinguished from the true projection - which is
outside the primitive - by using an open circle instead of a dot.
The stereographic projection is important in crystallography because it is angle
true, i.e. angles on the sphere of projection project as equal angles. Also all circles
(great or small) on the surface of the sphere of projection project as circles [48]
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3.2.3

Orientation relationship between crystal and sample axes

The orientation matrix g describing a crystal’s orientation relative to sample axes
(and vice versa) is constructed from three Euler Angles in a specified notation e.g
Bunge, Roe or symmetric Kocks angles. This involves construction of g according to
the ZXZ route: anticlockwise rotations about Z, then the new X and the finally the
new Z (see appendix A.1 for a fuller review of these). Other routes are also possible
e.g. using Cardan angles, Nautical angles, etc which may involve rotation sequences
such as ZYZ, XYX, XZY etc [79].
Traditionally, g is defined such that it represents a rotation from the sample axes
to the crystal axes. Thus it describes the crystal axes (rows) expressed in terms of the
sample axes (columns). Figure 3.3 illustrates Bunge Euler angles used to define g . To
start the process for constructing the pole figure, the transpose of g is applied to the
given pole which transforms it from the crystal to the sample axes. The rotated pole
can then be referred to the unit sphere to construct the pole diagram.

3.3

Macroscopic symmetry elements

The most basic form of structural symmetry is that contained in a crystal structure
since the crystal structure is the basic structural element common to most materials.
A material is crystalline if its structure can be idealised into having discrete translation
symmetry at the atomic level [49].
The existence of translation symmetry limits the number of symmetry elements that
can be present. The macroscopically measured properties of a crystal can be defined
and understood without reference to the translational symmetry elements defined by
the lattice. If translational symmetry of the crystal is disregarded, the remaining
symmetry elements (i.e., rotational symmetry, mirror planes, and the centre of inversion
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Figure 3.3: An illustration of Bunge Euler angles.

- the centre of the sphere of projection) can be arranged into 32 consistent groups: the
32 crystallographic point groups or crystal classes. They are so-called because all of
the symmetry elements in a group pass through a single point and the operation of
these elements leaves just one point unmoved - the point through which they pass. A
“group” of symmetry elements consists of all elements that, if applied in succession
(or again), give an element that is aready a member of the set. Knowlegde of this
group is useful for enforcing all applicable symmetries in a calculation. These point
groups are called macroscopic symmetry elements because their presence or absence
can be deduced from macroscopic tests such as the symmetry of physical properties
or the arrangement of external faces [48, 49]. The various different combinations of
pure rotation axes (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and rotoinversion axes (1̄, 2̄, 3̄, 4̄, 5̄, 6̄) constitute the
32 crystal classes. The 32 classes are grouped into systems (i.e. triclinic, monoclinic,
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orthorhombic, trigonal, tetragonal, hexagonal and cubic) according to the presence
of symmetry elements [48]. The nomenclature of the crystal classes is as follows. X
and X̄ indicate a rotation axis and inversion axis respectively. X/m is a rotation axis
normal to a mirror plane, Xm is a rotation axis with a mirror plane parallel to it, X2
is a rotation axis with a diad (2) normal to it. X/mm indicates a rotation axis with
a mirror plane normal to it and another parallel to it. X̄m is an inversion axis with
a parallel plane of symmetry. A plane of symmetry is an alternative description of a
mirror plane.
A full description of the crystal’s symmetry involves a description of the spatial
distribution of the symmetry elements, i.e. a combination of point groups and translations. There are 230 crystallographic space groups and each one of them gives the
fullest description of the symmetry of the crystal possessing that space group. For
discussion of imperfections in crystals and for texture analysis, space groups are not of
interest [48, 49].
All lattices are centrosymmetric and so are all crystals with a single atom in the
motif. Those with a multi-atom motif at each lattice point generally have lower symmetry than that of the lattice but they nevertheless have an inversion centre. A Laue
group is the crystal class formed when a centre of inversion is added to the symmetry
elements already present. There are 11 such classes [48, 49].
Symmetry operators of rotation groups are listed in chapter 1, table II of Kocks
et al. [49] and in an appendix in Randle and Engler [68]. The different groups and
their significance for the different crystal systems are detailed in chapter 2 of Kelly and
Groves [48] and chapter 1 of Kocks et al. [49]. These symmetries have to be taken into
account when one constructs the pole diagrams. For this project, attention is drawn to
the symmetries applicable to cubic and hexagonal crystal systems - since it is intended
to look at single and combined phase systems where the two apply.
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3.4

HCP planes and directions

Figure 3.4: For HCP it is necessary to convert from the Miller-Bravais 4-index notaion
to an equivalent 3-index orthogonal set for projection. Courtesy of Randle and Engler
[68].

For planes in the hexagonal crystal system, the index can be represented by using
the Miller index notation or the Miller-Bravais notation where a fourth index is introduced such that (hkl) becomes (hkil) where i = −(h + k). To change from the four
to the three index notation one only has to delete the third index. For example the
following are equivalent pairs: (1̄1̄0), (1̄1̄20); (1̄00), (1̄010); (21̄0), (21̄1̄0).
The Miller-Bravais system can also be used for directions such that [uvw] becomes
[uvtw] with t bearing the same relationship to u,v as i to h,k for planes. However,
care has to be taken in this case to ensure that the result of a three index notation
are the same as those of a four one. Directions are specified by taking steps along
all three axes and arranging that the step along the u-axis is of such length that the
number of unit repeat vectors moved along the t-direction is equal to the negative
of (u+v). For example the following are equivalent pairs: [100], [21̄1̄0]; [112̄0], [110];
[011̄0], [120]; [12̄13], [01̄1]. It should be noted that the Miller-Bravais index cannot
always be immediately written down from the first two indices of the three index
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triplet, as is the case for a plane [48]. In this case if one started with a four index
value, one can get two possible permutations of a three index notation that give the
same direction as the four index one, i.e. some ambiguity is introduced.
Since in a cubic system the plane Miller indices also specify the direction of the
normal to the plane, one just needs to normalise this and apply the orientaion matrix
to it in order to construct the pole figure, as previously described. However, for HCP,
since the axes in the plane are not at right angles to one another, and since the three
axes are not of equal length (i.e. the system is not an orthonormal one), care has to
be taken in order to determine the normal to a plane.
Determining the normal is straight forward for basal and prismatic planes. For the
basal plane (0001), the normal is simply [001]. For the prismatics (hki0), it is always
true that the first three indices of the plane describe a direction [hki] normal to the
plane [49].
For the pyramidal planes, it is best to work out the normal from first principles
(i.e. by referring to the definition of the indices of the plane). First, all the axes
a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , c are expressed as vectors in the usual cartesian coordinate system. Then
given a plane (hkil), each non-zero member of (hkil) is inverted and multiplied by the
vector of the axis in its direction giving vectors in the cartesion system of the form:
a 1 /h, a 2 /k, a 3 /i, c /l. From this, two vectors in the plane can be computed with normal
vector arithmetic, e.g. v 1 = a 1 /h − a 2 /k and v 2 = a 1 /h − c /l. A normal to the plane
is the cross product of v 1 and v 2 . Because of symmetry, the order of the two vectors
in taking the cross product is immaterial. The opposite pole will always be produced
by the inversion centre symmetry element.
Other schemes for finding the normal to planes are available, although one has
to be careful when utilising them. One such scheme is that proposed by Randle and
Engler [68]. In this scheme, the Miller-Bravais plane index is converted into three index
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notation as described above. A matrix L (as defined in Randle and Engler [68] chapter
2) is then applied to the result. This is then expected to transform the hexagonal
reference system to an orthonormal one like that of a cubic. This kind of operation
would enable all crystal systems to basically have the same form of crystal coordinate
system, i.e. orthonormal. This scheme was attempted but it was found that there are
some slight inconsistencies in the results it produces.
Consider Figure 3.5 where the two schemes above have been applied to a single
HCP crystal whose orientation is given by the Bunge Euler angles (6.21, 1.99, 2.53) in radians. Figure 3.5(a) gives results from the first principles scheme while (b) gives
those from the L-matrix scheme. Pole figures for the following prismatic planes are
shown in the figure, respectively: (101̄0), (1̄21̄0), (112̄0) and (12̄10). There are two
things to note in the figures: in (a), (1̄21̄0), (112̄0) and (12̄10) are the same and (101̄0)
is different than them; in (b), (1̄21̄0) and (12̄10) are the same and different than (101̄0)
and (1̄21̄0), which are also the same. From the crystal geometry of the HCP crystal, we
know that (101̄0) and (1̄21̄0) should not be the same. We also know that (1̄21̄0), (112̄0)
and (12̄10) are symmetrically equivalent and therefore should give exactly the same
results. All the symmetry elements for the HCP (and for the cubics -separately) were
incorporated into the program developed to produce these pole figures. It is obvious
that there is an error introduced by the combination of the L-matrix and the use of the
three index notation for HCP. The source of this error is a factor worth investigating
in future since the use of such a matrix is a neat solution and one worth polishing if
possible.

3.5

Implementation

A program has been developed in the Python programming language to produce the
pole figures (and inverse pole figures) using the methodology described in this section.
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(a) First principles scheme

(b) L-matrix scheme

Figure 3.5: Comparison of symmetry results for the calculation from first principles
and that based on the L-Matrix given by Randle and Engler [68].
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Given texture information in the form of Euler angles (for either cubic or hexagonal
crystal geometry), the program computes the relevant g matrices, determines which
geometry it has received, i.e. either cubic or hexagonal, and then chooses the course of
action. For cubics, it normalises the pole given and then generates the xy coordinates
for the poles in the unit circle after computing all the relevant cubic symmetries.
For hexagonals, it chooses a scheme to implement the conversion from four to three
indices (it is enabled to choose between the two systems described in this chapter) and
normalises the result. It then deals with the result in the same manner as for the cubic.
The points are then plotted with Python’s graphing library matplotlib.
y
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Figure 3.6: Defining the cartesian axes relative to the natural crystallographic axes
for hcp crystal geometry. The leftmost system is required to faithfully represent received
pole figures. The other alternative configurations are also generally used in the literature.

Care must be taken when defining the cartesian axes relative to the crystallographic axes in the case of hexagonal geometry, otherwise pole figures may get swapped,
e.g.(101̄0) may get plotted as (112̄0). The following three options were found in the
literature (see Figure 3.6): (i) X1 = [101̄0], Y1 = [1̄21̄0], Z = [0001]; (ii) X2 = [112̄0],
Y2 = [1̄100], Z = [0001]; and (iii) X3 = [1̄21̄0], Y3 = [1̄010], Z = [0001]. Option (i) was
used to match the pole figures provided by Rolls-Royce, fig 3.7. FCC Nickel data was
also obtained from Ben Britton1 . Fig 3.8 shows the images obtained from Ben for FCC
Nickel in smoothed and unsmoothed form alongside those obtained from the program
developed here.
1

Ben Britton was working with A.J. Wilkinson at Oxford’s Department of Materials at the time.
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(a) 0001

(b) 101̄0

(c) 1̄21̄0

(d) 0001

(e) 101̄0

(f) 1̄21̄0

Figure 3.7: Comparison of pole figures obtained from Rolls-Royce (a–c) with those
obtained by the program developed here (d–f).

3.6

Discussion and conclusions

This chapter has reviewed the theory needed in the construction of pole figures and
presents some pole figures for hcp and cubic materials that have been constructed with
a Python programme developed here based on the theory that has been discussed.
For purposes of comparison with commercial pole figure software packages, data
was received from two sources (as stated in Section 3.5) both as Euler angles in text
files for use to construct the pole figures with the software developed here, and as pole
figures constructed by the commercial pole figure software packages. Good qualitative
comparison between the received pole figures and those developed by the software
developed here has been obtained.
For hcp materials, it is concluded that it is better to work from first principles
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(g) Ben’s figures smoothed

(h) Ben’s figures not smoothed

(i) Figures from the program

Figure 3.8: Comparison of Pole figures obtained from Ben’s Ni experiments with those
obtained by the program developed here.

than from the L-matrix scheme available from literature. The L-matrix scheme has
been shown to lead to errors. It would, however, be useful to investigate the source of
this error in future because the idea of a single L-matrix would be a neat solution for
purposes of constructing pole figures.
It is also noted, for hcp crystals, that care must be taken when choosing the relationship between the orthogonal cartesian set of axes and the natural crystals axes
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- which are not an orthogonal set. Different choices could lead to swapping of pole
figures when compared to pole figures from different pole figure software packages.
Normally user manuals for any selected pole figure software package should state what
relationship between these two sets of axes is implemented.
For purposes of texture evolution modelling, the practice of reproducing initial pole
figures as received from experimentalists is worth doing every time new data is received
as it enables the modeller to confirm that model reference axes are consistent with those
expected by experimentalists. Failure to do this basic check could lead to specifying
a model loading direction (as normally defined by the rolling, transverse, and normal
directions on pole figures) that is different from the direction used in the experiments.
This would have the effect of working with essentially different initial textures, which
is undesirable.
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Chapter 4
Geometrically necessary dislocation
modelling
4.1

Executive summary

The geometric dislocation tensor has been derived in forms suitable for both deformed and undeformed configuration formulations, and reconciled with the various
suggestions of its form in the literature. The result, together with Nye’s slip-systemwisediscrete tensor, has been implemented in crystal plasticity finite element code to enable
determination of GND accumulation on the active and independent a-type basal, prismatic and pyramidal and c+a-type pyramidal slip systems in hcp crystals. The GND
density is fully coupled with the crystal slip rule.
A model near-α Ti polycrystal under deformation has been analysed using this
approach to determine the GND densities developing on the a- and c+a-type slip
systems and compared with independent experimental observations. Good agreement
is obtained and in particular the experiments support the model prediction that c+atype slip system GND densities are an order of magnitude lower than those for a-type
slip.

4.2

Introduction

A dislocation may be defined in one of two ways. First, as a boundary or a line
in the slip plane separating regions where slip has occurred from those where it has
not. Consequently, a dislocation must possess many of the characteristics of other
boundaries such as on a map, i.e., they cannot terminate inside a crystal but must be
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continuous and form a closed loop, terminate on other dislocations (in a junction or
node) or on a surface. This is a manifestation of the general principle of conservation
of the Burger’s vector, which can be stated as follows: if the directions of all the
dislocation lines are taken to run out from the node, then the sum of the Burger’s
vectors of all the dislocations is zero. Second, a dislocation may be defined as a line
defect in a crystal in which the coordination differs systematically from the regular
or ideal arrangement of atoms [48, 64]. Both definitions show that a dislocation is a
lattice imperfection in a crystal structure which affects structure-sensitive properties
such as strength, hardness, ductility and toughness.
The dislocations can be screw, edge or mixed. Screw dislocations are dislocations
where the direction of the dislocation line is parallel to the slip direction. Edge dislocations are those with the direction of the dislocation line perpendicular to the slip
direction. If the direction of the dislocation line has a component parallel to the slip
direction and another normal to it, it is referred to as a mixed dislocation. Crystals
normally contain a great number of dislocations even before plastic deformation occurs.
These are generally statistically distributed, and are referred to as statistically stored
dislocations (SSDs).
In addition to SSDs, there is another important type: the geometrically necessary
dislocation (GND). GNDs were proposed primarily to accommodate strain gradients
which result from the inhomogeneous plastic deformation of neighbouring grains [5].
The extent of the strain gradients for a given polycrystal depends on the size of the
grains in such a way that polycrystals with smaller grain size generate strain gradients
which develop further into the grain, giving a harder stress-strain response during plasticity (Cheong et al. [17]). Cheong et al. [17] showed that except for large polycrystal
grains, where strain gradient effects are expected to be small, there is a significant
difference between the stress-strain response of a polycrystal with and without the
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evolution of GNDs. GNDs lead to further macroscopic strengthening of the material
[31, 32].
Since GNDs are required to support plastic strain gradients, they do not exist in situations involving homogeneous plastic strain, that is, they only exist in the presence of
a plastic strain gradient. Conditions necessitating GNDs arise in many circumstances
in practice. Figure 4.1 shows some cases where GNDs would be required to satisfy
geometric compatibility at grain boundaries as well as at interfaces of multi-phase systems such as alloys. Length scale dependent plasticity, based on the development of

(a) Shearing of a second phase

(b) Polycrystal deformation

β

α
(c) Two-phase alloy

Figure 4.1: In this figure, 4.1(a) shows an idealised two phase situation where a rigid
particle in a sheared matrix experiences a plastic strain gradient. Figure 4.1(b) shows a
case of deformation at the grain boundaries of a polycrystal; the incompatibility of strain
at the grain boundary (strain gradient) necessitates GNDs to satisfy it. Figure 4.1(c)
shows a two phase alloy such as Ti-6Al-4V; α lath structures exist throughout the β
phase with similar consequences to that in 4.1(a).

geometrically necessary dislocations, is becoming increasingly used in understanding
micro-deformation, fatigue crack nucleation, crack propagation and recrystallization to
name a few examples. However, what remains a significant shortcoming is microstructural validation of the ability of such modelling, usually crystal plasticity based, to
capture correctly the densities of geometrically necessary dislocations developed, and
their spatial distribution. Without such detailed validation, these modelling techniques will never gain the confidence of experimentalists nor of model users, be they
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researchers or industrial practitioners. In addition, limited work has been reported on
the modelling of GND development in hcp polycrystals. Specifically, the slip anisotropy
in hcp crystals is significantly different to that in fcc and bcc systems because of the cand a-type slip having differing Burger’s vectors and vastly different critical resolved
shear stresses. Slip in such systems occurs on basal, prismatic and pyramidal systems
(a-type), and on first- and second-order pyramidal systems (c+a-type). Experimental
observations [13, 45, 82] show that c+a-type slip may occur at a resolved shear stress
of 2.5–3.0 times that for a-type slip [34]. A consequence of this is that the densities of
GNDs developing on the different slip systems during deformation have been measured
to be orders of magnitude different[13]. This poses challenges for crystal plasticity
coupled GND modelling techniques which have not as yet been addressed.
This chapter therefore focuses on the particular matter of GND development in
hcp polycrystals. The physically-based crystal plasticity model of Dunne et al. [26] is
employed, which is fully length scale dependent and contains explicitly the coupling
between GND density and slip rate. We present a methodology for determination
of the GND densities on the individual basal, prismatic and pyramidal slip systems
and importantly, present for the first time detailed comparisons of GND activity on
the different systems with experimental EBSD observations for a Ti alloy polycrystal.
In passing, we note the various uses and definitions of the curl tensor used in determining GND density and present a rationalization and comparison of the approaches
described in the literature. In the following sections, we first review the Nye tensor
and the various approaches for describing dislocation content, and present a comparison of the approaches. We go on to detail the methodology employed for addressing
the well-known non-uniqueness problem (e.g. [4]) and describe the coupling of the
GND evolution model with our crystal plasticity slip rule and the corresponding finite
element implementation. Finally, we present an analysis of a Ti polycrystal subjected
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to deformation in which we assess the development of GND densities on the basal, prismatic and pyramidal slip systems and we compare the results obtained in some detail
with independent experimental observations. We provide, therefore, a detailed assessment of the ability of GND-based crystal plasticity to capture correctly experimentally
observed behaviour in hcp polycrystals.

4.3

Dislocation tensors

Figure 4.2: Sketch of a closed path in a plane (a) that in (b) fails to close due to the
introduction of a dislocation in the plane. The path in both (a) and (b) is 16 inter-atomic
spaces long.

In this section, we address the various measures of geometrically necessary dislocation content.
The deformation gradient F is defined as a mapping between the deformed and
X
undeformed configurations such that it maps an initial undeformed path element dX
x as dx
x = F dX
X (see Section 1.3.1). Nye [66] defined
to a deformed path element dx
the closure failure (or discontinuity or opening of an initially closed path following
deformation) due to dislocations generated in a particular plane per unit area as

Bi = αij lj

with αij = nbi rj

(4.1)

where Bi is the closure failure, lj is a unit vector normal to the unit area, bi is the
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Burger’s vector, n the number density of dislocations, and rj is a unit vector along
the dislocation line. Figure 4.2 shows a sketch to illustrate a closure failure due to
dislocations in a plane. If all the dislocations are parallel the two definitions of density
(i.e. total length of dislocation per unit volume or number of dislocations intersecting
a unit area) give the same value, but for a completely random arrangement the volume
density is twice the surface density [41].
Defining ρj = nrj from eqn 4.1 so that αij = nbi rj becomes αij = bi ρj , we can
re-write Nye’s slip-systemwise-discrete dislocation tensor, α, for multi-slip as

αij = bβi ρβj

=⇒

α=

X

bβ ⊗ ρβ



(4.2)

β

where β is a general active slip plane. The dislocation tensor α specifies the state of
dislocation of the region for which the closure failure is defined [66]. The closure failure,
B C , can thus be written for this region (or volume) as

ZZ

X

BC =
S

!

bβ ⊗ ρβ n dS

(4.3)

β

where S is a surface that bounds the region and n is the normal to the surface.
An alternative description of the state of dislocation of a region can be made purely
in terms of the kinematics of the deformation under consideration. The closure failure
can be described over the region (or volume) by considering the change in the length of
a path on the surface due to the generation of dislocations in the volume. This results
in a field quantity G which describes the dislocation content of the volume in a similar
way to Nye’s slip-systemwise-discrete dislocation tensor α . Acharya and Bassani [1]
while dealing with the subject of lattice incompatibility proposed a definition of this
closure failure with respect to the deformed configuration C as the existence of at least
one closed curve in C for which the cumulative Burger’s vector is non-vanishing. They
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define the cumulative Burger’s vector, b C , of all dislocation lines that belong within
the closed curve C on C by

I
bC =

x
F e−1 dx

(4.4)

C

and they interpret a non-vanishing Burger’s vector at a point of C as the closure failure
associated with the projection of the closed curve C, that bounds an infinitesimal
element of area containing that point, in the intermediate configuration (or relaxed
configuration).
Starting with eqn 4.4, in which the integration is performed with respect to the
deformed configuration, and using Stokes’ theorem, the line integral can be converted
into an integral over the whole surface of the volume for which the path above is a
periphery resulting in eqn 4.5, where “curl” implies the operation “∇×” performed
with respect to the deformed (or spatial) coordinates x , where x = X + u . “Curl” will
be used when referring to the undeformed (or material) coordinates X .

I
bC =

F
C

e−1

ZZ
x=
dx

F
curlF


e−1 T

ZZ

GeT
D n dS

n dS =

S

F e−1
where GeD = curlF

S

(4.5)

Superscipts e and D are just reminders that G , the dislocation content tensor introduced above, is defined in terms of F e and the derivatives are performed with respect
to the deformed coordinates x respectively. Note that the curl term is transposed
unlike when Stokes’ theorem is applied to vectors. Cermelli and Gurtin [16] provide
the relevant proof for the origin of the transpose which can be summarised as follows.
T )cc = curl(T
T T c ) for all constant vectors c and a tensor field T ;
Given the identity (curlT
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for a smooth vector field f Stokes’ theorem applies as

ZZ

I
x=
f · dx

S
curlff · dS

C

(4.6)

S

If f = T T c , then

I

ZZ

T

T

T c · dx
x=

ZZ



S=
curl T c · dS

C

T ) c · dS
S
(curlT

S

(4.7)

S

but c is constant hence

I

ZZ

T )T dS
S
(curlT

x=
T dx
C

(4.8)

S

If we wish to obtain G with respect to the undeformed configuration, we can re-write
eqn 4.4 so that the integration is referred to the undeformed coordinates as follows:

I
bC =

F e−1 dx
x=

I

F pF −1F dX
X=

I

(4.9)

C

C

C

F p dX
X

x = F dX
X have been used. In this case we get
where the relations F = F eF p and dx

I
bC =

p

ZZ

X=
F dX
C

ZZ

p T

G pT
R n R dSR

F ) dS
SR =
(CurlF

Fp
where G pR = CurlF

SR

SR

(4.10)

where now G pR is the geometric dislocation tensor as a function of F p and the derivatives
are performed with respect to the undeformed coordinates X ; subscript R implies the
undeformed configuration.
By equating the closure failure as defined by eqns 4.3 and 4.4, i.e. B C = bC , it
can be seen that if the surface element in eqn 4.3 refers to the deformed configuration
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(hence all crystal lattice directions included in b and ρ will have to be referred to the
deformed configuration), then

!

ZZ

X
S

β

β

b ⊗ρ


β

ZZ

F e−1
curlF

n dS =

T

n dS =⇒

S

T

F e−1
b β ⊗ ρ β = curlF

X
β

(4.11)

Similarly, if the surface element in eqn 4.3 refers to the undeformed configuration then

!
ZZ

X β
β
n R dSR =
bR ⊗ ρR

ZZ
SR

β

F p )T dS
S R =⇒
(CurlF
SR


X β
F p )T
b R ⊗ ρ βR = (CurlF
β

(4.12)

where the subscript R on b and ρ indicates that the crystal lattice directions included
have to be referred to the undeformed configuration. This subscript will be omitted in
all mention of b and ρ from this point on, but the reader should remember to assume
F e−1 or CurlF
Fp
the deformed or undeformed configuration depending on whether curlF
is used according to eqns 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. Since FE code implementations
x) or undeformed
are normally set up with respect to either the deformed coordinates (x
X ), this in practice determines which form is most appropriate to use.
coordinates (X
In the case of infinitesimal deformation, the deformed and undeformed configurations collapse onto each other since x ≈ X which implies curl ≈ Curl and F ≈ I .
F e−1 ≈ CurlF
F p.
Hence, from F = F eF p , I ≈ F eF p =⇒ F e−1 ≈ F p so that curlF

4.3.1

Reconciling dislocation measures

In the literature there have been various representations of the geometric dislocation
tensor. An extended list of these is given by Cermelli and Gurtin [16]. In this section
we attempt to reconcile some of them with the tensors obtained above. Busso et al.
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F p which can be derived as G pR in eqn 4.10 but
[14] provided the tensor Λ 1 = curlF
without the transpose and without specifying the configuration with respect to which
the derivatives are to be performed - although this distinction is not necessary for the
kind of small deformations they were working with. Acharya [2] also provided the tensor
F e−1 which can be derived as G eD in eqn 4.5 again without the transpose,
Λ 2 = −curlF
but also with a negative sign that arises from the definition of the “true” Burger’s
vector according to Willis’ [85] convention. Therefore if the transpose, resulting from
the application of Stokes’ theorem to a second order tensor (eqn 4.8) rather than to a
vector (eqn 4.6), is applied and care is taken to identify the configuration with respect
to which the derivatives are carried out, the measures Λ 1 and Λ 2 become the same as
G pR and G eD respectively.
Cermelli and Gurtin [16] also start with eqn 4.10, i.e.,

I

p

ZZ

C

F p )T n R dSR
(CurlF

F ) dS
SR =
(CurlF

X=
F dX

bC =

ZZ

p T

(4.13)

SR

SR

F p )T n R lies in the intermediate configuration and
They then argue that since (CurlF
F p )T n R dSR
n R dSR lies in the undeformed configuration, it would be incorrect to associate (CurlF
with the Burger’s vector corresponding to the boundary curve of a surface element with
normal n R . They propose to rectify the situation with n I dSI = J pF p−T n R dSR , where
n dSI is a surface element in the intermediate configuration I and J p is the determinant
of F p , so that

F p )T n R dSR =
(CurlF

1
F p )T F pT n I dSI
(CurlF
Jp

(4.14)

This results [16] in G defined in the intermediate configuration, i.e. G pI , with the form

GpI =

1 p
F CurlF
Fp
p
J

(4.15)
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and the equivalent G in the undeformed configuration of the form

p−1 p p−T
F p ) F p−T
G p∗
GIF
= (CurlF
R = JpF

(4.16)

where the superscript ∗ only serves to differentiate this G pR from that defined in eqn 4.10.
A similar argument leads to

F e−1
G eI = J eF e−1 curlF

and G e∗
D =

1 e e eT
F e−1 )F
F eT
F G I F = (curlF
Je

(4.17)

where J e is the determinant of F e and the superscript ∗ serves to differentiate this G eD
from that defined in eqn 4.5
p∗
p
e
It can be seen that the tensors G e∗
D and G R look rather different to G D and G R

respectively and are difficult to reconcile with those suggested by Acharya [2] and
Busso et al. [14]. This is a result of the specific assumption that it would be incorrect
F p )T n R dSR with the Burger’s vector corresponding to the boundto associate (CurlF
ary curve of a surface element with normal n R and the consequent introduction of
n dSI = J pF p−T nR dSR to define a surface element in the intermediate configuration
in order to rectify the situation. As can be seen in eqn 4.13 although b C is defined
in the intermediate configuration, it is appropriate for it to be determined entirely in
X . This does not change for dS
S after
terms of undeformed coordinates, implied in dX
the application of Stokes’ theorem, i.e. b C is still determined entirely in terms of undep

F
S and in CurlF
F p (= ε dF
formed coordinates, implied in dS
X , where ε is the permutation
dX

tensor). However the right hand side of eqn 4.14 is defined in a mixture of coordinates, i.e. undeformed coordinates in the Curl, and ‘intermediate coordinates’ implied
in dSI . This can be rectified with the chain rule for intermediate coordinates defined
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xI = F p dX
X
as dx

ε

xI
d
d dx
d p
=ε
=ε
F
X
xI dX
X
xI
dX
dx
dx

hence in eqn 4.14

(4.18)





Fp T
F p p T pT
dF
1
dF
F ) n R dSR = ε
(CurlF
F n I dSI
(4.19)
n R dSR = p ε
F
X
xI
dX
J
dx


F p T pT
1 pT
dF
1
= pF
ε
F n I dSI = p F pT (curlI F p )T F pT n I dSI
xI
J
dx
J
p T

(4.20)

where curlI implies the “∇×” operation performed with respect to intermediate coordinates. This would lead to G pI defined as follows, instead of eqn 4.15

G pI =

1 p
F (curlI F p ) F p
Jp

(4.21)

For implementation into finite element code, it is normally preferable to work with the
deformed or undeformed coordinates and so from here on, we adopt the dislocation
tensors given in eqns 4.5 and 4.10.

4.3.2

Curl of a second order tensor T

A survey of literature in the area of dislocation modelling shows that there are
T ). The
various definitions currently in use for the curl of a second order tensor, curl(T
following definitions were found as shown in Table 4.1. The summation convention is
used and ε is the permutation tensor or alternating tensor. The permutation tensor,
εhki , is a pseudotensor which is antisymmetric under the interchange of any two indices
[19].
However, since this is a mathematical problem, it is reasonable to suggest that not
all the forms shown in the table may be necessary and here, we attempt to reconcile
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T)
Table 4.1: Definitions of curl(T

1
2

Definition
T )ij = εjkh Tik,h
(curlT
T )ij = εikh Tjh,k
(curlT

3
4
5

T )ij = εikh Tjk,h
(curlT
T )ij = εjkh Tih,k
(curlT
T )ij = εikh Thj,k
(curlT

Author(s)/reference
←
−
Meissonnier et al. [62], Malvern [59, p.60, T × ∇]
Arsenlis and Parks [4], Sun et al. [73]
Cermelli and Gurtin [16]
Willis [85]: This is the negative of 2, and transpose of 1
Acharya [2]: This is the negative of 1, and transpose of 2
→
−
Malvern [59, p.60, ∇ × T ]:Transpose T to make same as 2

the various definitions in use.
Normally we know how to define the curl of a vector, curl(vv ). Starting with this,
we can consistently define the curl of a second order tensor as follows. Define the basis
vectors of a cartesian coordinate system as e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 . Then we can define the curl
of a vector v as

∇ × v = εhki vk,he i

(4.22)

To define the curl of a second order tensor T , consider an arbitrary constant vector c .
We can write

c · T = cj Tjke k

(4.23)

The inner product given in eqn 4.23 defines a vector. We can therefore use eqn 4.22 to
write the curl of this product. Therefore

∇ × (cc · T ) = εhki cj Tjk,he i = (εhki Tjk,he i ⊗ e j ) · c = (∇ × T ) · c

(4.24)

where cj = e j · c has been used. Hence

∇ × T = εhki Tjk,he i ⊗ e j

or

(∇ × T )ij = εhki Tjk,h = εikh Tjh,k
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(4.25)

If we define another second order tensor H = T T , it follows that H · c = T T · c = c · T ,
→
−
hence ∇ × H would be the same as the ∇ × T form given by Malvern [59] (item 5
in Table 4.1). Comparing eqn 4.25 against the terms in Table 4.1, it is clear that
the second definition is the mathematically most appropriate one, and this definition
is used henceforth in this chapter. Eqn 4.25 is written out in full form in terms of
cartesian coordinates x, y, z as follows:



∂Txy
∂z

∂Tyz
∂y

∂T
 ∂yxz −


∂T
∂T
∇×T = 
 ∂zxx − ∂xxz


∂Txy
− ∂T∂yxx
∂x

4.3.3

−

∂Tyy
∂z

∂Tzz
∂y

∂Tyx
∂z

−

∂Tyz
∂x

∂Tzx
∂z

∂Tyy
∂x

−

∂Tyx
∂y

∂Tzy
∂x

−

∂Tzy
∂z 



− ∂T∂xzz 



− ∂T∂yzx

GNDs in hcp crystals

We now focus in this section on the application of the above to the determination
of densities of GNDs in hcp crystals in particular. For this system, it is necessary
to differentiate between a- and c+a-type slip as a result of both the differing critical
resolved shear stresses (CRSS) and Burger’s vectors which apply.
We start with eqn 4.11 or 4.12, and identify that the problem to solve in order to
obtain the GND densities is the following:

N
X
α=1

bα ⊗ ρα = GT

or

N
X

ρα ⊗ bα = G

(4.26)

α=1

where N is the number of active slip systems. In crystals with high degrees of symmetry
the geometric constraints on dislocation density, imposed by the plastic slip gradient
field, can be satisfied with many different dislocation configurations [4] the same way
a given plastic deformation can be performed by different combinations of slip systems
[48]. In crystals of such symmetry the number of distinct dislocation types may exceed
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the nine independent components of the Nye tensor, hence a unique solution for the
dislocation density may not be possible. Therefore, once G is obtained, the densities
may be obtained by solving eqn 4.26 in such a way as to minimise the error between
the right and left hand sides, i.e., find ρ α such that the error ξ is minimum, e.g. for
least squares minimisation: minimise(||ξξ ||2 ), where

ξ =G−

X

ρα ⊗ bα

(4.27)

α

c

c

(a)

(b)

a3

a3

c

(c)

a3
a1

a1
a2

a2
Basal <a>, 3

Prismatic <a>, 3

c

a1

a2
Pyramidal <a>, 6

c

(d)

(e)

a3

a3
a1

a2
1st Order Pyramidal <c+a>, 12

a1
a2
2nd Order Pyramidal <c+a>, 6

Figure 4.3: Hcp slip systems. Courtesy of Hasija et al. [38].

Here the problem is solved for hcp materials for which slip occurs on basal, prismatic, and pyramidal slip systems. The relevant slip systems are detailed by Hasija
et al. [38] and are reproduced in Figure 4.3 for completeness. A-type slip occurs on
the basal, prismatic and a-pyramidal slip systems, while c+a-type slip occurs on the
primary (1st order) and secondary (2nd order) c+a-pyramidal slip systems as shown in
fig 4.3. The Burger’s vectors b α for a-type slip (bbαa ) and c+a-type slip (bbαc ) differ by the
c/a ratio. Similarly the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) required to initiate slip
on the a-type (τca ) and c+a-type (τcc+a ) slip systems differs. Experimental observations
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show that c+a-type slip may occur at a resolved shear stress of 2.5–3.0 times that for
a-type slip [34].
We solve the problem by keeping the different dislocation line components, i.e. edge
(ραe ) and screw (ραs ), separate so that eqn 4.26 can be rewritten as follows
Na
X
α=1

(ραet α

⊗ b αa

+

ραss α

⊗ b αa )

+

Nc
X


ρβe t β ⊗ b βc + ρβs s β ⊗ b βc = G

(4.28)

β=1

where the first and second terms on the left hand side of eqn 4.28 are the contribution
to the dislocation content from a-type and c+a-type slip respectively, and Na and Nc
are the corresponding number of active slip systems so that the total number of active
slip systems N is given as N = Na + Nc . t α is defined from the slip direction s α
and normal n α as t α = s α × n α . Depending on the active slip systems α and β, the
available number of screw types varies. The maximum number of screw types for the
hcp crystal type is 9, if we don’t distinguish between negative and positive dislocations.
The number of edge type is always equal to the number of active slip systems N .
Once the active edge and screw have been established, eqn 4.28 may be written as a
linear set of equations Ax = b in which A (m, n) has dimension m = 9 and n = ne + ns ,
where ne and ns are the number of edge types (ne = N ) and the number of screw types
respectively. We then have a problem of (m = 9) linear equations with (n) unknowns.
n may be such that n ≤ m or n > m depending on the number of active slip systems.
For the screw components a scheme has to be adopted to enable the screw density
component for a given slip direction to be shared among the active slip systems having
the corresponding slip direction. In this case the sharing is performed linearly among
the systems according to their activity, where the extent of activity η for slip system
α is defined as η α = τ α /τcα – a slip system is not active if η α < 1 . For example,
if three systems 1, 2, and 3 have the same slip direction and have extents of activity
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η 1 ≥ 1, η 2 ≥ 1, and η 3 < 1 and if the screw density obtained for this slip direction
is ρs , then the screw densities on the three slip systems are: ρ1s = ρs η 1 /(η 1 + η 2 ),
ρ2s = ρs η 2 /(η 1 + η 2 ), and ρ3s = 0.
Arsenlis and Parks [4] suggested two ways of solving the above problem (eqn 4.27):
one geometrically motivated (L2 ) and the other energetically motivated (L1 ). These
involve minimising L1 or L2 , which are defined as follows [52], where the w are possible
weightings.

L1 =

N
X

"
|ρα wα | and L2 =

α=1

N
X

# 12
[ρα wα ]2

(4.29)

α=1

The L1 -scheme can be implemented as a linear programming (LP) minimisation
using the simplex algorithm, where L1 is the cost function and the weightings w are
chosen according to the energy of the different dislocation types (see Hull and Bacon [41,
$4.4] for the complete dislocation energy equations). Britton et al. [12] used the energy
motivated LP scheme to calculate GND densities from measured (i.e. experimental)
curvatures using MATLAB.
Least squares (LS) minimisation can also be used as a third alternative. The LS
scheme minimises the sum of squares of the resulting dislocation densities. It is essentially a special case of the L2 minimisation for which w = 1. For LS minimisation, one
can either use the LAPACK libraries [11] or achieve the same result via the MoorePenrose pseudoinverse. Whatever the choice, one obtains the exact solution to Ax = b
Ax − b ||2 ), and if there
for m ≥ n. The case for m < n gives the solution to min(||A
x||2 is returned. Geometrically, this means
are multiple such solutions, the solution ||x
finding the shortest possible dislocation line lengths. Using the Moore-Penrose pseu-
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doinverse

x = A +b

(4.30)

where

A+ = AT (A
AAT )−1

for m < n

A+ = (A
AT A)−1AT

for m > n and

A + = A −1

for m = n

(4.31)

The LS scheme has been implemented into crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE)
code. Arsenlis and Parks [4] argue that the differences between this approach and the
LP scheme are likely to be small. Kysar et al. [52], however, show that differences can
become significant under conditions of plane strain. In the following section the crystal
plasticity finite element implementation is presented.

4.4

Crystal plasticity FE implementation

In this section, we outline the finite element approach used in order to obtain the
plastic strain gradients from which G in eqn 4.28 may be obtained such that the GND
densities discussed above for hcp crystals may be determined.

4.4.1

The CPFE gradient implementation

T)
From Section 4.3, we see that it is necessary to determine terms of the form curl (T
in which T may be F p or F e−1 . The quantity to be differentiated T is known only at
the eight integration points of the 20-noded reduced integration element (defined as
C3D20R in Abaqus/standard), Figure 4.4(a), adopted in the present analysis. The
T ) at the same eight integration points of this element (open
aim is to obtain curl (T
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circles

in Figure 4.4(a)), with the ability to capture variations of slip gradient within

the element so as to considerably increase the accuracy of calculations compared with
constant element gradient assumptions [14]. In the literature, several methods have
been reported for the determination of the gradients of the plastic deformation. The
approach of Busso et al. [14], Meissonnier et al. [62] and Cheong et al. [17] involves
three steps: (i) linear extrapolation of T from the integration points of the C3D20R
element (open circles

in Figure 4.4(b)) to its corner nodes (filled circles

in the same

T ) at the eight integration
subfigure); (ii) (full 2 × 2 × 2 integration) evaluation of curl (T
points of the eight-noded linear element defined by the corner nodes ( ? ), with linear
shape functions ; (iii) assigning the values obtained to the eight integration points of the
C3D20R element (open circles ). An alternative simplified approach is given in [26]
which also involves three steps: (i) defining an eight-noded linear element with nodes
at the integration points of the C3D20R element (open circles

in Figure 4.4(c)), so

that this element naturally finds itself with the values of T at its nodes; (ii) (reduced
T ) at one integration point of the eight-noded inner
integration) evaluation of curl (T
linear element ( ? in the same subfigure), with linear shape functions; (iii) assigning
the values obtained to the eight integration points of the C3D20R element (open circles
). Since T is known at the integration points, the linear element definition with nodes
at these integration points is preferred but reduced integration together with simply
assigning the values from the single integration point of the inner element to the eight
T ) is forced to be constant
integration points of the C3D20R element means that curl (T
throughout the element.
Here we define an inner linear 3-D element with nodes at the integration points of
the C3D20R element as in the second alternative above but we compute the derivatives
over its eight integration points, that is, full (2x2x2) integration ( ? in Figure 4.4(d)).
The results from the eight integration points of this inner element are then extrapolated
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to its nodes (open circles , which are also the C3D20R element’s integration points)
with linear shape functions as described below.
?

?

?

?

?

?

?
?

?

(a) Reduced integra- (b) Full integration (c) Reduced integra- (d) Full integration
tion element
outer element
tion inner element
inner element

Figure 4.4: Computation of strain gradients in a C3D20R Abaqus/standard element.
The element is 3-D although the figures here present it as viewed on one face - hence the
2-D equivalent.

x, it is appropriate to write:
For any finite element nodal positions, x̃

x
x = N x̃

(4.32)

T ). With respect to the inner element, T is known at its nodal
Define Z = curl (T
points (open circles

in Figure 4.4(d) which are also the integration points of the

outer element as already observed above). Z at the integration points of the inner
element ( ? in Figure 4.4(d)) is then obtained as

T
N
∂T
∂N
T
Z =ε
= εT̃
x
∂x
∂ζζ



N −1
∂N
x
x̃
∂ζζ

(4.33)

where ε is the permutation tensor and ζ are the natural coordinates of the inner element.
x is obtained for the nodes of the inner element from the outer element according to
˜ in eqn 4.33 should be understood to refer to the nodes of the inner
eqn 4.32. The (.)
element. Eqn 4.25 gives Z in index notation. We may also relate Z at the integration
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points of the inner element to its nodal values by

Z
Z = M Z̃

(4.34)

Since we are treating each component of Z separately, M is different in form to N .
Z at the nodal points of the inner element, or equivalently, at the integration
Finally, Z̃
points of the 20-noded outer element may be determined from

Z = M −1Z
Z̃

(4.35)

It is recognised that the above approach makes use only of information available for
a given finite element in order to determine strain gradients. Alternative techniques
which use non-local approaches are known to be superior (e.g. [36]). However, in the
present work, in the interest of simplicity and computational efficiency, the scheme
adopted allows for piecewise linear variation of strain gradient and suitable mesh refinement minimises significant errors resulting from the linear approximation.

4.5

Analysis of hcp single and polycrystal GND development

In this section, we analyse the development of geometrically necessary dislocations
within an hcp Ti alloy polycrystal using the GND-coupled crystal plasticity formulation
described above. We then compare the results obtained with those from independent
experimental observations [13] in particular addressing the GND generation during
deformation on the various hcp a- and c+a-type slip systems.
The material considered is taken to be a near-α polycrystal titanium alloy. The
material properties arising in the slip rule in eqn 1.8 are detailed below. Where freedom
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exists to specify properties (the critical resolved shear stress and activation energy),
these have been chosen to ensure that uniaxial stress-strain behaviour resulting for a
polycrystal sample under strain controlled loading is reproduced, including the moderate strain rate sensitivity observed in these materials even at room temperature [26].
The properties used in eqn 1.8 are as summarised in Table 4.2 for a-slip. In the equation
s
ρm
S = ρS and T = 293K. The following relations apply between a-slip and c+a-slip:

c/a ratio is 1.593, bc+a = c/a × ba , τcc+a = 2.5τca , and γ0 has been fixed for simplicity
to γ0i = bi /d for slip system i with d a characteristic length set to be the average grain
size.
Table 4.2: Material properties

Slip Rule
τca MPa ba µm
200
3.2e−4
Elastic Moduli
Near-α Ti alloy

k JK−1
1.381e−23

∆F J
3.456e−20

νs−1
1011

−2
ρm
ssd µm
0.05

d µm
30

E11 GPa
104.4

E33 GPa
143.3

ν12
0.48

ν13
0.20

G13 GPa
46.7

ψ
1.5e−4

Briefly before considering polycrystal behaviour, we apply the technique above for
the purposes of validation to two very simple problems; namely single crystal uniform
deformation and a single-crystal beam subjected to four-point bending in order to
produce a linear variation of plastic strain and hence develop a constant GND density
field of known slip activity.

4.5.1

Single element: uniaxial loading

Here we subject a single element to displacement-controlled, uniaxial straining in
a direction normal to the crystal c-axis. Figure 4.3 on page 73 shows sketches of hcp
crystals showing the c-axis and a-axes as well as the possible slip systems. We therefore
expect to observe the resulting uniform stress-strain behaviour which reproduces that
for homogeneous a-type slip without the development of plastic strain gradients nor
GND densities. The resulting stress-strain curve obtained reproduced the expected
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behaviour.

4.5.2

Four point bending

A four-point (4pt) single crystal bending analysis provides a validity test of the
model because of the known form of the strain and stress fields developed between the
loading points. The linear variation of strain through the beam section is anticipated
to lead to a constant plastic strain gradient and consequently GND density within
the plastic zone. The (single) crystal orientation is specified such that the c-axis is
normal to the beam axis, i.e. parallel to z-axis in Figure 4.5, so that prismatic slip
only is anticipated. The hcp single crystal beam with dimensions of 200x20x20µm,
is supported and loaded (under displacement control) at distances of 0.5h and 2h
respectively from the end, where h is the height of the beam. A deflection of 2µm is
applied, and the beam is constrained in the z-direction such that a state of plane strain
is imposed. Figure 4.5 shows the results obtained for effective plastic strain and overall
GND density.

(b) GND density(µm−2 )

(a) Effective plastic strain

Figure 4.5: Hcp 200x20x20µm - 4pt beam with reference crystal orientation under 2µm
deflection.

Firstly it was confirmed that the field variation of the geometric dislocation tensor,
G , given in eqns 4.5 and 4.10 and determined with respect to deformed and undeformed
configurations respectively, were identical.
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In addition, the GND density was found to be constant through the thickness in
the plastic regime in the pure bending region. This is expected since the plastic strains
are linear through the thickness so that the GND density, which is derived from their
gradients, would be expected to be constant. The magnitudes are within the expected
range with the maximum being approximately 103 µm−2 (see, for example, Hull and
Bacon [41, $1.4]). Fleck et al. [31] also gave a one-dimensional single slip approximation
for the density of GNDs, eqn 4.36.

ρG =

1 ∂γ
b ∂x

(4.36)

The maximum effective plastic strain within the beam centre is about 0.01, the depth
of the plastic region is about 10µm and b = 3.20 × 10−4 µm. Hence ρG ≈ 0.01/(3.20 ×
10−4 × 10) = 3.13µm−2 . In Figure 4.5(b), the corresponding value of ρG , which has
been determined at the beam centre (i.e. away from the loading points) to be consistent
with this calculation, is about 5µm−2 . Hence the predictions are physically reasonable.
The GND density is calculated and stored according to the contribution from each
individual slip system. In this problem only the prismatic slip systems contribute to
the density for the prescribed conditions, as expected.

4.5.3

Hcp polycrystal (random orientation)

The GND-coupled crystal plasticity model is applied to the study of GND development in a model Ti polycrystal. The grain morphology for this polycrystal was
generated by drawing the desired grain shapes on an x-y plane in Abaqus/CAE, and
then extruding these shapes into the z-direction. The polycrystal is subjected to uniaxial straining up to a strain of about 12%. The resulting generation of GND densities
on the various hcp slip systems are compared with those obtained independently from
high resolution EBSD carried out on a similarly near-alpha titanium alloy previously
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subjected to deformation by rolling [13]. Clearly, the deformation histories applied for
the model polycrystal and in the experiment are different but it remains useful to carry
out qualitative comparisons of the results obtained.
The model polycrystal comprises sixty nine grains with random initial orientation,
as shown in Figure 4.6(a). The variable shown is one of the nine components of the
orientation matrix g (i.e. g −1 (1, 2)), where g is the orientattion matrix as defined in
standard texts on texture analysis, e.g. Kocks et al. [49, pg. 65] and Randle and Engler
[68, pg. 35]. Figure 4.6(b) shows the effective plastic strain developed in the polycrystal
which is constrained not to move in x on the negative x-face, in y on the negative y-face,
in z on the negative z-face, and loaded in compression on the positive x-face.

(a) g −1 (1, 2)

(b) Effective plastic strain

Figure 4.6: Hcp 240x180x10µm polycrystal under applied compression of 192.0µm on
the positive x-face, with a strain rate of 10−3 s−1 at a strain of 12%

Observations and discussion
Figure 4.7 shows the field variation of GND densities obtained. It is observed
that the basal, prismatic, and a-pyramidal slip systems have the highest contribution
to GND density. From Figure 4.7, it is clear that c+a slip systems provide a much
smaller contribution compared to the others. This is in good qualitative agreement
with experiments as reported by Britton et al. [13, fig. 2].
Pole figures (Figure 4.8) also suggest that although the initial orientation is gener83

(a) overall GND

(b) basal

(c) prismatic

(d) a-pyramidal

(e) c+a-pyramidal(primary)

(f) c+a-pyramidal(secondary)

Figure 4.7: Logarithmic GND density results for the hcp polycrystal shown in Figure 4.6, in µm−2 after an applied strain of 12.0%.

ally random, there is increasing density of crystals with c-axes in, or mostly oriented
towards, the y-z plane than towards the x-z plane as the deformation increases. Since
we are loading in the x-direction, we expect a decreasing rate of activation of c+a-slip.
Indeed as Figure 4.8(c) shows, as the deformation proceeds, many crystals rotate so
that their c-axes turn towards the z-direction (and there is also significant rotation towards the y-direction). This is in keeping with the nature of the loading and boundary
conditions as detailed above.
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(a) Initial orientation

(b) orientation at xx ∼ 3.2% (c) orientation at xx ∼ 12.0%

Figure 4.8: Hcp polycrystal. 0001 pole figure before, part way through, and at the end
of the deformation.

Statistical analysis
In this section histograms are presented comparing the results of a statistical analysis of data predicted by the GND model developed here with that obtained by experiments performed by Wilkinson et al. [84]. Some results from the experiments have now
been published [13]. The sample shown in that paper is the same as that from which
the experimental data presented here was generated. In Figure 4.9 the vertical axis
shows the number of pixels (for the experimental data) or elements (for the simulation
results) as a fraction of the total against the GND densities shown on the horizontal
axis. It therefore gives an indication of the coverage over the sample for any given
GND type under observation. Dislocation densities less than 0.1µm−2 have not been
included in the figure.
It is observed that the GND distributions change over time in response to the corresponding level of deformation. Figure 4.10 shows the development of the histograms as
the applied strain develops. The predicted histogram given in Figure 4.9 corresponds
to an applied strain of about 12%. The following observations are made.
(i) For both predicted and experimental data, each set of densities corresponding to
each independent slip system type or dislocation type is distributed such that it
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Figure 4.9: Predicted and experimental distributions of GND density (m−2 ). The
horizontal axis is logarithmic (base 10). Each range of values starts with red (c+a
pyram) and ends with magenta (a screw), and the width of the range is 0.5. The top
figure shows the predicted results while the lower figure shows the experimental results,
courtesy of Wilkinson et al. [84]. The vertical axis shows the number of points (pixels or
elements) normalised to the total of the same in the sample/model.

can be represented approximately as a skewed normal distribution.
(ii) In both the predicted and experimental results it is observed that the density of
GNDs for c+a-slip is an order of magnitude lower than that for a-slip.
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(a) xx ∼ 3.2%

(b) xx ∼ 5.6%

(c) xx ∼ 8.0%

(d) xx ∼ 10.4%

Figure 4.10: GND variation with applied strain. Data shifts right and overall coverage
increases as more material experiences plasticity.

(iii) It is observed from histograms taken at different times through the duration of
the simulation (Figure 4.10) that the GND densities increase and the volume of
material experiencing GND activity increases. Following each grouping of density
in the histograms (i.e. a single colour) reveals essentially a moving skewed normal
distribution.
(iv) The experimental data shows more widespread c+a activity than the simulation.
(v) It is observed in both cases that a-pyramidal edge dislocations are the dominant
type. The a-screw dislocations appear significant too but it should be noted that
they include all screw contributions from all a-slip systems: a-pyramidal, basal,
and prismatic systems. Basal and prismatic systems contribute by about the
same amount in both the experimental data and simulations.
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(vi) It is also clear from the histograms that all the simulated density magnitudes
fall within the physically expected range both according to the literature and as
the experimental results corroborate. Overall there is good qualitative agreement
between the two sets of data.
Discussion
The polycrystal in the simulation is not necessarily completely representative of the
experimental sample as will become more clear in the following points. The experimental sample referred to here is shown in [13].
In computing the GND density from the experimentally measured curvatures [13],
it was assumed that all slip systems were active. This is a very unlikely occurrence for
an hcp crystal. In the numerical simulation, only the active slip systems are accounted
for. This factor has a bearing on the solution for the densities as it means that in
the experimental data analysis, the number of unknowns (the densities) was always
assumed to be higher than in reality. The method used for GND analysis in the
experiment is detailed in Britton et al. [12]. This difference probably offers the best
explanation for the observation that the c+a coverage is higher for the experimental
results than that from the simulation. As the pole figures (Figure 4.8) show, the texture
is changing in such a away as to become less favourable to c+a-slip. This change is
not captured by assuming that all systems are always present, as in the experimental
analysis.
In addition to the above, in the numerical simulation, there is full knowledge of
the strain gradients (i.e. all the nine components of Nye’s tensor are known); in the
experiment, only six of the nine components can be obtained [12] and the assumption
of plane stress has been made. No such assumption or approximation is needed in the
calculations presented here.
The size, geometry, grain size distribution, and number of grains of the experimen88

tal sample were not the same as those used for the simulation, compare [13, fig. 1] with
Figure 4.6(a) above. Since the GND density is size dependent, we should expect differences. Another size related factor is the fact that in the experiments, the pixel (point)
size is 0.28µm while the characteristic element size for the simulation is 4µm. This
brings into perspective an aspect of length scales - in this case with reference only to
the level of resolution - which could result in differences. This finite element resolution
related size effect was checked by Mayama et al. [60] who studied the organization of
the GND structure in an FCC bicrystal subjected to cyclic loading. His results showed
that a higher mesh resolution led to a higher predicted GND density but qualitatively
the spatial distribution was not affected. Other length scales are also discussed by
Kysar et al. [52] who state that it is necessary to choose a characteristic length scale
for the volume under consideration so that the calculated value of the geometrically
necessary dislocation density converges to a meaningful value.
In addition to size differences, the numerical model uses a randomly chosen initial
texture as indicated in Figure 4.8. That is, not the same orientation distribution as
that for the experimental sample [13, figs. 1 and 2]. Orientation affects activity and
strain gradients, and hence GND magnitudes. This may also be part of the reason
the experimental data shows more widespread c+a activity than the simulation (i.e.
peak number of points for c+a about 33% for the experiment and about 5% for the
simulation).
Despite these potential sources of difference, it is clear from the data that there is
good qualitative agreement between simulations and the experiment. It is to be noted
again that in the data analysis performed after the experiments, an energy based minimisation was performed to compute the GND densities while a least squares approach
(which is geometrically motivated to minimise dislocation line length) has been used
here. The level of agreement obtained suggests that the minimisation approach used
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may not be very significant in determining the result.
The unexpected result, however, is the dominance of the a-pyramidal slip in contributing to the GND density. In a separate test, it was observed that if a-pyramidal
systems were assigned the same CRSS as the c+a pyramidals they would never become
activated. Energy considerations make it sensible that they should have similar CRSS
to that of the basals and prismatics; this state gives the observed results as already
noted and this is in agreement with the experiment. What is not clear then is why
they have a greater influence than the prismatic or the basal systems. It may be due
to the fact that a-pyramidal slip can easily be activated both for orientation suitable
for basal slip and for prismatic slip, so that it is possible over a wider range of crystal
orientations than either of basal or prismatic slip.

4.6

Conclusion

The geometric dislocation tensor has been derived in forms suitable for both deformed and undeformed configuration formulations, and reconciled with the various
suggestions of its form in the literature.
This tensor is given by the curl of a second order tensor. It was found that various
authors use different definitions for the curl of a second order tensor. A mathematically
consistent definition of this operation has been derived based on the starting definition
of the curl of a vector.
Existing numerical techniques which address the well known non-uniqueness problem have been developed for the particular use of hcp crystals in which GND density is
assumed to develop on all the active independent slip systems. A technique has been
presented for accounting for the slip systems shared by screw-type dislocations. GND
density is fully coupled with the crystal slip rule adopted.
Analyses have been carried out of a model near-α Ti polycrystal subject to de90

formation. The development of GND densities on the a- and c+a-type slip systems
(basal, prismatic and pyramidal) has been compared with corresponding experimental
measurements. In particular, the model prediction that a-type densities are an order
of magnitude higher than c+a-type is entirely in keeping with experimental observations. The predicted distribution of a-type basal, prismatic and pyramidal and c+atype pyramidal GND densities are found to show good agreement with experimental
observations.
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Chapter 5
Strain, lattice rotation and GND
density in a nickel alloy
5.1

Executive summary

A single-crystal nickel alloy sample containing carbide particles of size ∼20µm has
been subjected to cooling from 870◦ C to 20◦ C from a nominally stress-free state thus
causing the development of thermal mismatch strains as a result of the differing thermal
expansivities of the Ni matrix and the carbide particle. High-resolution EBSD has
been employed to determine the resulting elastic strains, lattice rotations and densities
of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) close to a particular carbide particle.
A representative gradient-enhanced crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) model has
been developed for the same sample and loading conditions, and detailed comparisons of
the predicted strains, rotations and GND densities are presented. In addition, the same
analysis is carried out in which the GND density is decoupled from the crystal slip rule,
and the results obtained also compared with those from the gradient-enhanced model
and with the experimental data. Qualitatively good agreement is achieved between
the coupled and decoupled model elastic strains with the EBSD measurements, but
lattice rotations and GND densities are quantitatively well-predicted by the coupled
crystal model but are less well captured by the decoupled model. In addition, the GND
coupling is found to lead to reduced lattice rotations and plastic strains in the region of
highest heterogeneity close to the Ni matrix/particle interface, which are in agreement
with the experimental measurements. The results presented provide objective evidence
of the effectiveness of gradient-enhanced CPFE and demonstrate that GND coupling is
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required in order to capture strains and lattice rotations in regions of high heterogeneity.

5.2

Introduction

It is becoming increasingly desirable to calculate strain and stress response at progressively smaller length scales. Major drivers for this are in, for example, development of understanding of deformation, fatigue, and texture evolution [70]. Here we
confine ourselves to length scales of order grain size and hence relevant to polycrystalline materials for which there is significant interest in slip transfer, slip localization, grain boundary sliding, twinning, fatigue crack nucleation, and micro-texture
[6, 25, 27, 34, 50, 61, 72, 77, 87]. Also of great interest is the ability to calculate accurately the evolving densities of dislocations, be they geometrically necessary (GND)
or statistically stored (SSD), because of the potential roles played in latent hardening, initiation of recrystallisation and nucleation of fatigue to name but three areas.
There are now many modelling techniques available in crystal plasticity finite element
analysis [69] and for the determination of GND density and their inclusion in modelling studies related to indentation size effects [12, 81], facet fatigue [6, 25, 50, 61]
and micro-deformation [17, 18] for example, is widespread. However, what is currently
less clear is how well current modelling techniques, and in particular, crystal plasticity
finite element methods, properly and accurately capture independent experimentally
observed behaviour; that is, at the level of individual grains, the strain and stress distributions, the lattice rotations and the densities of GNDs. Hence the primary aim of
this chapter is to present detailed comparisons between length-scale–enhanced crystal
plasticity calculation and high resolution EBSD measurement of these quantities in
an attempt to assess how well the laudable ambitions referred to above are currently
achievable.
The whole area of polycrystal modelling and experimental integration is currently,
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rightly, receiving much attention; an example of this is the recent 140th annual TMS
meeting which contained this area as a major theme. One of the earlier detailed studies
of CPFE capabilities versus experimental observation was carried out by Kalidindi
et al. [44] who made use of pseudo-2D polycrystal experiments with which to carry out
detailed strain comparisons with crystal calculations, a technique used later by others
[29]. Wang et al. [78], Yang et al. [86] and Zhao et al. [88] have similarly carried out
detailed and interesting studies of polycrystal deformation with crystal plasticity but for
surface-based measurements, the problem of comparing results with crystal calculations
in the absence of knowledge of sub-surface crystallography remains an issue. There is
little doubt, however, that Wang et al. [78] and Yang et al. [86] show that much progress
is still to be made in order for CPFE predictions to be considered good, though work
reported so far is based on conventional crystal plasticity as opposed to that which is
gradient enhanced. In particular, he demonstrates the significant difficulty of capturing
the important features of grain boundary slip transfer.
Our approach in the present chapter is to attempt to enable as close as possible
a tie-up between the experimental model and that used in gradient-enhanced CPFE
analyses1 . We choose an fcc nickel single crystal material to investigate, which after
heat-treatment, contains distinct and reasonably separated carbide particles of size
∼20µm. The material is then subjected to stress relief by heat treatment at 870◦ C and
subsequent reduction of temperature to 20◦ C thus generating significant thermal strain
at the single crystal particle boundaries by virtue of the differing thermal expansivities
of the nickel single crystal and the carbide particles. The difference is large enough
in order to cause the development of plastic strain with gradients and hence lattice
curvatures and densities of GNDs. Our methodology is to adopt high-resolution EBSD
1
The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Phani Karamched and Angus Wilkinson
of Oxford’s Materials Department. The Materials group produced the experimental data used in this
chapter, which they also later separately published in [45].
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[82] in order to measure the elastic strains developed at the particle together with
determination of the distribution of GND density from lattice curvature measurements.
Determination of the distribution of GND density from lattice curvature measurements
is explained in [13]. We model a nominally identical material and loading using our
GND-enhanced crystal plasticity approach and present detailed comparisons of the
results obtained. Some of the results of the EBSD study have been published previously
[45], so we give a brief description of the problem studied and the EBSD techniques
brought to bear. The modelling strategy for GND accumulation, which now accounts
for the activity on each individual slip system and dislocation type (edge versus screw)
has also been reported in Chapter 4 in the context of hcp polycrystals so is similarly
only briefly described here. We then focus on the results obtained from both techniques
and present detailed comparisons. Finally, we present the results of the same analysis
in which the GND development is de-coupled from the slip rule in order to assess the
importance of the coupling.

5.3

Material, experimental EBSD and crystal plasticity methodology

The material studied is a directionally-solidified nickel alloy provided by RollsRoyce plc. Samples of dimensions 13.5 × 3 × 3mm were cut from the stock provided
and subjected to an initial heat treatment of 1100◦ C for 1 hour followed by ageing
by exposure to 870◦ C for 16 hours twice. The ageing enabled enhanced grain growth
and subsequent EBSD analysis revealed that in fact single crystal samples had been
obtained containing carbide particles of various shapes of size ∼20µm. EBSD also enabled determination of the crystallographic orientation and in the sample studied here,
it was found to be φ1 = 83.5◦ , φ = 91.5◦ , φ2 = 0◦ in Bunge notation. Following cooling
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from 870◦ C, high-resolution EBSD was again used in order to quantify the elastic strain
distributions which resulted from the mismatch in thermal expansivities of the nickel
single crystal material and the carbide particle. Full details of the EBSD technique and
the determination of the full strain field tensor components, lattice rotations and GND
density may be found in [45]. The particular particle-matrix combination to be studied
is shown in Figure 5.1(a). Its dimensions are 27 × 37µm. In the experimental study
described in [45], the samples were subsequently also subjected to four-point bend fatigue tests but we confine ourselves in this chapter to the thermal loading problem
for the specific particle-matrix combination shown in Figure 5.1(a). An advantage of
analysing such a system is that in many respects, it becomes pseudo-two-dimensional in
that there is no (or little) variation of crystallographic orientation through the depth.
In addition, because it is single crystal, the often-encountered issue of 3D polycrystal surface measurements is largely eliminated, though the potential variation of the
particle geometry through the thickness of the sample remains.

V

H

(a) EBSD

(b) CPFE

Figure 5.1: (a) 27 × 37µm EBSD image of nickel alloy single crystal matrix containing
a large carbide particle subjected to thermal loading and (b) the corresponding 28 × 38 ×
5µm 3D crystal plasticity finite element model.

5.3.1

Crystal plasticity model

The corresponding geometric finite element representation of the problem is shown
in Figure 5.1(b). Its dimensions are 28 × 38 × 5µm. A full three-dimensional model is
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developed comprising 11000 20-noded quadratic 3D finite elements and results obtained
from the front, free-surface are representative of those for a state of plane stress. The
same assumption has been used in order to determine the full strain tensor from the
EBSD analysis. In the finite element model, the boundaries are all assumed to be
free though analysis has shown that changing the conditions (eg such that all planar
boundaries remain so) has very limited impact on results obtained local to the particle,
which are those of interest here. The thermal loading is applied in the model as shown
in Figure 5.2(a). The temperature range imposed is identical to that in the experiments
but the time-scale used in the modelling is arbitrary since although the crystal model
incorporates rate sensitivity, these effects are likely to be negligibly small since for most
of the cooling, the matrix material behaviour remains elastic. It is only at the end of
the cooling process that the thermal strains developed are large enough to cause the
onset of plasticity.

(a) Loading

(b) p

Figure 5.2: (a) The temperature history to which the Ni particle/matrix have been
subjected and (b) the resulting predicted accumulated plastic strains which develop local
to the particle but within the Ni single crystal matrix

A full presentation of the length scale dependent, elastically anisotropic, physicallybased and rate-dependent crystal plasticity model is given in [26], which is used here
with changes as detailed in Chapter 2. The slip rate for the single-crystal nickel alloy
is similar to the general form given in Chapter 1 equation 1.8 and is repeated below in
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equation 5.1 to facilitate the discussion that follows.

κ

γ̇ =

κ2
ρm
S νb


exp

−∆F
kT




sinh

(τ κ − τcκ )γ0κ ∆V κ
kT


(5.1)

This slip rate was developed on the basis of planar slip occurring through release and
pinning of gliding, statistically stored dislocations with density ρm
ssd , with an activation
energy ∆F associated with the pinning by sessile, geometrically necessary and statistically stored dislocations with densities ρgnd and ρim
ssd respectively over an activation
p
volume ∆V = b2 λp . The pinning distance λp is taken to be λp = 1/ ψ (ρim
ssd + ρgnd )
in which ρim
ssd is the density of immobile statistically stored dislocations, ρgnd the density of geometrically necessary dislocations and ψ is a coefficient that indicates that
not all sessile dislocations (SSDs or GNDs) necessarily act as pinning points. In the
present work, for simplicity, the densities of mobile and immobile SSDs are taken to be
equal. GNDs are addressed below. In the slip rule, b is Burgers vector magnitude, ν
the frequency of dislocation jumps, successful or otherwise, k the Boltzman constant,
T the temperature, τ κ the resolved shear stress on system κ, τc the critical resolved
shear stress and γ0 the shear strain that is work conjugate to the resolved shear stress.
The values of the material properties for the nickel alloy studied, including the thermal
expansivities of the single-crystal nickel and the carbide, are given in Table 5.1. Where
slip rule parameters, in the table, are not fixed according to the crystal lattice structure
requirements they have been selected so as to minimise rate sensitivity effects. The
carbide particle is assumed, reasonably, to deform elastically only.
In the slip rule in equation 5.1, the density of GNDs is coupled through the activation volume term ∆V such that any increase in GND density impacts directly upon the
slip rate. In the analyses presented later, results are obtained in using the fully coupled
slip rule and also the case in which the GND density is decoupled. That is, for the
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Table 5.1: Material properties

Slip Rule
τc MPa
bµm
230
3.5072e−4
Elastic Moduli

k JK−1
1.38e−23

Nickel single crystal
Carbide particle
Thermal Expansivities
Nickel single crystal
Carbide particle

∆F J
3.456e−20

νs−1
1011

−2
im
ρm
ssd = ρssd µm
0.05

γ0
8.33e−6

ψ
1.5e−4

E MPa
207.0e3
207.0e4

ν
0.28
0.28

20 ≤ θ◦ C ≤ 800
20 ≤ θ◦ C ≤ 800

13.0e−6 ≤ α◦ C−1 ≤ 15.0e−6
α = 4.5e−6◦ C−1

decoupled analysis, in equation 5.1, while the GND density is calculated, ρgnd is taken
to be zero in the slip rule. The GND density for the fcc nickel system is determined
for each active and independent slip system, taking full account of the edge or screw
nature of the dislocation. The techniques employed are described in detail in Chapter 4 for an hcp crystal system hence are not reproduced here, but a brief summary is
given to clear the difference in the relevant equations applied to an fcc crystal system.
Geometrically necessary dislocations on the κth slip system can be represented as those
with dislocation line directions parallel with the slip direction, s κ (screw type), and
parallel with the plane normal, n κ , and m κ = n κ × s κ directions (edge type) such that
the total density is

X

(ρκen κ + ρκss κ ) =

X

ρ κgnd = ρ gnd

(5.2)

κ

κ

The evolution of geometrically necessary dislocation density is determined as detailed
in Chapter 4 from

X


F p )T
b κ ⊗ ρ κgnd = (curlF

(5.3)

κ

in which F p is the plastic deformation gradient and b κ the Burgers vector with di-
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rection parallel to the corresponding slip direction. The well-known non-uniqueness
problem [4] is addressed by use of a least-squares minimization of the dislocation densities in equation 5.3 implemented as the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse as detailed in
Chapter 4 in Section 4.3.3. The analysis results in knowledge of the edge and screw
type GND densities on all active slip systems (see Chapter 4 for a discussion on how
the screw components are shared between the active slip systems having corresponding
slip direction). From this, the magnitude of the dislocation vector ρ gnd is calculated
and it is this result which is then used in the slip rule, equation 5.1.

5.4

Strain, lattice rotation and GND density analyses of Ni sample

EBSD

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

CPFE

(d)

Figure 5.3: Field plots of components (as indicated) of elastic strains (a) - (c) experimentally determined and (d) - (f) those predicted from the crystal plasticity finite
element model. There is no direct correspondence of colour.

On cooling the particle/Ni matrix material from 870◦ C to 20◦ C, the mismatch in
thermal expansivity between the single-crystal matrix and carbide particle leads to
the establishment of thermal strains and hence stresses. In fact, the difference in ex100

pansivity (see Table 5.1) is large enough, given the temperature change, to cause the
development of plastic strains local to the particle. The extent of the predicted plastic straining, obtained from the crystal plasticity finite element (CPFM) modelling, is
shown in Figure 5.2(b). As a result of the heterogeneous nature of the particle geometry, quite considerable variations and indeed gradients in plastic strain develop and it
is therefore anticipated that corresponding variations in lattice rotation and GND development will as a result be observed. An important objective of the current chapter
is to establish to what extent the detailed experimental observations can be captured
accurately by the gradient-enhanced crystal model presented above. In Figure 5.3, the
results of high-resolution EBSD to determine the elastic strains local to the particle,
on the material free surface, are shown (Figure 5.3(a) to 5.3(c)) together with the
corresponding CPFE results (Figure 5.3(d) to 5.3(f)). In the figures, the colour scale
bar relates to the experimental measurements and there is no one to one correspondence with the colour scales in the predicted elastic strains. In the latter, the range of
strain has been chosen to show to best effect the calculated strain distributions therefore providing, firstly, a qualitative comparison with the measurements. Quantitative
comparison is presented later. The thermal strains developed are, in the absence of
geometrical constraint, dilatational in nature, and are not therefore captured in the
EBSD-determined strain fields. Hence, in order to compare like with like, in the calculated results, the purely dilatational strain has been subtracted from the total (for
the direct components; this is not necessary for the shear strains) in order to give the
differential strains. In addition, the EBSD-measured strains are, of course, the elastic
strains so that again, in ensuring we compare like with like, the plastic strains have
been removed from the total strain components in order to give just the elastic strains.
Comparison of the figures indicates good agreement in a qualitative sense between measured and predicted elastic strains, i.e. considering the spread of colours local to the
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particle. Figure 5.4 shows the experimentally measured and predicted in-plane lattice
rotations. Again, good qualitative agreement is observed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Field plots of component (as indicated) of lattice rotations (a) experimentally determined and (b) those predicted from the crystal plasticity finite element model.
There is no direct correspondence of colour.

In order to carry out a more quantitative assessment, two lines have been introduced in Figure 5.1(a). All the elastic strain components and lattice rotations along
the vertical and horizontal lines have been extracted from both the experimental measurements and CPFE model predictions and are shown in Figures 5.5(a) to 5.8(b).
It is apparent that there are some aspects of the strain and lattice rotations which
are in good agreement but clearly others for which this is not the case. For example,
along the vertical line in Figure 5.1(a), the direct strains are found to be significantly
over-predicted in magnitude particularly very close to the particle. In contrast, along
the horizontal, the predicted elastic strains are under-predicted close to the particle.
Some of the shear strain distribution characteristics are captured; others are clearly
not. Lattice rotations, however, shown in Figures 5.8(a) and (b) are quite well captured
by the model in both magnitude and distribution along the two lines shown in Figure 5.1(a). A particular implication of this is for the CPFE model predictions for the
GND densities, which are measured directly from the gradients of the lattice rotations.
The predicted GND density distribution developed as a result only of the thermal
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Graphs showing crystal plasticity finite element calculations and experimental EBSD measurements for the nickel/particle system subject to thermal loading.
Results are shown along the vertical and horizontal lines given in Figure 5.1(a) as follows:
elastic strains εxx along (a) the vertical and (b) horizontal line.

excursion is shown in Figure 5.9 together with that determined from EBSD measurements taken from the sample free surface. Again, reasonable qualitative agreement is
obtained but a more quantitative comparison is shown in Figure 5.10 in which again,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Graphs showing crystal plasticity finite element calculations and experimental EBSD measurements for the nickel/particle system subject to thermal loading.
Results are shown along the vertical and horizontal lines given in Figure 5.1(a) as follows:
elastic strains εyy along (a) the vertical and (b) horizontal line.

the variation of the experimentally determined and CPFE predicted GND densities
along the vertical and horizontal lines shown in Figure 5.1(a) are given. The maximum
values of GND density are shown in Table 5.3, compared for experiment and CPFE.
Here, reasonable agreement can be seen both in terms of GND density magnitude and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Graphs showing crystal plasticity finite element calculations and experimental EBSD measurements for the nickel/particle system subject to thermal loading.
Results are shown along the vertical and horizontal lines given in Figure 5.1(a) as follows:
elastic shear strains εxy along (a) the vertical and (b) the horizontal line.

the expected nature of the distribution - especially along the horizontal line.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Graphs showing crystal plasticity finite element calculations and experimental EBSD measurements for the nickel/particle system subject to thermal loading.
Results are shown along the vertical and horizontal lines given in Figure 5.1(a) as follows:
lattice rotations ωxy along (a) the vertical and (b) horizontal line.

Vertical
Horizontal

Expt
Rotation Location
61.4
28.3
117.9
16.5

CPFE
Rotation Location
106.2
28.2
110.2
17.8

Table 5.2: Maximum values of GND density (µm2 ) and corresponding locations (µm)
compared for experiment and coupled CPFE results. Refer to Figure 5.10 for corresponding plots.
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EBSD
CPFE

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Field plots of density of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) (a)
experimentally determined and (b) those predicted from the crystal plasticity finite element model. The range is the same for both figures but there is no direct correspondence
of colour.

5.4.1

Comparison between the GND coupled and uncoupled
models

It is sometimes argued in the literature that the coupling between the evolving GND
density and its effect on subsequent plastic slip is crucial in ensuring the accuracy of
crystal plasticity predictions. It is therefore of interest to test this assertion particularly
in the light of the quality (or otherwise!) of gradient-enhanced CPFE predictions and
their comparison with experimental data at a micro-mechanical level. Hence, the CPFE
analysis of the particle thermal problem discussed above has been repeated but on this
occasion, the GND coupling with the slip rate shown in equation 5.1 is removed. That
is, the GND density is calculated from equation 5.3 just as it was in the earlier analysis,
but this is not reflected in the slip rule in which now, the activation volume, ∆V , is
assumed to be constant and unaffected by the GND density such that its value remains
fixed at

b2
b2
p
∆V = b2 λp = p
=
ψ (ρim
ψρim
ssd + ρgnd )
ssd
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(5.4)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Graphs showing crystal plasticity finite element calculations and experimental EBSD measurements for the nickel/particle system subject to thermal loading.
Total GND density is shown along the (a) vertical and (b) horizontal lines given in
Figure 5.1(a). See text for interpreting experimental data.

where the terms take the values previously used and given in Table 5.1. Thus, the
results obtained are those for a conventional crystal plasticity formulation as opposed
to one which is gradient-enhanced. The comparisons of the results obtained for the
elastic shear strains, lattice rotations and effective plastic strains along the vertical and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11: Graphs showing crystal plasticity finite element calculations for the
nickel/particle system subject to thermal loading for the case of GND density coupled
and uncoupled with the slip rule. Results are shown along the vertical and horizontal
lines given in Figure 5.1(a) as follows: elastic shear strains xy (a) along the vertical and
(b) horizontal line
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Graphs showing crystal plasticity finite element calculations for the
nickel/particle system subject to thermal loading for the case of GND density coupled
and uncoupled with the slip rule. Results are shown along the vertical and horizontal
lines given in Figure 5.1(a) as follows: lattice rotations ωxy (a) along the vertical and (b)
horizontal line.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Graphs showing crystal plasticity finite element calculations for the
nickel/particle system subject to thermal loading for the case of GND density coupled
and uncoupled with the slip rule. Results are shown along the vertical and horizontal
lines given in Figure 5.1(a) as follows: effective plastic strains (a) along the vertical and
(b) along the horizontal line.
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horizontal lines shown in Figure 5.1(a) for the Ni single crystal/particle material are
given in Figures 5.11(a) to 5.13(b).
The elastic shear strains are shown in Figures 5.11(a) and (b), and interestingly, the
differences observed for the coupled and uncoupled analyses are really quite small. The
lattice rotations, however, particularly close to the particle/matrix interface, do show
quite substantial differences (almost a factor of 2) with the coupled model predicting
substantially smaller rotations at the interface. The experimentally measured lattice
rotations at the interface, shown in Figures 5.8(a) and (b), are in fact much closer to
the coupled predictions than the uncoupled model results, and this suggests that the
GND coupling is important for lattice rotation (and hence GND density) determination at locations of significant heterogeneity eg at grain boundaries, triple points and
so forth. The maximum values of lattice rotations are shown in Table 5.3, compared
for experimental, coupled CPFE and uncoupled CPFE. It has long been argued that
conventional crystal plasticity has been successful at capturing bulk grain deformation
but has been shown to be problematic at grain boundaries eg [44]. The results presented here provide direct evidence that gradient effects at locations of considerable
heterogeneity do at least contribute to some of the differences observed in the past.
Figures 5.13(a) and (b) show the distributions of effective plastic strain in which the
effect of the coupling can be seen to inhibit the development of plasticity, particularly
close to the particle/matrix interface. This, of course, is the location at which, from
Figures 5.9 and 5.10, at which the highest density of GNDs is seen to develop and
naturally, through the slip rule coupling, this inhibits subsequent plasticity development relative to the uncoupled model. Quite substantial differences in magnitudes of
plastic strain can be seen to be obtained from the two models indicating that at regions
of heterogeneity, conventional crystal plasticity is likely to overestimate the extent of
plasticity.
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Vertical
Horizontal

Expt
Rotation
Location
−3
−3.70 × 10
24.5
−3
8.00 × 10
17.5

Coupled
Rotation
Location
−2
−2.82 × 10
26.8
−3
7.58 × 10
16.4

Uncoupled
Rotation
Location
−2
−4.66 × 10
26.8
−2
1.06 × 10
16.4

Table 5.3: Maximum values of lattice rotations (rad) and corresponding locations (µm)
compared for experiment, coupled CPFE, and uncoupled CPFE results. Refer to Figures 5.8 and 5.12 for corresponding plots.

5.5

Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, we have attempted to provide detailed comparisons of the results of
gradient-enhanced crystal plasticity predictions with EBSD measurements in a model,
heterogeneous material system under thermal loading. GND effects are now included
in a large range of model analyses for crack nucleation and growth, for the initiation
of recrystallization and for the nucleation of twinning, for example. It is therefore
of considerable importance to demonstrate that the quantities of importance at the
appropriate length scale are in fact being determined correctly and ideally accurately.
Hence, we have aimed to test the ability of gradient crystal plasticity at a particular
microstructural heterogeneity.
Some of the observed differences in the measured and predicted results inevitably
originate from the modelling assumptions made. For example, while free-surface modelling results have been compared appropriately with free-surface EBSD measurements,
in the model, the particle is assumed prismatic sub-surface; this is unlikely to be the
case in reality. In addition, in the experimental Ni alloy material, while it is known
that the carbide particles are well-dispersed such that inter-particle effects are likely to
be small, they cannot be eliminated and the possibility always exists that additional
particles, not visible in Figure 5.1(a), exist below the free surface and unfortunately
close to the analysed particle. Further, the matter of boundary conditions is always
important in these analyses; the region of the material, Figure 5.1(a), modelled in Figure 5.1(b) is in fact contained within a larger material sample and the correct boundary
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conditions are therefore difficult to reproduce. However, studies with various different
boundary conditions show that the effects close to the particle are in fact small.
In summary, we find that the prediction of elastic micro-straining is qualitatively
reasonable but not completely accurate. Lattice rotations, however, and GND densities, are found to be better predicted, in a quantitative sense, by gradient-enhanced
crystal plasticity and that conventional, non-gradient plasticity is likely to be more in
error particularly where gradient effects are important at, for example, phase interfaces,
grain boundaries and triple points.
There remains the important need to continue to challenge and to test the abilities
of crystal plasticity modelling techniques by means of detailed comparison of predicted
results with micro-mechanical testing at the appropriate length scale. Only in this way
can confidence in its use for problems of significance be developed.
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Chapter 6
Texture evolution modelling
6.1

Executive summary

This chapter achieves three things: (i) develops a stress update algorithm that is fit
for simulating any desired strain, thus overcoming the limits encountered previously in
Chapter 2; (ii) develops a methodology for tracking texture development; (iii) outlines
a systematic methodology for calibrating the slip rule, specifically the power law, based
on experimental data.

6.2

Introduction

There are several modelling approaches for texture development (e.g. self-consistent
methods, enhanced Mises plasticity, polycrystal plasticity) all with associated advantages and disadvantages. These approaches mainly differ by virtue of the consideration
given to boundary conditions with regard to stress and strain, i.e. equilibrium and compatibility. Finite element (FE) plasticity formulations are, however, made to ensure
that both equilibrium and compatibility are satisfied and are therefore a good alternative approach to modelling texture evolution. The FE method does not only take the
interactions between adjacent elements into account (i.e. the grain-to-first-neighbour
interactions), but also long range interactions [76]. Various authors (e.g. [7, 76]) have
compared finite element methods (FEM) with some of the models available and concluded that finite element predictions are better.
In this work, a physically-based approach is adopted using single crystal plasticity
theory (implemented in a finite element code as a UMAT for the Abaqus FE package).
In the approach, individual crystals, with their associated crystallographic orientations,
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are explicitly represented within the model. This approach is advantageous as it is
known to give good predictions of texture at least in single-phase materials in which
the predominant deformation mechanism is slip. However, problems may arise where
significant twinning or recrystallization occur - both are not modelled in the work
presented in this chapter. The disadvantage of this approach is it is not usually (if
ever) possible to develop crystal plasticity finite element models which incorporate
every grain within a material undergoing processing; such models while possible in
principle, are simply far too large even given predicted future computing speed. As a
result, a ‘multi-scale’ approach may be adopted as follows.
Process deformation analysis is carried out using a continuum elasticity-plasticity
modelling approach. Critical points (or hotspots) within the structure at which texture
information is required are identified and their local deformation histories extracted
from the continuum analysis using point tracking. The initial texture (in the form of
hkl data, or Bunge angles) which exists before deformation processing commenced is
assumed to have been obtained by prior EBSD. Knowledge of the initial texture is employed to generate a representative volume element (RVE) for a selected hotspot; that
is, a finite element model is developed (using ABAQUS/Standard) and computational
techniques used to assign the initial EBSD measured texture to this finite element
model where it is used in the single crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) code to
define the initial crystallographic orientation. The point tracking file can then be used
to determine approximately the deformation history which is applied as the loading
conditions imposed on the RVE, enabling the CPFE RVE model to capture the initial
material texture and loading conditions representative of the deformation process at
the critical points of interest (each point requiring its own RVE). The deformation
analysis of the RVE then permits the determination of texture related to the points of
interest within the component. Following the deformation analysis, the resulting pole
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figures and Kearn’s factors are determined from the deformed RVE.
The first problem to address in this chapter is the need to develop a code that is capable of simulating large deformation with Abaqus/Standard in order to study texture
evolution in comparison with large deformation (up to 90% true strain) experimental
texture data received from Rolls-Royce, which is the subject of the next chapter, i.e.
Chapter 7. In the past we have attempted to solve this problem by implementing a
stress-update algorithm based on the Cauchy stress (see Section 2.4). This approach is
fine for simulating relatively small deformations (< 10%) but has, up to this point in
the project, continued to present numerical difficulties requiring the use of continuation
simulations when large deformations are required, i.e. a series of simulations where a
previous simulation’s output is used as input for a following simulation. Another way
around this problem would be to implement remeshing algorithms but this is also neither easy nor void of problems, especially with regard to mapping of data between an
old mesh and a new one after remeshing.
In this chapter we develop and test a new single crystal plasticity finite element code
to enable us simulate large deformations. We start with the implementation described
by Kalidindi et al. [43], avoiding any assumptions about the effect of elastic strains on
the rigid body rotations, we initially embed in it the slip rule given in equation 1.8,
and define a relevant material jacobian using an approach that naturally follows from
the stress-update algorithm, which is unlike that used by Kalidindi et al. [43]. The
material jacobian defined here is straight forward to implement in the FE code given
the implementation of the stress update scheme. We also investigate the effect of the
slip rule on convergence and address the determination of the parameters needed in
the slip rule that is finally adopted from experimental data.
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6.3

New stress and texture update methodology

Previous attempts to model large deformations, of the magnitude required to capture texture evolution, resulted in mesh distortion problems that required the use of
continuation simulations to overcome, i.e. results would be extracted at the end of one
simulation for which a small displacement was applied and used as initial conditions for
a new (continuation) simulation with the new mesh. The process would be repeated
until the total sum of the small displacements equals the required total displacement
for large deformation. This approach also did not return the expected results for various reasons, for example, the geometry at the start of a continuation simulation did
not match that at the end of the preceeding simulation. Additionally a number of days
would be required to simulate to, for example, an applied nominal strain of 10%, for
a medium-sized RVE. This section presents a new solution (a different stress update
methodology) that eliminates the need for continuation simulations altogether.
The previous attempts involved modifying a finite element (FE) code that was
originally developed for simulating small deformations (see Chapter 2 Section 2.4). This
involved updating stress based on the Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress. However the
code thus developed presented numerical difficulties whenever very large deformations
were required (even for strains as small as 10%). The numerical difficulties resulted
from the way the stress contribution due to rigid body rotation was handled with regard
to the implicit integration of the constitutive equations.
In this section we develop and test a new FE code to enable us better handle
very large deformations. We start with the stress update methodology described by
Kalidindi et al. [43] and fill in the necessary gaps to make it complete for our use here,
and for other users to be able to follow what we have written in the code itself. This
formulation uses the second Piola-Kirchoff stress, S, which is very well suited for very
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large deformation modelling. The main factor that makes S more suitable than the
Cauchy stress, σ, for modelling large deformations is σ changes in response to pure
rigid body rotations while S does not - see e.g. [8].

6.3.1

Stress update

g0
Reference R
Fp

Crystal
gt
C
F

S
Slip

D Deformed
Fe

Figure 6.1: Multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F into the components F e and F p showing the relationship of the crystal frame (C) to the reference
(R) and deformed (D) frames via the orientation matrix g from which equation 6.20 is
derived.

At any strain increment in the finite element code we calculate the current value
of the deformation gradient F , using the Abaqus/Standard UEL implementation, and
obtain a value of its plastic part F p from the previous increment. We use these two
to obtain an estimate of the elastic part of the deformation gradient F e and, with the
assumption that all rigid body rotation is lumped into F e , obtain the rotation part R e
using the polar decomposition as follows (nb: It was noted during studies of thermal
expansivity that the assumption that elastic strains are small so that R e ≈ F e led
to noticeable errors in the values of Kearn’s factors obtained. Additionally, avoiding
this assumption allows the code to be usable for both small and large deformation
modelling.):

F e = F F p−1 ,

R e = F eU e−1 ,

and U e =

√
F eT F e

(6.1)

The fourth order elasticity tensor C and other properties such as the slip directions and
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normals are specified in the crystal’s reference frame (C). The C-frame is mapped onto
the initial undeformed reference frame (R) by the specified initial orientation given
by the initial orientation matrix g 0 - this is defined from the initial EBSD measured
texture. g 0 is thus used to transform all the relevant properties to the R-frame and the
intermediate frame (I), as shown in Figure 6.1, for example as

D R = T −1
σ CT ε

(6.2)

where D R is the fourth order elasticity tensor referred to the R-frame, and T −1
σ and
T ε are the appropriately sized rotation matrices obtained from g 0 as described in appendix C of Dunne et al. [26]. As should be expected, we store the Cauchy stress σ for
viewing. This is converted to the second Piola-Kirchoff stress S referred to the I-frame,
hence S e , for the calculations as follows

S e = J eF e−1σ F e−T ,

F e)
J e = det(F

(6.3)

The Green strain E e , which is the work conjugate to S e , is also calculated as

Ee =

1
A − I) ,
(A
2

T

A =Fe Fe

(6.4)

tr

The trial stress S e , after relevant vectorisation, can then be obtained as

tr

S e = D RE e

(6.5)

It should be noted that E e is zero if the deformation is a pure rigid body rotation.
Consequently S e

tr

would also be zero. This property makes S and E a perfect work

conjugate pair for large deformation modelling as material straining is properly handled
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and differentiated from any rotation (unlike in the case discussed in Chapter 2). At
this point the resolved shear stress τ α on any slip system α can be obtained as

T

τ α = S en α0 · s α0 = M α0 : S e ,

where M α0 = s α0 ⊗ n α0

(6.6)

where nα0 and sα0 are the initial non-updated slip normal and direction respectively, as
defined in the R-frame. τ α can be used to determine if any slip system is active by
comparing it with the prescribed critical resolved shear stress τcα . If any slip system
is found to be active, the new stress is calculated, via a Newton implicit integration
scheme (IIS), as follows:

S en+1 (t + 1) = S en (t + 1) − J −1
ψn ψ

(6.7)

tr

ψ = S en (t + 1) − S e (t + 1) + Q
Q=

X

C α;
γ̇ α ∆tC

C α = DR

α

J ψn

X
= I + ∆t
Cα ⊗
α

(6.8)




1 α
B ;
2


T

B α = AM α0 + M α0 A

∂ γ̇ α
S en (t + 1)
∂S

(6.9)
(6.10)

where n is counter for the number of iterations in the IIS. S en (t + 1) is set equal to S e (t)
at the beginning of the IIS, i.e. when n = 1. The variation of the slip rate, with the
slip rule written in the following compressed form, leads to the following derivative of
the slip rate with respect to stress S en

γ̇ α = β1α sinh β2α (τ α − τcα ) ,

and L p =

X

γ̇ αM α0

(6.11)

α
T

S en
δ γ̇ α = β1α β2α cosh β2α (τ α − τcα ) δτ α = β1α β2α cosh β2α (τ α − τcα ) M α0 : δS
∴

∂ γ̇ α
= β1α β2α cosh β2α (τ α − τcα ) M α0
S en
∂S

(6.12)
(6.13)

ψ | is within the prescribed tolerConvergence is judged to have been achieved when |ψ
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ψ | ≤ 10−8 in the cases reported here. We define relevant material jacobian
ance, |ψ

Se
∂S
Ee
∂E

as follows

tr

S e (t + 1) = S e (t + 1) −

X

Cα
γ̇ α ∆tC

(6.14)

α
tr

S e (t + 1) = δS
S e (t + 1) −
δS

X

Cα
δ γ̇ α ∆tC

(6.15)

α

S e (t + 1) = δS
S
δS

etr

(t + 1) −

∆t

X
α

"

α

∂ γ̇ α
Cα ⊗
S e (t + 1)
∂S

!
S e (t + 1)
δS

(6.16)

#

∂ γ̇
tr
S e = δS
Se
δS
e
S
∂S

(6.17)

S e = D R δE
E e ⇒ J ψ δS
S e = D R δE
Ee
δS

(6.18)

I + ∆t

X

Cα ⊗

α
tr

∴

6.3.2

Se
∂S
= J −1
ψ DR
Ee
∂E

(6.19)

Texture development

With this new stress-update scheme, we track texture development by following
the evolution of the orientation matrix g at each material point (i.e. integration point)
using the following non-incremental approach (see Figure 6.1)

g t = g 0R e

T

or

g Tt = R eg T0

(6.20)

keeping in mind the assumption that all rigid body rotation is lumped into F e , from
which R e is obtained by polar decomposition. The initial value of the orientation matrix
g 0 is obtained from the EBSD-measured texture data (after the texture homogenisation process described later in Chapter 7) and entered into the Abaqus input file for
each crystallite as quaternions (see Dam et al. [21] for a comprehensive treatment of
quaternions and rotation with quaternions).
It is worth noting that unlike in Chapter 1 Section 1.3.3 where texture update is
accounted for by directly re-orientating the slip directions and normals (which is a
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consequence of updating texture in the deformed configuration) here no slip direction
or other quantity gets updated that way. In the present approach it is not necessary
to calculate the elastic spin W e in order to update the various quantities. In fact
g t in equation 6.20 is not used to update any quantity directly but it is ‘extracted’
merely for purposes of visualising texture evolution, i.e. for constructing pole figures
and calculating Kearns factors, and for appropriately rotating the 4th order elasticity
tensor for use in calculating the tangent stiffness matrix given in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1
equation 2.32. The latter rotation operation is not needed if equation 2.20 is used
instead. The actual updating of texture results from updating F p , which is done as
follows

F p (t + 1) = (II + L p ∆t) F p (t)

(6.21)

with I the identity matrix and L p defined as in equation 1.7. (t + 1) and (t) refer to the
current and previous time increment respectively. Equation 6.21 can be simply derived
as follows

F p (t + 1) = F p (t) + F˙ p ∆t
F p (t)∆t
= F p (t) + L p (t + 1)F
= {II + L p (t + 1)∆t} F p (t)

(6.22)

Lp (t + 1)} F p (t)
Equation 6.22 is in fact a good approximation to F p (t + 1) = exp {∆tL
which would be the result of a fully-implicit integration of equation 1.7 [43]. With F p
updated and F obtained using the Abaqus UEL implementation (of

x
∂x
X ),
∂X

F e results

from the elastic-plastic multiplicative decomposition of F ; and its use in locating the
intermediate configuration and hence defining the different quantities used in the stress-
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update scheme described in this chapter (e.g. S e ) automatically accounts for the update
of texture. A consequence of this approach is texture development is no longer an
optional operation that can be switched on and off, unlike the case with the scheme
described in Chapter 1 Section 1.3.3.

6.3.3

Numerical Stability Control

As stated by Kalidindi et al. [43], for low rate sensitivity equation 6.8 (with ψ =
0 or equation 6.14) is very stiff, i.e. numerically unstable, making it necessary to
apply constraints to the Newton corrections in equation 6.7 and to modify the iterative
procedure. The following contraints were applied to the Newton corrections. Let
S = J −1
∆S
ψn ψ be the vector of stress increments calculated between two consecutive
S . We set a value ∆Sa for the
Newton iterations and ∆Smax the largest component of ∆S
S and ensure that if ∆Smax < ∆Sa ,
largest allowed increment for any component of ∆S
S is accepted without any changes. However, if ∆Smax > ∆Sa , ∆Smax is set equal
all ∆S
to ∆Sa and the other components are set such that

S i = ∆Sa × ∆S
S i /∆Smax
∆S

(6.23)

i.e., the accepted Newton corrections are kept in the same ratios relative to the largest
as the computed corrections and the maximum is limited to ∆Sa . For hcp, keeping
the increments in proportion was found to significantly improve the stability of the
simulation and to speed up convergence compared to the case where only those comS that are greater than ∆Sa are changed (all of them set to ∆Sa ) while
ponents of ∆S
any components less than ∆Sa are simply accepted without change.
In the current case, it was also necessary to apply a limit on the slip rate (γ̇)
since it rises rapidly, causing the simulation to fail with an illegal floating point error.
The limit that gave the best results was as follows. Let H α = τiα /τcαi − 1.0 so that
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γ̇ α = β1α sinh β2α τcαi H α . Also choose a percentage, J, to which τ may be allowed to
go above τc , e.g. J = 0.05. Then if H α > J, set H α = J; else accept H α without any
changes. In the code validation simulations that follow, ∆Sa = 5.0 and J = 0.05 were
used unless otherwise stated.

6.4

Model validation: hcp crystal simulations

The code was tested with single crystals and two different single orientations (given
by Bunge Euler angles (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (0, 0, 0) and (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0)) with an
applied compression, under displacement control, to a target nominal strain of 90%.
The following shows some of the different test cases simulated with some of the results
obtained and the final strain obtained.

6.4.1

Single crystal uniaxial compression to 90%

(a) Displacement u2

(b) Effective plastic strain

(c) Von Mises stress

(d) Effective plastic strain

Figure 6.2: Hcp 1x1x1µm single element under -0.9µm compression. Reference crystal
orientation (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (0, 0, 0) is specified (i.e., c-axis parallel to z-axis).
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A single element, with crystal (reference) orientation - (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (0, 0, 0), was
subjected to uniaxial compression (in the x-direction according to the axes shown in
Figure 6.2) to 90% nominal strain. Figure 6.2 shows the y-component of displacement
obtained, with the initial undeformed shape included to give an idea of the overall
deformation obtained. The figure also gives the accumulated plastic strain, p, both as
a field plot and xy plot, and also gives the von Mises stress obtained. No hardening
mechanism is included and the evolution of geometrically necessary dislocations has
been disabled so that an elastic-perfectly plastic stress response is expected, and this
is what is obtained as shown in the figure. The accumulated plastic strain obtained is
also uniform as expected.

6.4.2

Single crystal shearing to 45◦

The same single element above was also subjected to shearing displacement to 45◦ ,
or maximum displacement of 1µm, as indicated in Figure 6.3(a) which shows the final
x-component of displacement together with the initial undeformed shape. Figure 6.3
also shows the final effective plastic strain, p, as a field plot and as an xy plot. It also
gives a plot of the von Mises stress obtained. The results here are again as expected.
It is noteworthy that the effective plastic strain obtained here is much smaller than
that obtained in the uniaxial loading case. This is because the deformation in the case
of shear loading is mostly rigid body rotation, rather than material straining. This
test therefore serves to validate the performance of the new code in the presence of
large rigid body rotation - complementing the uniaxial compression test case which
only validates performance for large (plastic) strain.

6.4.3

Single crystal uniaxial compression to 65%

In order to test the code’s capability to simulate deformation that is more inhomogeneous than the two cases described above, the single element was again subjected
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(a) Displacement u1

(b) Effective plastic strain

(c) Von Mises stress

(d) Effective plastic strain

Figure 6.3: Hcp 1x1x1µm single element under -0.9µm shear. Reference crystal orientation (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (0, 0, 0) is specified (i.e., c-axis parallel to z-axis).

to the uniaxial compression described above but with the crystallographic orientation
specified such that the c-axis is normal to the z-axis and at 45◦ to both the x- and
y-axes, i.e., (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0).
Unlike in the reference orientation case in Figure 6.2, the non-reference orientation
case in Figure 6.4 exhibits effective plastic strain and von Mises stress that is inhomogeneous (i.e. varies between the different integration points) due the combination of
the nature of the hcp crystallography and the prescribed crystallographic orientation.
A consequence of this inhomogeneity of deformation was that much smaller time-steps
were required compared to the reference orientation case. For this case, the simulation
stopped at total applied strain of 65% (instead of the target of 90%) because it had
reached the maximum number of increments that had been prescribed (i.e., 10,000).
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(a) Displacement u1

(b) Effective plastic strain, p

(c) Von Mises stress

(d) Effective plastic strain

Figure 6.4: Hcp 1x1x1µm single element under -0.9µm compression. Crystal orientation
(ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0) is specified.

At this time the time-step was steady at ∆t = 0.0004271 and it was completing each
increment after about seven iterations on average - as reported in Abaqus/standard’s
.sta file. This contrasts strongly with the reference orientation case which consistently
run at the prescribed maximum time-step of ∆t = 0.01 reaching the prescribed nominal
strain of 90% in 1800 increments, and with each increment completed in exactly one iteration. This same orientation when tested on an FCC single crystal produced uniform
fields as in the hcp reference orientation case above confirming that the inhomogeneity
observed here is directly a consequence of the hcp crystallography.
Aside from the expected variation of the stress between integration points, it is also
observed that it rises exponentially in the time interval t = 1 − 4s before exhibiting
elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour, Figure 6.4(c). At around t = 11s exponential in128

crease in von Mises stress is seen again, followed by softening at some of the integration
points of the element. (The strain rate in all the simulations performed for code testing
is 0.05/s; hence total nominal strain (%) can quickly be obtained from the time scale
on any plot by multiplying the total time (or step time on field plots) by five.)

(a) Displacement u1

(b) Eff. plas. strain at 15% nominal

(c) Von Mises stress at 68% nominal

(d) Eff. plas. strain at 68% nominal

Figure 6.5: Hcp 20x20x20µm single crystal under -0.9µm compression in the xdirection. Crystal orientation (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0) is specified.

In order to understand whether or not the stress behaviour exhibited by the single
element in non-reference orientation is a consequence of the single element’s incapacity
to correctly capture the stress-strain variation, the single crystal was modelled with
a sixty four element model to enable better capturing of the stress-strain variation.
The final field distributions for all the quantities in the two Figures 6.4 and 6.5 are
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very similar which suggests that the stress behaviour observed was due to something
else, i.e. , the interpolation capability of the quadratic reduced integration element is
not the reason for the observed stress behaviour. (The 64 element model stopped at
a nominal strain of 68% after 24584 increments. It stopped because the required time
increment had reached the minimum set: ∆tmin = 1.0 × 10−5 )
It was then decided to extract orientation data on an integration point basis - i.e. ,
without averaging over the element - to ensure that orientation evolution can be followed at each of the element’s eight integration points individually. This would enable
capturing of the orientation change at the individual integration points for the single
element case enabling a more detailed look at the fundamental crystallographic changes
resulting from the prescribed loading/orientation combination. Figs 6.6 and 6.7 show

(a) 5%, 0.536, 0.464, 0

(b) 50%, 0.830, 0.170, 0

(c) 65%, 0.892, 0.107, 0.001

Figure 6.6: (0001) pole figures for a single element single crystal with orientation
(ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0). The caption numbers show nominal strain and (0001) Kearn’s
factors f1 , f2 and f3 respectively. The points have have been made with circles of radius
0.05 to ease visibility.

the pole figures obtained for the two single crystal simulations with the prescribed
crystal orientation (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0); they show the results from the single element and 64 element models respectively. The figures also show the nominal strain
and Kearn’s factors.
It is evident from the pole figures that the same crystallographic orientation change
is taking place for both the single element and the 64 element single crystal models.
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(a) 5%, 0.538, 0.462, 0

(b) 30%, 0.724, 0.275, 0

(c) 45%, 0.804, 0.194, 0.001

(d) 55%, 0.836, 0.161, 0.003

(e) 65%, 0.856, 0.136, 0.007

(f) 68%, 0.854, 0.134, 0.012

Figure 6.7: (0001) pole figures for a 64 element single crystal with orientation
(ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0). The caption numbers show nominal strain and (0001) Kearn’s
factors f1 , f2 and f3 respectively. The points have have been made with circles of radius
0.01 to ease visibility.

In both cases the crystal (or eventually crystals - since they eventually become different orientations at the different integration points) starts to rotate from the initial
orientation, keeping entirely within the xy-plane (i.e., rotating about the z-axis) until
the orientation at some of the integration points changes such that the crystal’s c-axis
obtains a z-component, as is clear from both the pole figures and Kearn’s factors; but
the Kearn’s factors in both cases indicate that only a few points obtain this orientation,
see f3 . Examination of the displacement u3 (and looking at the deformed shapes e.g.
in Figure 6.5) shows that a little bit of material pushes out in the z-direction near the
bottom and top, which is perhaps caused by this change in orientation which would
make material flow in that direction possible.
Initially, slip occurs on basal slip systems and this is expected to lead to the initial
yield observed in the single element (Figure 6.4(c)) between t = 0 − 2s: this would in131

deed lead to the kind of effective plastic strain field clearly shown in Figure 6.5(b). The
crystal rotation to align the c-axis closer to the z-direction likely leads to orientation,
at the affected integration points, where basal slip is limited requiring slip on other slip
systems. In the absence of other deformation mechanisms, e.g. twinning, the crystal
then may carry more stress at these points if the mix of slip systems favours those that
require more stress to slip hence the observed stress rise, and crystal rotation continues
until a slip system becomes available. The different integration points in Figure 6.4(c),
between t = 1 − 4s, experience slip again but at different levels of stress suggesting
that various slip systems are involved: potentially a mixture of a- and c+a-slip.
In the code, individual slips (γ =

P

t

γ̇∆t) on the first twenty slip systems as

well as GNDs for all the slip systems were stored - although GNDs were not coupled
into the slip rule for all simulations reported here. Examination of the results reveals
that various slip systems activate, and at times deactivate, at the different integration
points. The following slip systems, in Table 6.1, are found to activate at the indicated
time.
Table 6.1: Activate Slip Systems

Time (s)
0−2
2−4
5
8−9
11
12 − 13

Slip System
(0001)[1̄21̄0]
(12̄12)[1̄21̄3]
(01̄11)[2̄110]
(01̄11)[2̄110] - at a different integration point
(0001)[1̄1̄20], (0001)[2̄110], (21̄1̄2)[2̄113]
(21̄1̄2)[2̄113]

The basal plane ((0001)[1̄21̄0]) is found to be active at all integration points at all
time but other slip systems activate and deactivate at different times for the different
integration points. Secondary c+a-pyramidal systems activate at three time points:
t = 2 − 4, t = 11, and t = 12 − 13. At these points we see marked changes in
stress levels. It is the a-pyramidal systems that have been seen to switch on and off
at various times but this did not cause major shifts in stress level - probably because
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they have been prescribed the same critical resolved shear stress as the basal systems.
The observation that the stress level at an integration point changes according to the
mix of slip systems active at that point suggests that the obtained stress level at any
integration point corresponds to an effective yield stress for an effective slip system
defined by the combination of slip systems active at that point. This would explain
the different stress levels observed for the different integration points in Figure 6.4(c),
and gives an indication of how the combination of crystallography and texture may
affect the average physical properties of a polycrystal.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8: Von Mises stress for the 64 element single crystal with orientation
(ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0). The plot in(a) shows the stress for the individual integration points, while that in (b) shows the same results but averaged overall all integration
points. Stress was stored much less frequently than in fig 6.4(c).

Fig 6.8(a) shows the varying stress levels for the different individual integration
points1 due to the different combinations of active slip systems, but for the multielement single crystal model in fig 6.5. This should be compared with fig 6.4(c) which
is similar but for a single element single crystal model. A snap-shot of the last time
point, at t = 13.62, from Figure 6.8(a) is shown as a field plot in fig 6.5(c). Fig 6.8(b)
shows the same results as fig 6.8(a) but they have now been averaged over all the
integration points to show the overall trend of the stress. As has been explained for
fig 6.4(c), it may now be understood that the trend of the overall/average stress of
1

Only 255 out of 512 integration points are shown. 255 is the limit of data series that can be fitted
into an Excel plot.
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a polycrystal (e.g. in fig 6.8(b)) is a consequence of the stress behaviour at each
material/integration point (e.g. in fig 6.8(a)), which in turn is a consequence of the
orientation at that point (relative to the loading) which defines the combination of slip
systems that may be active at that material point.
It should also be noted that in fig 6.8(b) the average stress behaviour exhibits drops
in stress at various points, i.e. stress relaxation. This behaviour would normally be
associated with such phenomena as recrystallization but it is evident in this case that
the behaviour can also be explained by the switching on and off of various slip systems
as crystallographic orientation changes.

6.4.4

Hcp polycrystal test

(a) 0%, 0.219, 0.312, 0.469

(b) 20%, 0.185, 0.421, 0.394

(c) 50%, 0.155, 0.532, 0.312

Figure 6.9: (0001) pole figures of an hcp 20x20x20µm polycrystal under -0.9µm compression. The achieved nominal strain and Kearn’s factors are also shown in the sub-figure
captions.

To further check on the capability of the code to simulate very large deformations
in the presence of inhomogeneous deformation, a test simulation was carried out on
the deformation of a polycrystal. A relatively small three dimensional polycrystal not necessarily a representative volume element for any particular larger model - with
sixty four orientations was set up. The polycrystal’s initial texture and that after
deformation is shown by the basal pole figures in Figure 6.9.
Fig 6.10 shows the displacement and deformed shape after the polycrystal was
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(a) Displacement u2 at 5% compression

(b) Displacement u2 at 50% compression

Figure 6.10: Deformed shape of an hcp 20x20x20µm polycrystal under -0.9µm compression.

subjected to 50% nominal strain (the simulation stopped at this point because the
time-step had reached the specified minimum of ∆t = 1×10−5 s after 15494 increments,
with on average 7 iterations per increment at the time it stopped).
In summary, by moving away from Cauchy stress-based stress update to 2nd PiolaKirchoff stress-based stress update, and by using appropriate stiff equation control
together with a cap on the slip rule (sinh law), we were able to extend the achievable nominal strain range from below 10% to over 50% (c.10%-70% true strain) for
polycrystal deformation. This is closer to the range of strain required for RR texture
analyses - up to 90% true strain (c.65% nominal). However, at this stage the simulations still required over 15 hours of CPU time for the small polycrystal shown without
even achieving the required strain. The next section investigates the next important
factor in the quest to achieve higher strain in less time: the slip rule.

6.5

Allowable time-step and the slip rule

In all the non-reference orientation cases discussed above, it was observed that timesteps become very small (order 10−5 s) for applied nominal strain of about 50% hence
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requiring a large number of increments for very small gain in applied displacement. In
fact, cutbacks (or reductions in time-step) start to occur at a nominal strain of 15% in
the single element single orientation case reported in Figure 6.4. With all other obvious
matters examined, the next potential cause for these very low time-steps appears to
be the slip rule.
The slip rule determines the plastic strain increment for a given incremental displacement via the plastic velocity gradient L p . Therefore if, for a small applied incremental displacement (hence increment in total strain), the slip rule defines a very
large slip rate, γ̇, the computed increment in plastic strain may be larger than the
applied increment in total strain leading to difficulty in establishing equilibrium. In
other words the more non-linear the slip rule is the greater the difficulty in establishing
equilibrium. The fact that a cap was required on the slip rate γ̇ as already described
(see Section 6.3.3) supports this view.
1
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Figure 6.11: Excerpt from an Abaqus/standard .sta file showing multiple equilibrium
iterations, failed convergence and consequent cutbacks

Fig 6.11 shows an example snapshot of a status (.sta) file from an Abaqus/standard
simulation showing how a lot of equilibrium iterations (and hence CPU time) are wasted
on increments that fail to converge due to a larger than acceptable time increment indicated by U next to the increment attempts counter. In the case that the increment
fails to converge (i.e. equilibrium is not established) the increment is re-attempted
with a reduced time-step.
To fully investigate the effect of γ̇ on the stability of the simulation, we try a simpler
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slip rule than the sinh law: we use the power law given in equation 6.24. In the code,
equations 6.11 to 6.13 have to be changed accordingly but all else remains as already
described. τcα , γ̇0α and n can generally be determined directly from experimental data.

α

γ̇ =

γ̇0α

τα
τcα

n

(6.24)

Figure 6.12 shows the same model as in Figure 6.4 but simulated with the slip rule

(a) Displacement u1

(b) Effective plastic strain, p

(c) Von Mises stress

(d) Effective plastic strain

Figure 6.12: Hcp 1x1x1µm single element under -1.0µm compression using the power
law slip rule. Crystal orientation (ϕ1 , θ, ϕ2 ) = (−45, 90, 0) is specified. Results shown up
to 65% strain to compare with Figure 6.4

in equation 6.24; with γ̇0α and n arbitrarily chosen to be 10−4 and 4 respectively. The
same value of τc = 423.7MPa is used as in all the previous simulations in this chapter.
The model successfully run up to 99.5% nominal strain, at a strain rate of 0.05/s, but
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results are shown only up to the same level as in the figure to be compared with.
Unlike the simulation described in Figure 6.4, the simulation in Figure 6.12 continued at the prescribed maximum time-step of ∆t = 0.01 and with exactly one equilibrium iteration per increment up to a nominal strain of 86.5%, continued to a final
nominal strain of 99.5% in only 2220 increments (compared to 10000 for 65.0% nominal
strain in the former case), with a final time-step of ∆t = 0.001372 just before failure.
These simulations therefore demonstrate that the form of the slip rule is critical to the
rate of convergence, and thus to the determination of the allowable time-steps.
In summary cutbacks cause loss of CPU time and should be avoided. The allowed
time-step in any increment during the simulation is directly influenced by the nature
of the slip rule and the choice of parameters for the slip rule. It is also to be noted
that the numerical difficulties that necessitated the use of continuation simulations
or implementation of remeshing algorithms have been completely eliminated, for any
desired level of deformation.
The code developed according to the discussion up to this point, with the power
law form of the slip rule, is used to study texture evolution for real experimentally
measured textures in the Chapter 7. But first consideration of the determination of
the parameters in the slip rule from experimental data is appropriate. This is the
subject of the following section.

6.6

Determination of slip rule parameters

Stress-strain data were received for samples taken from an hcp material with the initial texture given in Figure 6.13, deformed under compression at various temperatures
and strain rates. The purpose of this section is to determine the parameters τcα , γ̇0α
and n needed in the slip rule (equation 6.24) in order for the simulated stress-strain
behaviour to match the experimentally determined behaviour. (Detailing this process
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was also required by Rolls-Royce to enable them determine the parameters needed for
their Deform finite element code). All three parameters γ̇0 , τc , and n can be determined
directly from experimental stress-strain data. However, there are other relevant considerations in order for the simulated stress-strain behaviour to closely approach that
which is experimentally determined. These are also discussed in what follows. The
homogenisation scheme described later in Chapter 7 was also used for the simulations
presented in the following sections.

Figure 6.13: (0001) pole figure for raw data as obtained from experiment for a textured
sample. All stress-strain curves in this section refer to simulations based on this initial
texture.

6.6.1

The yield point: τc and γ̇0

For a given temperature, the parameters γ̇0 and τc together define the yield point
for the simulated polycrystal’s stress-strain curve, e.g. as indicated for the 300◦ C data
in Figure 6.14. These must be chosen together from data corresponding to a single
experimental stress-strain curve.
Assuming that the slip rate γ̇ is approximately equal to the strain rate ε̇, γ̇0 is
set equal to a selected strain rate. For example, for a measured stress-strain curve
for which the strain rate is ε̇ = 0.05s−1 , set γ̇0 = 0.05s−1 in the CPFE code. τc is
√
set equal to σy / 6, where σy is the yield stress determined from the experimental
√
stress-strain curve corresponding to the selected strain rate. For HCP crystals 1/ 6 is
a good approximation to the Schmidt factor for an equivalent case of single prismatic
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⇐= 20◦ C data point

γ̇0 and τc

⇐= 300◦ C

Figure 6.14: Stress-strain curves for compression of an hcp material at five temperatures
(as indicated in the legend) for a strain rate of 0.05s−1 showing initial yield points
defined. Single points along the left-hand vertical axis show the data point from the
received stress curves that was selected as the yield point to be matched. The curves
show the simulation results indicating how well the selected yield point is recovered from
the simulation results.

slip with uniaxial loading in reference crystal orientation - it is exact for FCC crystals.
Data at any strain rate may be used to set γ̇0 and τc in the CPFE code provided that
both ε̇ and σy refer to the same stress-strain curve at the same temperature - this will
naturally fit the yield stress for the selected curve. The yield stress at any other strain
rate will be recovered by applying the desired straining rate (in the Abaqus input file),
without changing the CPFE code settings, provided the rightful rate sensitivity has
been set (via n) as described in the next section. For example, having set up the CPFE
code parameters for 800◦ C based on experimental data at a strain rate of 0.05s−1 , the
yield point at a strain rate of 5s−1 for 800◦ C automatically matches that which is
experimentally determined if the loading rate, as specified in the Abaqus input file, is
100 times faster, without changing the CPFE code settings from those for 0.05s−1 . In
other words, for a given temperature, γ̇0 and τc can be fixed based on a single stressstrain curve and used for all desired strain rates. However, for a fixed strain rate ε̇,
hence γ̇0 , τc must be varied if the temperature is varied. All the data in Figure 6.14
are for a strain rate ε̇ of 0.05s−1 , hence γ̇0 = 0.05s−1 for all of them. Only τc is varied
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with temperature.

Figure 6.15: Received stress-strain data for for compression at 300◦ C for the strain
rate ε̇ shown in the legend. Yield points are not sharply defined for these data.

In cases where the yield point is not sharply defined or in cases where, for example,
twinning activity is expected to be significant, e.g. the received data at the lower
temperature of 300◦ C (shown in Figure 6.15), it is not easy to decide on a value for σy
to use with the slip rule. In such cases the results presented later represent an attempt
to fit to the stress-strain curve at very large strain (i.e. beyond a strain of 40% in
Figure 6.15).

6.6.2

Strain rate sensitivity: n

In the CPFE code, the rate sensitivity is purely determined by n in the slip rule.
To calculate n it is necessary to obtain experimental data for at least two strain rates.
With the same assumption above about the relationship between strain rate and slip
rate, we can define strain rate sensitivity, Rτ , based on the experimental data for the
specified temperature and a given strain rate ratio, Rε , as follows:

τα
=
τcα



γ̇ α
γ̇0α

 n1
⇒

τ2α
Rτ = α =
τ1



γ̇2α
γ̇1α

 n1


≈

ε̇2
ε̇1

 n1

1

= Rεn ⇒

n=

log(Rε )
log(Rτ )
(6.25)
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For example, for the 800◦ data received from RR, the yield stresses at strain rates of

Figure 6.16: Average polycrystal stress-strain response for the initial texture shown
in Figure 6.13 for compression at 800◦ C for the strain rate ε̇ shown in the legend for
RVE64. Results for the CPFE simulation are marked ‘m’ and from experiment ‘e’

ε̇1 = 0.05/s and ε̇2 = 5/s are approximately 70M P a and 170M P a respectively, hence
the required strain rate sensitivity is Rτ = 170/70 = 2.43, and the strain rate ratio
Rε = 5/0.05 = 100; which gives n = 5.19. The results for this n with γ̇0 = 0.05s−1
√
and τc = 70/ 6 = 28.6 (determined according to the discussion in Section 6.6.1), for
RVE64 which can accommodate a maximum of 512 unique orientations, are given in
Figure 6.16 for only the data corresponding to the texture in Figure 6.13 to which the
available experimental data corresponds. The results for 5.0s−1 are obtained by raising
the straining rate in the input file by a factor of 100. Notice that in Figure 6.16 the
target yield stress is obtained for both strain rates but the shapes of the stress-strain
curves thereafter deviate from the measured curves. The reasons for this are the subject
of the next section. To emphasise the need for γ̇0 and τc to be selected together, notice
that using γ̇0 = 10−4 s−1 and τc = 8.63 MPa would give the same result as γ̇0 = 0.05s−1
and τc = 28.6 MPa above for the same value of n.
With the above procedures good estimates for all the three parameters can be obtained directly from the experimental data without needing to perform any simulations.
The main challenge is deciding which point along the experimentally determined stress142

strain curve to be considered the yield point in cases where it is not sharply defined,
as exemplified by by Figure 6.15.

6.6.3

Stress-strain curve shape

As discussed above, the parameters τcα , γ̇0α and n only define the yield stress and
rate sensitivity. The shape of the stress curve beyond the yield point is otherwise
defined by other factors. Among those factors would be the inclusion of the other
relevant deformation mechanisms such as twinning into the CPFE model in addition
to crystallographic slip which is currently the only mechanism included in our code.
Mechanical twinning is known to dominate Zr alloy deformation at lower temperatures,
hence capturing the stress-strain curve shape at those temperatures can be expected
to be poorer for a model that does not incorporate it.

Figure 6.17: Stress-strain curves for compression at a strain rate of 0.05s−1 showing
the effect of the RVE size as well as of including GND work hardening in the model. In
the legend ‘expt’ is the experimental data. The apparent differences in gradients in the
elastic regime are due to differences in frequency of data storage and should be ignored.
Figure 6.14 gives an idea of what this region looks like. Larger models would take up
too much disc space if output data were stored at the same frequency as for the smaller
models.

Figure 6.17 demonstrates another factor that influences the shape of the stressstrain curve: the size of the representative volume element (RVE). The figure shows
results for the same initial texture (shown in Figure 6.13) but for RVEs of different
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Figure 6.18: Representative volume elements (RVEs) containing twenty-noded 3D finite
elements showing FE mesh with strain εyy for “RVE512,GND” and “RVE64,GND” in
Figure 6.17 at a time of 1.0s, i.e. applied compressive nominal strain of 5%: (a) RVE512,
(b) RVE64.

sizes: (a) RVE512 (512 elements with capacity of 4096 unique orientations), and (b)
RVE64 (64 elements with capacity of 512 unique orientations). The FE meshes of the
two RVEs (a) and (b) are shown in Figure 6.18. It is shown in Chapter 7 that both
RVEs capture the evolution of texture well but it is clear from Figure 6.17 that they
lead to different stress-strain behaviour. To be certain that the difference is not due
to the usual geometrically necessary dislocation (GND)-induced size effect, the figure
presents both cases with and without GND-Taylor hardening. Taylor hardening is, in
this case, incorporated as given in equation 6.26 (see e.g. [5, 46]):

√
τc = τc0 + ψGb ρ

(6.26)

where ψ is a correction factor specific to the material, G is the shear modulus - which
is G12 for a-type slip and G13 for c+a-type slip, b the burgers magnitude, ρ the dislocation density and τc0 accounts for the intrinsic strength of the material. For the data in
Figure 6.17 the properties used are summarised in Table 6.2. In this case it is clear that
including the GNDs does not significantly affect the stress-strain shape for either RVE.
(It has however been noticed that including GNDs in this way increases the stability
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of the simulation, i.e. reduces instances of unconverged increments). Figure 6.17 helps
Slip Rule
γ̇0 (s−1 )
n
0.05
5.19
Elastic Moduli
E11 (GPa) E33 (GPa)
104.4
143.3

τca0 (MPa)
28.6

(MPa)
τcc+a
0
71.5

ψ
1.6e − 3

ba (µm)
3.20e − 4

ν12
0.48

ν13
0.20

G12 (GPa)
35.3

G13 (GPa)
46.7

bc+a (µm)
5.10e − 4

Table 6.2: Hcp material properties

in answering the question: what is a fair representative volume element. The received
texture data shown in Figure 6.13 was found to contain 2225 unique orientations (which
is much more than 512 but also much less than 4096 - the orientation capacities of the
two RVEs above). Figure 6.17 demonstrates that as more of the unique orientations
are incorporated into the FE model, the simulated stress-strain curve approaches the
experimentally determined curve more closely. The origin of this is obvious: the simulated stress-strain curve represents the average of the behaviour at all the material
points (see for example Figure 6.8) so that as more orientations are included the average is shifted towards the measured curve. So defining a fair representative volume
element may depend on including a sufficient number of orientations to provide a satisfactory match to the measured stress flow curve, in addition to faithfully representing
the measured texture.
Discretisation density is another factor that can help to better match the experimental stress flow curve. That is, as more finite elements are used to discretise the
same volume, strains, and hence stresses, will be more accurately captured. For the
two RVEs referred to above, the element size is the same (2×2×2µm), and the number
of elements per unit volume (i.e. discretisation density) is the same in both the smaller
RVE (8 × 8 × 8µm) which has 64 elements, and the larger RVE (16 × 16 × 16µm)
which has 512 elements. In other words volume was increased to accommodate more
orientations without changing the discretisation density. Hence the improvement in
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matching the experimental stress flow curve was not due to increased dicretisation
density (elements per volume), not a length scale effect (such as GND effects), but it
is due to inclusion or representation of more EBSD-measured orientations in the RVE.

6.6.4

Results

The model stress profiles at very low strains are already shown in Figure 6.14.
This section presents large strain results for two strain rates: 0.05s−1 and 1.0s−1 .

(a) Low Temperature

(b) High Temperature

Figure 6.19: Stress-strain curves for compression at five temperatures (as indicated in
the legend) for a strain rate of 0.05s−1 . In the legend, “e” and “m” denote experimental
and model data respectively.

Figure 6.19 shows the simulated stress-strain profiles for strain rate of 0.05s−1 against
the experimental results at the same strain rate for all the different temperatures (as
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(a) Low Temperature

(b) High Temperature

Figure 6.20: Stress-strain curves for compression at five temperatures (as indicated in
the legend) for a strain rate of 1.0s−1 . In the legend, “e” and “m” denote experimental
and model data respectively.

T (◦ C)
20
300
700
800
900

σy (MPa)
1037.8
572.8
98.9
70.0
32.8

τc (MPa)
423.7
233.8
40.4
28.6
13.4

n
154.98
50.32
7.42
5.19
4.62

γ̇0 (s−1 )
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

Table 6.3: Slip rule parameters (from experimental data at a strain rate of ε̇ = 0.05s−1 ).
The first two columns list the temperatures and the assumed yield stress values as read
from received data respectively. The next three columns give the corresponding values
used in the slip rule of equation 6.24 to give the results in Figure 6.19.

indicated in the legend). Figure 6.20 is similar but shows data for the strain of 1.0s−1 .
As mentioned in Section 6.6.1 data at the strain rate of ε̇ = 0.05s−1 was used for
selecting the parameters to use in the slip rule. These parameters are summarised in
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Table 6.3 for all temperatures.
Also as mentioned in Section 6.6.3, mechanical twinning is known to dominate Zr
alloy deformation at lower temperatures. It can be seen in Figures 6.19 and 6.20 that
although the yield point is correctly captured in both the low and high temperature
data, the predicted stress-strain curve shape for low temperature data quickly deviates
from the experimental data. In the case of Zr alloy this is expected since mechanical
twinning has not be included in the CPFE model.

6.7

Conclusion

A new CPFE code has been developed and validated. The new code has been shown
to be capable of simulating large deformation. The previously encountered numerical
difficulties that necessitated the use of continuation simulations or implementation of
remeshing algorithms to overcome have been eliminated for the analyses considered in
this chapter. The single most important factor that helped to alleviate the difficulties
with modelling large deformations was the choice of appropriate stress-strain measures.
Specifically choosing the 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress over the Cauchy stress for the stressupdate scheme was the single most important factor that enabled very large strains to
be simulated in one go, i.e. without resorting to continuation simulations.
It has been found that the form of the slip rule, and the choice of the slip rule parameters also plays a significant role in convergence and numerical stability considerations
- in addition to the choice of appropriate stress-strain measures. Equally significant
for the same considerations is the choice of constraints for Newton corrections.
Finally, a methodology for determination of the slip rule parameters for the power
law in order to match experimentally determined stress-strain curves has been outlined.
In the following chapter we present results from texture evolution studies where initial
texture data and stress-strain data received from Rolls-Royce are used to set initial
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conditions for the CPFE models. The results are compared with those obtained from
experimental measurements, which have also been received from Rolls-Royce.
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Chapter 7
Texture homogenization and
evolution
7.1

Executive summary

A texture homogenization technique which relies on interpretation of EBSD data
in order to allocate orientation frequencies based on representative area fractions has
been coupled with a polycrystal plasticity RVE framework allowing for arbitrarily sized
RVEs and corresponding allocation of crystallographic orientation. An assessment has
been made of the effect of RVE size on representation of initial, measured texture and
of post-deformation predicted texture, together with average stress strain response.
Textures have been characterised using both pole figures and Kearns’ factors. It has
been shown that with really quite crude RVEs, perfectly reasonable qualitative (pole
figure) and quantitative (Kearns’ factor) texture representations may be obtained. Very
good agreement between predictions and EBSD-measurements of deformation textures
has also been obtained.

7.2

Introduction

The determination of deformation texture continues to be a key requirement related
to component manufacture and particularly so in the context of life-critical components for which knowledge of macro-scale material properties, and their relationship
to texture, is essential. This chapter addresses texture development within hexagonal
materials focusing particularly on initial texture representation, or homogenization,
and crystal plasticity deformation modelling in which homogenization is carried out
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using crystallographic orientation assignment within finite element representative volume elements (RVEs).
Many examples of the importance of texture in component processing may be found
in the aero-engine and nuclear industries in which hexagonal materials are often utilized. In practice, the loading and temperature regimes adopted in processing hcp
materials such as two-phase Ti and Zr alloys are such that a range of mechanisms
operate during deformation, which include slip but often, in addition, twinning and recrystallization. Texture prior to deformation processing is often determined (at least on
free surfaces at ‘hot-spots’) by electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) [83], but also
in critical components, by use of (destructive) sectioning in order to generate improved
knowledge about 3D texture prior to processing. The same approach is adopted for
critical component post-processing also in order to develop understanding of textures,
but after deformation. Texture measurement and representation after deformation processing is reasonably well established and in hcp materials, pole figures are used but in
addition, Kearns factors are also often employed since they provide an empirical basis
from which macro-level properties (such as stiffness and thermal expansivity) may be
correlated.
An overview of homogenization techniques for texture representation has been given
by Roters et al. [69], who rightly highlight the importance of computational efficiency
in determining the texture methodology adopted since to a large extent, it is this which
determines its uptake and practical usage. Tjahjanto et al. [75] present a homogenization technique based on identification of grain clusters. Within the context of crystal
plasticity approaches, in which usually aggregates of grains are explicitly considered,
Melchior and Delannay [63] examined RVEs made up of equally weighted orientations
and divided up the sample texture into regions (or ‘grains’) of similar orientation containing as many orientations as necessary to match the respective volume fractions
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within the grains. They also addressed morphology effects and the number of grains
contained within the RVE. Eisenlohr and Roters [30] presented a coupled deterministicprobabilistic scheme for selection of crystallographic orientations in order to sample a
given number of equally weighted orientations from a discrete crystal orientation distribution function. Prior to this, Li et al. [54] carried out a quantitative evaluation
of deformation textures developed under tensile and compressive uniaxial and shear
loading in aluminium plate using the crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) method.
Results were found to improve with finer finite element discretization (in particular,
employing multiple elements per grain) and for moderate (rather than large) deformation strains. More recently, Liu et al. [57] have addressed the comparison of finite
element and the more recent Fourier transform crystal plasticity methods for texture
prediction.
In the present chapter, we focus on hcp systems incorporating basal, prismatic and
pyramidal (type I and II) slip adopting the crystal plasticity representative volume
element approach to represent initial texture and its subsequent evolution during deformation. In particular, the representation of initial texture, or texture reconstruction
or homogenization, from EBSD measurements is addressed and a quantitative assessment given of the number of initial orientations necessary within the RVE in order to
give a faithful representation of final predicted deformation texture. RVEs containing
64, 512 and 8000 finite elements are considered. Initial and final predicted textures are
characterized using standard pole figures and, because of their prevalence in hcp studies, Kearns factors are also assessed for a number of as-received EBSD measurements
of texture, and for the corresponding range of RVEs considered addressing both initial
and final predicted textures.
In the following sections, the methodology adopted for texture homogenization
from EBSD measurements is outlined. Following this, a specific assessment is made
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of the RVE size (ie the number of orientations captured) in order to maintain fidelity
in predicted texture evolution in hcp materials. Finally, in the context of the texture
predictions, the effect of RVE size on macro-scale material stress-strain response is also
assessed.

7.3

Texture homogenization from EBSD measurements

Orientation data in the form of Euler angles from EBSD measurements were obtained for two Zr alloy samples: one initially random (IR) and the other textured (IT).
For the IT sample, stress-strain history data as well as pole figures showing the final
texture after the sample was compressed to 90% true strain at 800◦ C at strain rates of
0.05s−1 and 5.0s−1 are also available. The uniaxial stress-strain behaviour was used to
determine the constants in the slip rule given in equation 6.11 (these values are the same
as those given in Table 6.2 for the data presented in this chapter), and the measured
orientation data (for 62,500 grid locations) were used to assign the initial orientation to
representative volume elements (RVEs) developed for the simulation of texture within
the crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) model. Table 7.1 shows Kearns factors obtained from EBSD output alongside those calculated using equations 1.3 in the present
study, showing identical values. The corresponding initial pole figures for the random
(IR) and textured (IT) samples are shown in Figure 7.1.
Kearns factors
fL
fT
fN

Initially Textured(IT)
Measured Calculated
0.056
0.056
0.294
0.294
0.650
0.650

Initially Random(IR)
Measured Calculated
0.306
0.306
0.305
0.305
0.389
0.389

Table 7.1: Kearns factors for the (0001) pole for the EBSD measured textures for the
initially random (IR) and textured (IT) samples shown in Figures 7.1(b) and 7.1(a). All
Kearns factors are arranged according to the original material directions L, T , and N .
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(a) Random

(b) Textured

Figure 7.1: (0001) pole figures obtained by EBSD for (a) an initially random and (b)
initially textured samples

Representative volume elements (RVEs) are developed for these textures for the
CPFE simulation of texture evolution. In order to assign the measured texture data to
the RVE, it is necessary to compact the measured orientation data into as many groups
as the number of orientations that can be contained in a given RVE. A key question
is then what is the minimum number of orientation data points necessary in order to
develop an RVE which is truly representative of texture, and this is examined in a
systematic way in what follows. Here, orientations have been assigned to the RVE on
an integration point basis in order to compact as much orientation data as possible into
the RVE. The key consideration is the representation of the initial texture and also,
importantly, the quality of the predicted texture after deformation as a function of the
RVE size (here meaning the number of orientations stored). Twenty-noded, C3D20R
Abaqus finite elements are used in the RVEs each containing eight integration points.
The methodology adopted considers each experimentally obtained EBSD orientation data point and identifies orientation bins into which the same or very similar
orientations, according to a tolerance, are assigned. Within each bin, the Euler angles
are converted to quaternions which are averaged to give a single mean orientation using
the method proposed by Humbert et al. [42]. The number of individual orientations
assigned to a given orientation bin, ie the orientation frequency, is also stored, giving a
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measure of the area fraction occupied by a given orientation. The unique orientations
are then assigned to as many integration points in the RVE as is required to match
its area fraction, with knowledge of the frequency. If the specific RVE chosen can only
accommodate a smaller number of orientations than the total number of unique orientation bins obtained, those orientations with the lowest area fractions are discarded.
In this way, with a given measured texture, a range of RVEs of differing sizes, resulting
in widely differing computational run times, can be assessed for their effectiveness in
capturing initial texture (in the form of pole figures and Kearns’ factors) and final
predicted texture.

7.3.1

Representative volume elements

(a) 8000 elements

(b) 512 elements

(c) 64 elements

Figure 7.2: Representative volume elements (RVEs) containing twenty-noded 3D finite
elements as indicated.

Three ‘model’ RVEs are considered in the present study containing 8000, 512, and
64 finite elements, and labelled RVE8000, RVE512 and RVE64 respectively, and shown
in Figure 7.2. The quantity shown in colour is a representative quaternian indicative
of crystallographic orientation. The texture considered here is that for the initially
textured sample (IT) for which the pole figure is shown in Figure 7.1(b) and the Kearns
factors in Table 7.1. Note that this pole figure and the Kearns’ factors correspond to
the entire measured EBSD data set (containing 62,500 orientation data sets). The
texture homogenization technique discussed above has been applied to this data set in
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order to develop the three RVEs shown in Figure 7.2. In the case of RVE8000, the total
number of integration points is such that all the 62,500 measured orientations can be
explicitly incorporated within the RVE. However, this is not the case for RVE512 and
RVE64 for which the homogenization process has led to the incorporation of a smaller
number of orientations than contained in the measured data.

(a) RVE8000

(b) RVE512

(c) RVE64

Figure 7.3: Calculated pole figures corresponding to the same nominal texture for the
initially textured (IT) sample, but after homogenization for the three RVEs shown in
Figure 7.2.

Kearns factors
fL
fT
fN

Initially textured (IT)
Measured RVE64 RVE512
0.056
0.055
0.056
0.294
0.296
0.294
0.650
0.648
0.650

Initially random (IR)
Measured RVE64 RVE512
0.306
0.312
0.306
0.305
0.302
0.305
0.389
0.386
0.389

Table 7.2: EBSD-measured and homogenized Kearns’ factors for representative volume
elements RVE64 and RVE512 shown in Figure 7.2 for the initially textured (IT) and
random (IR) samples.

The resulting pole figures now determined independently and directly from the
three RVEs are shown in Figures 7.3(a) to (c), which should also be compared to the
original smoothed pole figure from the EBSD data shown in Figure 7.1(b). The major
differences between the pole figures largely relate to intensity and not to orientation
distribution; this qualitatively indicates that the RVEs are all capable of capturing the
texture at least in terms of pole figures. However, Table 7.2 shows a quantitative comparison between the Kearns’ factors obtained directly from the EBSD measurements
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and those calculated from the RVEs (those for RVE8000 are not shown simply because
they are identical to the EBSD measured values). For both the initial textured (IT)
and for the random sample (IR), the three RVEs capture very closely the Kearns’ measure of texture. In particular, RVE8000 and RVE512 capture identically the measured
Kearns’ factors while even RVE64 does a very reasonable job. The corresponding pole
figures for the initially random sample, calculated from the three RVEs after homogenization, are shown in Figures 7.4(a) to (c), for which the Kearns’ factors are given in
Table 7.2.

(a) RVE8000

(b) RVE512

(c) RVE64

Figure 7.4: Calculated pole figures corresponding to the same nominal texture for the
initially random (IR) sample, but after homogenization for the three RVEs.

7.3.2

Texture evolution using homogenized RVEs

(a) εL = 0%

(b) εL = 92%

(c) εL = 190%

Figure 7.5: Pole figures for the initially textured sample RVE512 loaded in the Ldirection relative to the texture at the strains indicated.

The RVEs representing textures after homogenization, described above, are sub157

jected to uniaxial deformation up to large strain (∼190%) at rates of 0.05s−1 and
5.0s−1 at a temperature of 800◦ C, for which the slip rule in eqn 6.11 has been calibrated. The post-deformation textures obtained for two RVEs, namely RVE512 and
RVE64, are assessed together with the Kearns’ factors, in the context of three initial
textures. Firstly, however, the initially textured sample, for which the homogenized
texture is shown in Figure 7.2(b), corresponding to RVE512, is analysed during simulated deformation and the predicted pole figures are shown in Figure 7.5 for conditions
of (a) zero, (b) 92% and (c) 190% strain. The initial texture shown in (a) is largely
transverse to the loading direction; that is, the majority of orientations are such that
their c-axes lie normal to the loading direction. With deformation, these are expected
to rotate progressively with strain until they approach the loading direction, and this
can be seen to be developing in Figures 7.5(b) and (c). A large strain (190%) is needed
in order to achieve this since the initial texture favours predominantly a-type slip and
it is in effect the initial texture farthest from the final texture corresponding to c-axes
parallel to the loading.
IT

IT1

IR

RVE64

RVE512
Figure 7.6: Predicted texture pole figures after ∼190% imposed strain for initially
textured (IT and IT1) samples, and for the initially random (IR) sample using two RVE
representations (RVE64 and RVE512)
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f
fL
fT
fN

IT Sample
RVE64 RVE512
0.536
0.539
0.166
0.154
0.298
0.307

IT1 Sample
RVE64 RVE512
0.077
0.079
0.722
0.709
0.201
0.212

IR Sample
RVE64 RVE512
0.703
0.703
0.139
0.142
0.158
0.155

Table 7.3: Kearn’s factors for the initially textured (IT and IT1) and initially random
textured (IR) samples after uniaxial straining to ∼190% for the two FE RVEs, namely
RVE64 and RVE512

With knowledge of the final texture shown in Figure 7.5(c) for the initially textured (IT) sample, using RVE512, we analyse the same problem but using RVE64,
with very reduced texture representation. This is carried out for the initially textured
(IT) sample and the initially random (IR) sample together with a third initial texture (designated IT1) which in fact is identical to the initially textured (IT) sample
shown in Figure 7.5(a) but rotated through 90◦ such that the loading direction becomes the transverse direction (labelled T in Figure 7.5(a)). The resulting, predicted,
texture pole figures are shown in Figure 7.6 and the corresponding Kearns’ factors
in Table 7.3. The notable feature is that the reduced RVE, namely RVE64, provides
very similar post-deformation pole figures to RVE512 and that this is quantitatively
demonstrated by the Kearns’ factors given in Table 7.3. Comparison of Kearns’ factors
in Tables 7.2 and 7.3, together with comparisons of the post-deformation pole figures
in Figure 7.6 with the pre-deformation poles in Figures 7.3(a) and 7.4(a), show that
very significant texture changes have taken place as a result of the deformation and
that both the reduced (RVE64) and intermediate (RVE512) representations provide
perfectly reasonable representations of the final textures. It’s also interesting to note
that despite starting from three quite different textures, the imposed uniaxial strain to
large deformation has led to the development of really quite similar post-deformation
textures, at least qualitatively, since the Kearns’ factors given in Table 7.3 show that
there remain some quantitative differences.
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7.4

Measured texture after deformation

Figure 7.7: Measured pole figures obtained by EBSD for an initially nominally random
specimen of Zircaloy-4 that was compressed to 90% true strain at 700◦ C and a strain
rate of 1s−1 .

(a) 0001

(b) 101̄0

(c) 112̄0

Figure 7.8: Predicted texture pole figures after ∼190% imposed strain for the initially
random sample, IR in Figure 7.6, using RVE512 showing all three poles as indicated for
comparison with Figure 7.7

Figure 7.7 shows measured pole figures obtained by EBSD for an initially nominally
random specimen of Zircaloy-4, see Figure 7.1(a), that was compressed to 90% true
strain at 700◦ C and a strain rate of 0.1s−1 , with no post-deformation heat treatment.
This is compared with Figure 7.8 which shows the complete set of (three) predicted pole
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figures, (0001), (101̄0), and (112̄0), for the IR sample shown in Figure 7.6 corresponding
to RVE512.
For all the predicted textures already reported, simulations were performed at two
strain rates of 0.05s−1 and 5.0s−1 but it was found that the textures obtained for the
two strain rates were identical for all stored time frames for all three textures IT,
IT1 and IR. This implies that the texture evolution is independent of the strain rate.
Additionally, from Chapter 6 it was observed, from Figures 6.19 and 6.20, that the
data for 700◦ C and 800◦ C, which relate to the IT sample referred to above, are very
similar for all the strain rates considered. These observations make it reasonable to
compare the above 700◦ C at 0.1s−1 measured texture with that predicted for 800◦ C at
0.05s−1 .

Figure 7.9: Measured pole figures obtained by EBSD for an initially textured specimen
of Zircaloy-4 that was compressed to 90% true strain at 700◦ C and a strain rate of 1s−1 ,
with the loading applied in the transverse material direction.

(a) 0001

(b) 101̄0

(c) 112̄0

Figure 7.10: Predicted texture pole figures after ∼190% imposed strain for the initially
textured sample, IT1 in Figure 7.6, using RVE512 showing all three poles as indicated
for comparison with Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9 shows results obtained under exactly the same conditions as explained
for Figure 7.7 except that the initial texture is that given in Figure 7.1(b) but with
compression applied in the horizontal T-direction on the pole figure, hence IT1. Figure 7.10 shows the predicted texture to be compared with Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.11: Measured pole figures obtained by EBSD for an initially textured specimen
of Zircaloy-4 that was compressed to 90% true strain at 800◦ C and a strain rate of 0.05s−1 ,
with the loading applied in the longitudinal material direction.

(a) 0001

(b) 101̄0

(c) 112̄0

Figure 7.12: Predicted texture pole figures after ∼190% imposed strain for the initially
textured sample, IT in Figure 7.6, using RVE512 showing all three poles as indicated for
comparison with Figure 7.11

Finally, Figure 7.11 shows the final measured texture for which the initial texture
is that given in Figure 7.1(a) with the compression applied in the L-direction. Figure 7.12 shows its prediction under the same conditions of temperature and strain rate.
Table 7.4 summarises the results of Figures 7.7 to 7.12 in terms of Kearns factors. Note
that for each case the predicted Kearns factors for the loading direction are higher than
the experimental values due to the higher applied compressive strain in the simulation,
i.e. ∼85% nominal strain for simulation compared to ∼60% nominal strain for experi162

ment. The results presented in this section demonstrate very good agreement between
simulation and experiment for all the initial textures considered.

f
fL
fT
fN

IT Sample
Expt RVE512
0.374
0.539
0.170
0.154
0.456
0.307

IT1 Sample
Expt RVE512
0.051
0.079
0.667
0.709
0.281
0.212

IR Sample
Expt RVE512
0.691
0.703
0.141
0.142
0.168
0.155

Table 7.4: Comparison of final Kearns factors between experimental results and RVE512
for the initially textured (IT and IT1) and initially random textured (IR) samples.

7.5

RVE dependence of average stress-strain response

So far, the effects of RVE size on maintaining fidelity of texture prior to and following large deformations have been assessed but nothing has yet been said about the
RVE-dependence of the macro, or average stress strain response. In this section, the
two initially textured samples (IT and IT1) and the initially random sample models
are employed to assess uniaxial average stress-strain response at two strain rates and
in particular, to examine the differences which result in using the two RVEs, namely
RVE512 and RVE64. The previous studies have shown that both RVEs are capable of
allowing reasonable representation of texture both before and after deformation and
here, we examine if this holds true for average stress strain behaviour. Naturally, if the
two RVEs are truly representative, then one would expect not to see any differences in
the results obtained from them for the identical loading conditions. However, RVE64
is unlikely to be truly representative because of its limited size.
Figure 7.13 shows the model computed average stress strain response for uniaxial straining of the polycrystal representation using RVE512 at the two strain rates
of 0.05s−1 and 5.0s−1 , which result in the final textures shown in Figure 7.6 for the
smaller strain rate. Also shown in this figure are the experimentally obtained macro
stress strain curves at the two strain rates, from which the slip properties in eqn 6.11
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Figure 7.13: Stress-strain curves for RVE64 simulations and experiments (denoted by
“e” preceeding “IT”) for the initially textured (IT) and random (IR) samples for the
strain rates shown. L and T in the legend indicate the loading direction relative to the
original material directions: L > longitudinal, T > transverse. The apparent difference
in Elastic moduli is a result of not storing data frequently enough and should therefore be
ignored. In all cases the model loading direction corresponds to loading in the transverse
material direction.

Figure 7.14: Stress-strain RVE64 and RVE512 at a loading strain of 0.05/s.

were determined. Considering the smaller strain rate first, the initially textured sample
(IT) shows the lowest stress response because the initial texture, shown in Figure 7.5(a)
is the most favourable for a-type slip for which the critical resolved shear stress is considerably lower than for c+a-type slip. Hence for sample IT1, for which the initial
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texture contains considerable grain orientations with their c-axes parallel to the loading direction, the macro-stress response is higher. The same general trends are repeated
at the higher strain rate of 5.0s−1 . The same computations have been carried out at
the lower strain rate but employing the reduced RVE64, and the average stress strain
response for this RVE together with that for RVE512 is shown in Figure 7.14. The
overall behaviour is such that both RVEs capture the initial yielding reasonably, where
the differing yield and flow stresses result from the different initial textures, but it is
apparent that there are some differences obtained by virtue of the two RVEs employed,
confirming in particular that RVE64 is unlikely to be truly representative. However,
the stress differences resulting from the two RVEs are not so large as to render the
computations useless. On the contrary, it is argued that both texture representation
and evolution during large deformations together with the macro stress strain behaviour may be perfectly reasonably captured by computer time-efficient but simple
RVEs. This is potentially useful since full polycrystal texture analyses, using crystal
plasticity modelling, remain implausible for process design but are being considered in
parallel with standard Mises plasticity component process modelling in which texture
analyses are carried out only for a sub-set of hotspots identified from the conventional
process modelling. The scale of the texture modelling for the hotspots then becomes
a key question, and it is argued that early-stage process design could reasonably rely
on simplistic RVE (and hence efficient) polycrystal representations which are capable
of satisfactory texture prediction. Naturally, more detailed design would then require
more lengthy analysis using better RVE polycrystal representations in order to confirm
texture predictions.
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7.6

Conclusions

A texture homogenization technique which relies on interpretation of EBSD data
in order to allocate orientation frequencies based on representative area fractions has
been coupled with a polycrystal plasticity RVE framework allowing for arbitrarily sized
RVEs and corresponding allocation of crystallographic orientation. A crystallographic
slip rule for hcp zirconium has been developed which allows for basal, prismatic, and
types I and II pyramidal slip, and accounts for the differing a- and c+a-type slip system
strengths. Slip rule properties and rate sensitivity have been determined from average
uniaxial experimental data.
An assessment has been made of the effect of RVE size on representation of initial, measured texture and of post-deformation predicted texture, together with average stress strain response. Textures have been quantified using both pole figures and
Kearns’ factors. It has been shown that with really quite crude RVEs, perfectly reasonable qualitative (pole figure) and quantitative (Kearns’ factor) texture representations
may be obtained. This potentially provides for the possibility of a texture process design methodology combining conventional deformation process modelling from which
hotspots are identified, for which the strain histories are extracted and used to carry
out polycrystal RVE texture analyses in order to determine post-deformation texture.
It has been found that for simulations at the specified temperature to very large
strains the final texture is largely determined by the loading direction and is independent of the initial texture. However for relatively low straining, the texture observed is
dependent on the initial texture, particularly dependent on the misorientation of the
c-axes away from the loading direction.
Comparison of predictions with EBSD-measured textures showed very good agreement. This shows that the large deformation model developed in Chapter 6 together
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with the homogenized RVEs developed in the present chapter comprise a good model
for texture evolution prediction.
Bate and Quinta da Fonseca [7] studied the need for multiple elements to represent a grain, i.e. orientation, for effective representation of texture in CPFEM. The
methodology used to assign orientation here is more coarse than they described, that
is, rather than at least one element per grain, we are using one quadratic element for
eight orientations (or one integration point per orientation) and yet the texture development is properly captured according to the comparison with experiment. Moreover
this is true even for true strains greater than 100%. It is, therefore, not necessary to
have more than one element per grain in order to model texture evolution properly.
Having many elements is in fact a waste of computing resources.
The fact that we are using 3D models for surface-based EBSD measured texture
and yet capturing its evolution satisfactorily in comparison to experimental data, even
with the fact that we assign the orientation on an integration point basis suggests that
the role of morphology in modelling texture evolution may be somewhat limited.
For the RVE64, simulations were performed for two different strain rates, 0.05/s
and 5/s. For both strain rates, the resulting textures were identical for any given initial
texture at all levels of strain. This suggests that rate effects have minimal effect on texture development. Instead it is modelling the expected deformation mechanisms that is
of import. In this case the temperature considered was chosen to minimise any effects
of twinning, hence with only slip as the included mode of deformation, the textures
are well predicted. At lower temperatures it may be necessary to include twinning deformation for Zr in order to correctly predict texture evolution at a comparable strain
level with experimental measurements. Recrystallisation was also not included, and
similarly the model does not explicitly account for static thermally activated softening,
which might be important at elevated temperatures
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Chapter 8
Texture effects on polycrystal
physical properties
8.1

Executive summary

HCP single crystals have anisotropic thermal expansivities and in Ti and Zirconium
alloys, the expansivity in the c-axis direction may be approximately 0.6 times that for
the a-direction. This chapter employs crystal elasticity-plasticity analyses of polycrystals in order to investigate the resulting development of ‘type II’ thermal strains which
are generated from temperature change. It is shown that the strains may be sufficiently
large in order to cause localized plasticity. A study has been carried out to investigate
the resulting effects of crystallographic texture on the thermal expansivities of Zirconium alloy polycrystals, and the corresponding changes which occur to expansivity as
a result of the onset of plasticity.
Kearns factors have long been employed to represent texture (particularly for nuclear HCP materials) and to enable the determination of thermal expansivity (and
other physical properties) based on an averaging process. The chapter presents an
assessment of the Kearns approach and a rigorous crystal elasticity-plasticity methodology for determination of thermal expansivity in Zirconium alloy polycrystals. It is
demonstrated that errors in thermal expansivities of up to 15% may occur using the
Kearns representation of texture and that the effects of texture dominate over morphological variations. The error in expansivity is sufficiently large to make this result
of technological significance in the nuclear industry in which knowledge of expansivity
is necessary in component design.
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8.2

Introduction

Predicting material properties, for both single crystals and polycrystalline aggregates, is an issue of great interest to industry where materials design is of great importance. Significant work has already been done in the area of determining material
properties for single crystals [34] but moving from the knowledge garnered in such work
to its application for polycrystal aggregates has remained a challenge.
For the industrialist, establishing a quantitative link between crystallographic texture and material properties has proved far from trivial. In critical applications where
texture is known to play an important role, a fixed method of manufacture is typically adopted to ensure consistency with the original certified product. However, for
statistical process control and in order to allow manufacturing change, some form of
numerate relationship, or ideally, predictive capability for relating texture to key properties [39, 49, 74] is desirable. This allows decisions to be made, where appropriate,
on the basis of texture measurements alone, rather than extensive, time consuming
and expensive mechanical tests. This issue is particularly prevalent in HCP metals
where relatively large elastic and plastic anisotropy can exhibit a wide range as determined by their manufacturing route. In the case of Zirconium and Titanium alloys for
nuclear and aerospace use respectively, macroscopic textures are deliberately induced
in selected components to optimise component behaviour in service. Control of both
‘mean’ and ‘scatter’ in texture is significant given the safety critical applications of
these alloy systems.
In the case of zirconium alloys, processing routes are optimised in order to provide
some protection against through cracking of fuel cladding. Significant concerns for the
designer then arise as a result of the anisotropic properties. In addition to the obvious influence on elastic modulus, changes in expansion coefficients modify thermally
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induced stress levels and dimensional changes occur in the components, through life,
as a result of irradiation growth. These effects are significant as an example, in the
case of CANDU [80] pressure tubes, a length increase of 50mm of a 4m long tube is
possible via irradiation growth. The use of Kearns factors [3, 35, 47, 74], where the
basal poles are resolved to give ‘volume fractions’ of the crystal planes in three perpendicular directions, have been, and are widely used in industry. However, more accurate,
physically based models would be highly desirable to predict material behaviour as a
function of starting texture.
Simplistic averaging approaches fail to capture some key aspects related to the intrinsic nature of a polycrystal. In particular, the grain to grain interactions [49, 74]
arising from incompatibility strains and the potential for local stress state change if
local plasticity occurs in favourably orientated grains with suitably orientated neighbours [27] cannot be captured by simplistic averaging approaches. It is important to
note that in HCP metals that typically deform by a mixture of twinning and slip during manufacture, the mean misorientation distribution [39, 42] between grains may be
high. This chapter aims to explore systematically the variability of thermal expansion
coefficient as calculated explicitly using crystal plasticity modelling and via Kearns
factors for a range of different, experimentally measured starting textures. In addition,
the role of grain morphology is explored for a fixed starting texture. Crystal plasticity
modelling is shown to be a technique well suited to this application, highlighting the
significant errors encountered using the Kearns averaging approach.
Texture representation by pole figures, ODFs, and Kearns factors has been discussed in Section 1.1. Texture information as presented on a pole figure or by an
ODF represents the volume fractions of the constituent orientations but not morphology, that is, it has no information about such mechanical factors as grain shape, size,
spatial distribution, or grain interaction.
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The quantitative nature of the Kearns factors and the ODF’s led to interest in
using them to average material properties [3, 55, 74]. There are at least four separate
factors that need to be considered when averaging properties for a polycrystal based
on its constituent crystallites: orientation (of any given crystallite), orientation spatial
distribution (i.e. the nature of neighbouring orientation), sizes of crystallites with a
given orientation (hence volume fraction of that orientation), and the shapes of the
crystallites. Orientation and size (as volume fraction) are encapsulated in Kearns
texture factors, but orientation spatial distribution and grain shape are not. The
connection between shape, size and orientation spatial distribution will set the nature
of grain interaction that occurs locally, and the distribution of this localised behaviour
will ultimately influence the form of the averaged properties. The effect of orientation
spatial distribution (which determines the nature of neighbouring orientations) has
been systematically studied and shown to be an important factor for fatigue facet
formation in Ti alloys [27].
In the next sections, an overview is presented of the determination of the average
thermal expansivity of a polycrystal based on Kearns factors and on the rigorous crystal
elasticity-plasticity modelling strategy. We then present the results from a systematic
study of texture effects on thermal expansivity, modulus, Poisson’s ratio and yield
under conditions of elastic and plastic material behaviour.

8.3

Thermal expansivity calculation

The stress and texture update methodologies used in this chapter are those detailed
in Chapter 6. The power law form of the slip rule is used with the following parameters:
γ̇0α = 10−4 s−1 , n = 5.19 and the critical resolved shear stress τcα is 8.63 MPa for a-type
slip and 21.6 MPa for c+a-type slip. These were obtained by fitting to experimental
stress flow curves for zirconium alloy compressed at strain rates of 0.05s−1 and 5.0s−1
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at 800◦ C as described in Section 6.6.2. This temperature was chosen because for
the specific experimental dataset it was known that slip is the dominant deformation
mechanism, unlike lower temperatures where significant twinning would occur. τc and
n are temperature dependent (generally increasing as temperature decreases) but are
assumed constant for simplicity in this case; properties for the stiffness matrix are
E11 = 104.4GP a, E33 = 143.3GP a, G13 = 46.7GP a, ν12 = 0.48, and ν13 = 0.20.
Like the elastic moduli, the thermal expansivity in HCP materials is also known
to be anisotropic (see e.g. [23]). In [23], and other works by the same authors (e.g.
[22]), thermal expansivities have been measured for various materials including HCP
materials using X-ray techniques. The measurements show a clear distinction in the
expansivities in the a-direction (αa ) and c-direction (αc ) for HCP materials. Their
measurements also show that αa and αc are temperature dependent. In this study, we
assume that αa and αc are constant with temperature for simplicity. The values used
here for these are αa = 9.5 × 10−6 K −1 and αc = 0.5895αa .
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Figure 8.1: Multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient F into the components F e , F p , and F θ the elastic, plastic and thermal contributions to the deformation
gradient respectively. Also shown is the relationship of the crystal frame (C) system to
the reference (R) and deformed (D) frames via the orientation matrix.

The thermal strain, for any crystal, with respect to its crystallographic axes (C in
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Figure 8.1) ε θc is given as
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(8.1)

where θ is the temperature change. ε θc is mapped to the undeformed (reference) configuration thermal strain εθ by the initial orientation T (= g −1
0 ) according to

ε θ = T ε θcT T

(8.2)

With thermal loading, the deformation gradient can be multiplicatively decomposed
as shown in equation 8.3 and illustrated in Figure 8.1.

F =

x
∂x
= F eF pF θ
X
∂X

(8.3)

For a single crystal, thermal loading alone only leads to expansion but does not result
in any rigid body rotation. Therefore the contribution to the deformation gradient
from thermal loading is a pure a stretch, and can be defined as follows

F θ = U θ = I + εθ

(8.4)

With F obtained using ABAQUS’s UEL implementation, F p obtained as in equation 1.7 and F θ obtained as in equation 8.4, F e can be obtained for the implicit integration of equations, calculation of the Jacobian, and for tracking texture development
as detailed in Chapter 6.
Figure 8.2 shows a representative volume element (RVE) in which the crystallographic orientations are depicted using quaternions. Figure 8.3 shows the different
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(a) q2

(b) q3

Figure 8.2: A 16 × 16 × 16µm representative volume element used for plasticity simulations. Fixed in the x direction on the -x face, y on the -y face, and z on the -z face.
Field plots show two of the four quaternion components (with limits −1 ≤ q ≤ 1) giving
an idea of the field distribution of orientation. The model can accommodate up to 4096
unique orientations.

initial textures assigned to the RVE in Figure 8.2, and which will be the subject of the
discussion in this chapter - the texture shown as a field plot in Figure 8.2 is representative of that in Figure 8.3(a). Figures 8.3(a), 8.3(d), and 8.3(g) represent measured
textures from experimental Zirconium alloy samples, while the others represent evolved
versions of those initially measured.
The loading involves subjecting the model shown in Figure 8.2 to cooling from
1143K to 293K in 2.125 seconds, hence the maximum temperature change is −850K
and the cooling rate is 400Ks−1 . Each RVE and initial texture is simulated both with
all free faces constrained to remain flat and without any constraints.
At any time t in the simulation, the displacements u1 , u2 , u3 from the free x, y,
z-faces respectively are obtained and used to compute the (nominal) macro-strains as
follows:

ε1 =

u1
,
L1

ε2 =

u2
,
L2

ε3 =

u3
L3

(8.5)

In the case where the free faces are not constrained to remain flat the displacements u
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(a) 0.291, 0.061, 0.648

(b) 0.257, 0.143, 0.560

(c) 0.198, 0.354, 0.448

(d) 0.053, 0.315, 0.632

(e) 0.049, 0.495, 0.456

(f) 0.069, 0.655, 0.276

(g) 0.297, 0.326, 0.377

(h) 0.235, 0.485, 0.280

(i) 0.163, 0.655, 0.182

Figure 8.3: Initial textures as pole figures and corresponding Kearns factors (f1 , f2 ,
f3 ) for the three reference directions (X, Y, Z). Each pole figure shows 4096 orientations
(each of which are not necessary unique as is obvious from the figures), according to the
capacity of the RVE in Figure 8.2.

represent the mean displacement of the nodes on a given free face. The corresponding
temperature drops, at time t, are also obtained. A Python script is then used to compute the differential changes in both the displacements and the temperature, enabling
the calculation of the thermal expansivities as follows:

α1 =

dε1
,
dθ

α2 =

dε2
,
dθ

α3 =

dε3
dθ

(8.6)
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where the superscript  merely indicates that these values of α have been obtained
directly from the strains. At each time, the orientation distribution is also retrieved
and used to compute the Kearns factors.
Tempest [74] provides a thorough review of the physical basis for the estimation of
polycrystal bulk physical properties by averaging single crystal properties (emphasising
applicability only to those properties relating two vector quantities or a tensor with
a scalar quantity but not properties dependent on tensor-tensor relationships such as
Young’s modulus). This can be summarised, with reference to thermal expansivity, as
follows. For a single crystal, the thermal expansivity in some reference direction, which
makes an angle φ with the basal pole, can be found as

αref (φ) = αc cos2 φ + αa (1 − cos2 φ)

(8.7)

and if, in a polycrystal, each crystallite (i) is assumed to contribute to the bulk thermal expansivity in proportion to its volume fraction (Vi ) then the average thermal
expansivity is given by

αref = αc

X

Vi cos2 φi + αa

i

= αc f + αa (1 − f ),

X

Vi 1 − cos2 φi



i

with f =

X

Vi cos2 φi

(8.8)

i

f in equation 8.8 is the Kearns factor with respect to the normal direction (cf. f3
in equation 1.3) for that reference direction. It can also be defined as a continuous
function, and evaluated for the three orthogonal directions as given in equations 1.3.
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The corresponding thermal expansivities in the three directions are thus given as

α1f = αc f1 + αa (1 − f1 )
α2f = αc f2 + αa (1 − f2 )
α3f = αc f3 + αa (1 − f3 )

(8.9)

In order to validate the implementations for the texture factors and thermal expansivity, the polycrystal in Figure 8.2 was converted into a single crystal (i.e. uniform
orientation) and simulations performed for three simple cases for which the result is
obvious, with the thermal loading described above. The following crystallographic
orientations were assigned: (i) c-axis parallel to z-axis, (ii) c-axis parallel to y-axis,
and (iii) c-axis parallel to z-axis. Expected texture factors for the three cases are: (i)
f1 = f2 = 0, f3 = 1, (ii) f1 = f3 = 0, f2 = 1, and (iii) f1 = 1, f2 = f3 = 0. These were
all obtained as expected.

8.4

Systematic study of texture effects on expansivity

This section presents results from the CPFE simulation of polycrystals subjected to
thermal loading for the different initial textures (Figure 8.3) as described in Section 8.3.
Results are presented for comparisons between the thermal expansivity obtained from
the rigorous polycrystal plasticity calculations given in equation 8.6 and those calculated from the empirical Kearns relationships given in equation 8.9. In all cases studied,
the results for the case where the free faces of the model were constrained to remain flat
were found to be essentially the same as those for which no constraints were applied.
All the results relating to thermal expansivity below relate to the model whose faces
are constrained to remain flat.
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In the polycrystal if it were the case that the thermal expansivities were not
anisotropic, the resulting strain and stress fields in the polycrystal would be homogeneous and uniform and the magnitudes of the stress zero. However, the anisotropic
thermal expansivities lead to strain mismatch and a heterogeneous distribution of strain
throughout the polycrystal. With sufficiently large temperature change, the thermal
strain mis-match is big enough to cause the stress at some locations to exceed the yield
stress, and hence the overall polycrystal behaves elasto-plastically. The anisotropy
of the thermal expansivities is a consequence of the HCP crystal structure. This is
important to remember in interpreting subsequent results.
Figure 8.4 shows comparisons of results of thermal expansivity from the two different methods, as described in Section 8.3, i.e. the rigorous CPFE method and the
Kearns factor method, for three of the nine textures. In all cases it is observed that the
rigorously calculated thermal expansivity is constant in the elastic regime but starts
to vary as plasticity sets in. The expansivity predicted from the Kearns factors remains essentially constant through the plastic regime, which is not surprising since the
thermally-induced elastic-plastic deformation leads to negligible texture change so that
the Kearns numbers remain nearly constant.
Figure 8.5 shows the percentage difference αd =



αf
α


− 1 × 100% between the

rigorously calculated thermal expansivity and that predicted from the Kearns texture
factors for all the nine textures, and for the three orthogonal directions. It is clear that
errors that result vary significantly with the initial textures, especially in the plastic
regime. It is interesting to note that these errors can be larger than 15%. The labels
on the legend of the figure match the labelling of the textures in Figure 8.3 so that
each curve can be easily related to the texture from which it originates. It is observed
that the errors in Figure 8.5(a), which shows errors in the estimation of α1 , exhibit a
decreasing trend in keeping with the f1 Kearns factors given in Figure 8.3. That is,
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(a) fig 8.3(a), α1

(b) fig 8.3(d), α1

(c) fig 8.3(g), α1

Figure 8.4: Rigorously calculated thermal expansivity (CPFE) versus temperature
compared to that predicted from Kearns factors for the initial textures shown in Figures 8.3(a), 8.3(d) and 8.3(g). Only α1 is shown for the three textures, i.e direction
X.
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(a) α1

(b) α2

(c) α3

Figure 8.5: Percentage difference between rigorously
thermal expansivity

 f calculated
α
and that predicted from Kearns factors, i.e. αd = α − 1 × 100%, for all the nine
textures in no particular order.
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as f1 increases, so does αd . The same is true between α2 and f2 (Figure 8.5(b)), and
between α3 and f3 (Figure 8.5(c)). The random texture of Figure 8.3(g) has relatively
low errors for all three thermal expansivities α1 , α2 , and α3 . Hence the more textured
the sample is, the greater the errors from the Kearns factor method.
Aside from variation of thermal expansivity with initial texture, it is observed,
from both Figures 8.4 and 8.5, that the rigorously calculated thermal expansivity in
the plastic region for any texture varies non-linearly and at times non-monotonically as
the polycrystal is cooled before eventually attaining a nearly-steady value as the whole
polycrystal becomes plastic. Bearing in mind that the resulting strains for the applied
thermal loading are small (less than 1%) so that no noticeable texture evolution has
occurred, it is evident that there is another factor other than overall crystallographic
texture that the prediction based on Kearns factors fails to capture. This variation of
expansivity is probably a result of initially localised shape changes as crystallites in
different parts of the polycrystal transition from elastic to plastic deformation. These
local changes lead to an overall change in the dimensions of the polycrystal (with
the greatest effect in the direction of the highest Kearns factors) but since they do
not induce much texture change, they are not captured by the Kearns factor-based
method. The plasticity locally develops as a result of the synergy between the HCP
crystal structure and the crystallographic texture.

8.4.1

Investigating texture realisation effects

To investigate further the effect of orientation distribution realisations on the prediction of thermal expansivity we take the same initial texture (Figure 8.3(a)) and use
it to study two different realisations (Figure 8.6). A texture realisation is said to be
different from another if any grain’s neighbours have different crystallographic orientation (and/or size and shape) than in a reference set-up for the same initial overall
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(a) m1

(b) m2

Figure 8.6: Two different orientation distribution realisations for the same texture
shown in Figure 8.3(a). The fields show the q2 quaternion component, limited to −1 ≤
q2 ≤ 1, in both cases giving an idea of the distribution of crystallographic orientation.

texture - where a grain is simply defined as a region of uniform crystallographic orientation. Hence the texture realisation effect is due to the resulting misorientation (i.e.
relative crystallographic orientation of adjacent crystallites). The fields in Figure 8.6
show the q2 quaternion component giving an idea of the distribution of crystallographic
orientations for the two texture realisations.
Figure 8.7 shows the percentage difference αd between the rigorously calculated
thermal expansivity and that predicted from the Kearns texture factors for the two
realisations in Figure 8.6. Note that m1 in Figure 8.7 shows the same information
as texture a in Figure 8.5. For this texture, which is an extreme case according to
Figure 8.5, it was observed that texture realisation differences alone contributed only
about 0.5% error.
Although the models used in the above results are large enough potentially to accommodate 4096 unique orientations, they are still relatively small by comparison to
industrial component sizes. At larger length scales where continuum assumptions apply, it can be expected that texture realisation effects would completely disappear as
the component’s shortest dimension gets significantly larger than the average grain
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(a) α1

(b) α3

Figure 8.7: Percentage difference between rigorously
calculated
thermal expansivity and
 f

that predicted from Kearns factors, i.e. αd = αα − 1 × 100%, for the two orientation
distribution realisations (Figure 8.6) of the same texture in Figure 8.3(a).

size. Note that length scale effects such as the evolution of geometrically necessary dislocations [28] have not been included in this study. Crystallographic mis-orientation
between crystallites can be particularly pronounced in metals with an HCP crystal
structure. This may arise as a result of twinning being a potentially significant deformation mechanism during manufacture, where crystal rotations near to 90◦ may
be common, causing a high degree of mis-orientation between twinned and untwined
grains of similar starting orientation. In addition, the transformation of alpha to beta
phase and subsequent dual phase field hot working common for many titanium alloys
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produces macro-zones that commonly exhibit mis-orientation that is variable, dependent on processing route but that can reach extreme levels [71]. In these circumstances
it is therefore likely that morphological effects will become significant since macro-zone
size is often of a significant length scale compared to component size.

8.5

Texture effects on mechanical properties

The polycrystals were also subjected to mechanical loading to study the effect of
the initial texture on the polycrystal’s mechanical properties: Young’s modulus, E;
Poisson’s ratio, ν; and yield stress, σy . The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratios were
calculated as

E22 =

dσyy
,
dεyy

ν21 = −

dεxx
,
dεyy

ν23 = −

dεzz
dεyy

(8.10)

where σ and ε are stress and strain respectively. Figure 8.8 shows the overall polycrystal
stress-strain response obtained for the different initial textures given in Figure 8.3 when
the polycrystals were subjected to compression in the y-direction, which corresponds
to the Y-direction on the pole figures. It is clear from the Figure 8.8 that the different
initial textures lead to different polycrystal elastic modulii and yield stress: the yield
stress is difficult to determine because it is not sharply defined - a consequence of
progressive yield through the polycrystal. It is taken to be the stress at the the last
data point shown in Figure 8.8 (at 0.4% strain) at which point all material is expected
to have yielded so that the stress has stabilised. The labelling for the legend has been
arranged according to the magnitude of the stress. a2 in Figure 8.8 refers to a different
model than that used for the cases a to i. It refers to a 40 × 40 × 40µm model that is
capable of accommodating 64000 unique orientations whose initial texture is similar to
that given in Figure 8.3(a) and whose Kearns factors were f1 = 0.294, f2 = 0.056 and
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Figure 8.8: Stress-strain response to yy-compression for the different initial textures in
Figure 8.3. The labelling for the legend has been arranged according to the magnitude
of the stress. The labels a, b, c, etc. correspond to the labelling of the textures in
Figure 8.3. a2 refers to a much larger model with the same initial texture as a.

f3 = 0.650, which are the experimentally determined Kearns factors for that texture.
This much larger model was set up in order to ascertain whether the models used in
the rest of the cases were sufficient to define representative volume elements (RVEs).
The comparison of the stresses for a and a2 in Figure 8.8 shows that a is of sufficient
size for an RVE. Since RVEs a to i are the same size, the comparison between a and
a2 suggests that the rest of the models are indeed appropriate RVEs.
Figure 8.9 shows the predicted polycrystal mechanical properties as well as thermal
expansivity in the elastic region for the different textures. The predicted polycrystal
yield stress and Young’s modulus also follow the trend of the f2 Kearns factors in
Figure 8.3. This is because for HCP materials slip is more difficult in the c-direction
due to the much higher CRSS than in the a-direction as indicated by the properties
given in Section 8.3. Hence the initial textures with a higher component of c-axes in the
loading direction (and hence larger Kearns factors in the same direction) carry more
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(a) E, σy

(b) ν21 , ν23

(c) α2

Figure 8.9: Predicted polycrystal mechanical properties: (a) Young’s modulus E22
(GPa) and yield stress σy (MPa), (b) Poisson’s ratios ν21 , ν23 . (c) shows the predicted
polycrystal thermal expansivities α2 for elastic deformation. Results are plotted against
texture, with the labels a, b, c, etc. on the horizontal axis corresponding to the labelling
of the textures in Figure 8.3, arranged according to the f2 Kearns factors.
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stress in that direction. The predicted Poisson’s ratios do not appear to follow Kearns
factors the same way. They are however consistent with the crystallography implied by
the textures. For example, the two Poisson’s ratio for texture Figure 8.3(i) are almost
equal, which is consistent with implied overall crystallography for that texture that is
similar to loading an HCP single crystal along the c-axis such that both Poisson’s ratios
refer to effects of a-direction strain relative to the c-direction, according to the Poisson’s
ratio-strain relations of equation 8.10. By contrast, texture Figure 8.3(a) has overall
crystallography similar to loading a single crystal along an a-direction so that one of the
Poisson’s ratios (the lower one) relates strain in the c-direction to the a-direction (ν23 )
while the other relates strain in the a-direction to another a-direction. The thermal
expansivities follow the reverse trend to the Kearns factors. This is also appropriate
given that single crystal thermal expansivity is smaller in the c-direction so that as f ,
and hence c-axes volume fraction, increases in a given direction the polycrystal thermal
expansivity should decrease in the same direction.

8.6

Conclusions

Crystal elasticity and plasticity calculations for an HCP polycrystal have demonstrated that texture plays an important role in determining average polycrystal mechanical and thermal physical properties as a result of the anisotropy in these properties
at the single crystal level in HCP materials. It has also been shown that with sufficiently large, but technologically relevant temperature changes, the thermal strains
developed can be sufficiently large to generate localized plasticity. As a result, thermal
expansivity then becomes dependent on the level of straining (or equivalently, temperature change) with maximum changes of about 10% from what would be determined
from purely elastic deformation.
Nine textured polycrystals, subjected to thermal loading, have been analysed and
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the average thermal expansivities for each polycrystal determined using both the rigorous crystal elasticity-plasticity method and the empirical, averaging approach previously reported in the literature using Kearns factors. It has been shown that expansivities determined using the latter technique can be in error by up to 15%; this results
from the failure of this technique to impose properly the requirements of equilibrium
and compatibility which are rigorously applied in the crystal elasticity-plasticity model.
The magnitude of the error is potentially of technological importance since the Kearns
approach is currently used in the nuclear industry.
The nine textured polycrystals have also been subjected to mechanical loading and
analysed to study the the effect of crystallographic texture on their average mechanical
properties: Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and yield stress. The results have demonstrated that texture indeed has a significant role in determining the average mechanical
properties of a polycrystal, with the average properties having a strong correlation with
the density of c-axes oriented in the loading direction for the HCP Zirconium alloys
studied.
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Chapter 9
Two-phase texture evolution
9.1

Executive summary

Previous chapters have addressed the modelling of texture evolution for single phase
material systems. However most engineering alloys are dual-phase in nature. This
chapter extends the methods in the previous chapters to dual-phase material systems
and investigates the effect of the second phase on the texture evolution and stress-strain
response of the first. It has been found that the second phase (bcc) does not have a
significant constraining effect on the texture development of the main (hcp) phase,
but that it serves to moderate the average stress-stress response of the polycrystal. It
appears that this average response may be obtained via a simple linear mixing of the
single phase responses of the constituent phases based on their volume fractions.

9.2

Introduction

Much work has been done on single-phase modelling in the literature but very little
exists for dual-phase texture. However most engineering alloys in industrial applications are multi-phase in nature, i.e. contain a mixture of materials which generally
have more than one crystal type, e.g Zr-2.5Nb for which Zr is mainly hcp while Nb is
bcc. In fact in some cases the same material may exist in multiple phases as a result
of phase transformations, e.g. as well as hcp, Zr can exist as a metastable bcc phase
which can transform to Nb during autoclaving [15].
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 addressed texture evolution modelling for a single phase (hcp
Zr) material. The present chapter extends this to a two-phase material system. The
experimental data used in this chapter was obtained from Rolls-Royce plc for the two189

phase alloy of Zr-4 with 2.5wt%Nb. This chapter investigates the effect of the second
phase (bcc) on the texture evolution and stress-strain response of the main hcp phase.

9.3

Dual phase material model

The relevant slip systems for the bcc crystal type are given in appendix B. Only
the first twenty four of these are used. It is generally noted in the literature that
the included {110} and {112} families of slip planes are the most important, and it
may also be deduced that they are sufficient to describe any possible strain state that
a bcc single crystal may experience since a set of five independent slip systems [48]
can be obtained from them; where any two slip systems are defined as independent
iff they produce different pure strains, and five such systems are needed because there
are a maximum of five independent terms in the pure strain tensor, which in rate form
is essentially the symmetric part of the plastic velocity gradient L p . The power law
form of the slip rule is used as described in Section 6.6 and the properties applicable
to the hcp phase are those specified in Table 6.2. The extra properties relevant to
the bcc phase are summarised in Table 9.1, where b is set according to standard bcc
crystallography and τc0 , in the absence of experiementally measured single crystal bcc
material properties, defines the bcc phase to have a much lower critical resolved shear
stress compared to the hcp phase.
Table 9.1: Bcc material properties

Slip Rule
τc0 (MPa)
ψ
10.2
1.6e − 3
Elastic Moduli
E (GPa)
ν
70.0
0.3
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b(µm)
2.48e − 4
G (GPa)
26.9

9.4

Experimental data

This section presents the data from experimental measurements used as initial
texture for the simulation results in this chapter. As before, the pole figure software
developed in this project was also used to plot the figures in order to see if the received
pole figures could be reproduced. This exercise is useful (and worth doing every time)
because it makes it possible to know if there are mismatches in the definition of reference
axes used between the experimental measurements and Abaqus reference coordinate
system. The difference if not detected and accounted for could result in effectively
working with different initial textures without realising it hence not comparing like
with like.
x (LD)
z (ND)
y (TD)

y (LD)

(−90◦ , 180◦ , 180◦ )

x (TD)

ZXZ
z (ND)

Figure 9.1: Reference axes: Rolls-Royce experimental Euler angle measurements (left)
and the Abaqus reference system in which simulations are performed (right). The angles
(90◦ , 180◦ , 180◦ ) are needed to map the reference systems to each other.

y

a3

y

a2

y

a3
x
a1

a2
x
a2
a1

a3

x
a1

Figure 9.2: Crystal natural coordinates in reference system. The leftmost system is
required to faithfully represent received pole figures. The other alternative configurations
are given for completeness and comparison.

Figure 9.1 shows the reference axes used in the experimental measurements and
the Abaqus reference system; as well as the Bunge Euler angles needed to map the
two systems to each. This basically means that these angles (−90◦ , 180◦ , 180◦ ) must
be added to all the experimentally measured Euler angles for them to be compatible
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(a) received

(b) received

(c) received

(d) received

(e) received

(f) received

(g) 0001

(h) 101̄0

(i) 112̄0

Figure 9.3: Hcp received and calculated pole figures. The (received and calculated)
basal Kearns factors are 0.420, 0.104, 0.476.

with the Abaqus reference system in which the simulations are performed. The angles
(90◦ , 180◦ , 180◦ ) would give the same final position of the axes but the difference in path
in Euler space that they define would cause the resulting pole figures to be plotted such
that the lower and upper hemispheres are swapped. Additionally Figure 9.2 shows the
different axes in the crystal’s reference system (relative to the crystal’s natural axes
(a1 , a2 , a3 ), of the three axes systems as detailed in Chapter 3, that need to be used
in order to represent the received Rolls-Royce data faithfully. Using the wrong set of
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(a) received

(b) received

(c) received

(d) received

(e) received

(f) received

(g) 001

(h) 110

(i) 111

Figure 9.4: Bcc received and calculated pole figures

axes causes the two non-basal (hcp) pole figures to be swapped. Figures 9.3 and 9.4
show the received and calculated hcp and bcc pole figures respectively.

9.5

Two-phase texture homogenisation

Texture homogenisation in the case of two-phase texture data files is carried out in
a similar way to that described in Chapter 6. First the orientation data is separated
into two datasets according to the constituent phases. Each dataset is then operated
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on separately to obtain its set of unique orientations and their corresponding volume
fractions relative to the phase’s dataset. These are then sieved through according to
the volume fraction of each orientation as previously described. The overall volume
fraction of each phase determines the total number of orientations that are allowed for
that phase. This can be determined directly from the measured data; or in cases where
we want to represent the same texture but different phase volume fractions than the
measured ones, it can be separately defined. For the present study, the desired volume
fraction (as communicated by Rolls-Royce) is around 30% bcc to run at 800◦ ; this is
used in what follows unless otherwise stated. The original data have a bcc volume
fraction of 2.4%. These data actually represent post rolling texture, indexed by EBSD
at room temperature, but for the present study they will suffice to use as the initial
texture instead of generating some other random textures. It has already been shown
(see Chapter 6) that for very large strain, the final texture is generally independent of
the initial texture.
After the homogenisation process, it is necessary to combine the datasets for the
two-phases for assigning to the FE model. For this, a list of elements (which may
belong to several separate element sets) must be provided for one of the phases - bcc in
this case. The length of this list (i.e. the number of elements) must be consistent with
the desired volume fraction for the specified phase. This element list forms the basis
for mixing the phases, i.e. defining how the specified phase is spread out through the
other, for example the next section examines two cases: (i) where the bcc phase covers
the core of the model - referred to as block phase assignment; and (ii) where bcc phase
is uniformly spread out through the model - referred to as uniform phase assignment.
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9.6

Two-phase (hcp+bcc) texture evolution

In considering dual-phase texture evolution, if the second phase is expected to have
an effect on the texture evolution of the first and on the stress-strain response, then it
can be expected that the order in which the phases are assigned, i.e. mixed together,
is important. For any predefined volume fraction of the second phase, it is possible to
either assign that phase as a block embedded in or surrounding the first, as uniformly
dispersed through the first, or a variation between these two extremes. If the second
phase had a significant constraining effect on the first, then the choice of the assignment
from the above options may be expected to affect the overall result. In the present
section we examine only the two extreme cases defined above: block and uniform phase
assignment.

9.6.1

Block vs. uniform phase assignment

This section examines the effect of phase assignment on the predicted texture and
the overall stress-strain response for a case where the bcc phase volume fraction is
∼30%. Figure 9.5 shows the field plots of bcc and hcp phase distribution. The bcc
volume fractions for the block, Figure 9.5(a), and uniform, Figure 9.5(b), phase assigned
cases are 28.1% and 29.1% respectively. These are both close enough to the desired
30%. In Figure 9.5(a) the bcc core is narrower parallel to the x-axis than parallel to the
z-axis purely because it was preferred to keep the volume fraction as close as possible
to the 30%. The models have 512 elements and the dimensions are 16 × 16 × 16µm.
The initial texture assigned to both cases is that given in Figures 9.3 and 9.4.
Figures 9.6 and 9.7 show the simulated final texture for the hcp and bcc phases
respectively after compression to nominal strain of 65%. The figures show minor differences between the block and uniform phase assignment results suggesting that the
nature of phase assignment does not (qualitatively) have a significant effect on the
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(a) block

(b) uniform

Figure 9.5: Field plots of bcc (red) and hcp (blue) phase distribution. The bcc volume
fractions for the block and uniform cases are 28.1% and 29.1% respectively. These are
both close enough to the desired 30%. The models have 512 elements and the dimensions
are 16 × 16 × 16µm

(a) block

(b) uniform

Figure 9.6: (0001) pole figures for the hcp phase showing the simulated final texture
after compression of the two models in Figure 9.5 to nominal strain of 65%. The final
Kearns factors, (f1 , f2 , f3 ), for the block and uniform cases are (0.274, 0.359, 0.367) and
(0.263, 0.355, 0.382) respectively. The initial texture for hcp is that shown in Figure 9.3

final texture. The final Kearns factors, (f1 , f2 , f3 ), are (0.274, 0.359, 0.367) and (0.263,
0.355, 0.382) for the block and uniform cases respectively. These show a small (quantitative) difference in the final predicted texture but, as with the pole figures, this
difference is not significant.
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(a) block

(b) uniform

Figure 9.7: (001) pole figures for the bcc phase showing the simulated final texture
after compression of the two models in Figure 9.5 to nominal strain of 65%. The initial
texture for bcc is that shown in Figure 9.4

Figure 9.8: Stress-strain response of the two models in Figure 9.5 to nominal strain of
65%. Compression was carried out at a strain rate of 1.0s−1 .

Figure 9.8 shows a comparison of the overall stress-strain response between block
and uniform phase assignment. It is observed here that block phase assignment leads to
a marginally higher stress response than the uniform case. This is also an insignificant
difference and is consistent with the pole figures and Kearns factors. Moreover this
marginal difference in overall stress can be accounted for by the marginal difference in
the hcp volume fraction used for the two forms of phase assignment. It is concluded,
therefore, that both block and uniform phase assignments are essentially equally good
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since the results from both are not significantly different.

9.6.2

RVE size effect on texture evolution

(a) block

(b) uniform

Figure 9.9: Field plots of bcc (red) and hcp (blue) phase distribution. The bcc volume
fractions for the block and uniform cases are 31.3% and 32.8% respectively. These are
both close enough to the desired 30%. The models have 64 elements and the dimensions
are 8 × 8 × 8µm

This section explores the effect of the RVE size on the predicted texture evolution,
for both the block and uniform phase-assigned models. The RVEs in Figure 9.9 are each
made of 64 elements (i.e. RVE64) and are compared with those in Figure 9.5 which
are each made of 512 (i.e. RVE512). In Chapter 6 it was demonstrated that RVE512
was a sufficient RVE to represent the stress profile (see for example Figure 6.18 under
Section 6.6.3) for a single phase system. Together with Chapter 7, RVE64 was then
shown to give reasonable texture predictions. However, its stress-strain predictions
generally differed from those for RVE512. In the present section we compare texture
predictions between RVE512 and RVE64 but for a dual-phase system.
The reader is reminded at this point that RVE size here refers to the number of
orientations represented (see Chapter 6 Section 6.6.3) and not mesh refinement. RVE64
and RVE512 can represent up to (64 × 8 =) 512 and (512 × 8 =) 4096 individual
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orientations respectively. Compared to RVE64, RVE512 merely increases the model
volume to accommodate more orientations without changing the discretisation density,
i.e. number of finite elements per unit volume.

(a) block

(b) uniform

Figure 9.10: (0001) pole figures for the hcp phase showing the simulated final texture
after compression of the two models in Figure 9.9 to nominal strain of 65%. The final
Kearns factors, (f1 , f2 , f3 ), for the block and uniform cases are (0.280, 0.354, 0.366) and
(0.289, 0.346, 0.366) respectively.

(a) block

(b) uniform

Figure 9.11: (001) pole figures for the bcc phase showing the simulated final texture
after compression of the two models in Figure 9.9 to nominal strain of 65%.

Figures 9.10 and 9.11 show the final texture for the hcp and bcc phases respectively
after compression to nominal strain of 65% with RVE64. Ignoring the differences
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in the number of plotted points in the figures, which are a result of the differing
number of orientations accounted for, Figures 9.10 and 9.11 show very similar results
to Figures 9.6 and 9.7 respectively. In other words the RVE64 models still capture
the overall features of the final pole figures satisfactorily. The final Kearns factors,
(f1 , f2 , f3 ), for the block and uniform cases are (0.280, 0.354, 0.366) and (0.289, 0.346,
0.366) respectively for RVE64. Those for RVE512 were (0.274, 0.359, 0.367) and (0.263,
0.355, 0.382) respectively. There are some differences between the RVE64 and RVE512
results; and as already noted for RVE512, there are also some differences between
block and uniform phase assignment for RVE64. Overall, it is clear that RVE64 gives
sufficiently indicative texture results for design purposes.

9.7

Bcc single phase texture evolution

(a) 001

(b) 110

(c) 111

Figure 9.12: Final texture for a single phase bcc case with RVE512 after compression
to a nominal strain of 65% (i.e. 105% true strain), where the initial texture is that given
in Figure 9.4.

Before we can fully understand the constraining effect that the bcc phase imposes
on the hcp phase in a dual-phase system and make fuller sense of the dual-phase results
already presented in the cases studied above it is instructive to first examine the bcc
phase on its own. Previous chapters (6, 7, and 8) have already examined the single
phase hcp behaviour.
Figure 9.12 shows the final texture for a single phase bcc model with RVE512 after
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Figure 9.13: Stress-strain response of a single phase bcc case after compression to a
nominal strain of 65% (i.e. 105% true strain), where the initial texture is that given
in Figure 9.4. Comparison is made between the response with GND-Taylor hardening
(MGbcc) and without it (MnGbcc). In the legend ‘M’ indicates that RVE512 was used,
‘nG’ indicates the absence of GND hardening while ‘G’ indicates its presence, ‘bcc’
indicates the phase under consideration.

compression to a nominal strain of 65% (i.e. 105% true strain). The initial texture is
that given in Figure 9.4 with the correspondence between the initial and final textures
in Figures 9.4 and 9.12 as follows: (g)-(a), (h)-(b), and (i)-(c) respectively.
Figure 9.13 shows the stress-strain response that corresponds to the texture evolution resulting in Figure 9.12. This stress-strain response shows hardening behaviour.
In order to understand the source of this apparent hardening the simulation was performed with GND-Taylor hardening (MGbcc in the legend) and without it (MnGbcc),
where the GND-Taylor hardening was implemented as described in equation 6.26 of
Chapter 6 Section 6.6.3, with the relevant parameters described in Table 9.1. The
final textures for both cases (with and without Taylor hardening) were identical and
they are as shown in Figure 9.12. The stress-strain profile also shows that the impact
of Taylor hardening is negligible. The apparent hardening observed may therefore be
explained in terms of the bcc crystallography as was done for the hcp crystallography
in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. The relevant slip systems for bcc crystallography are given in
appendix B.1. Only the {110} and {112} families of slip planes have been included in
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the bcc slip model implemented in the present code.

9.8

The effect of the second phase

Figure 9.14: Stress-strain response of dual-phase models alongside the single phase
models model for the same initial textures given in Figures 9.3 and 9.4. In the legend
‘M’ indicates that RVE512 was used, ‘G’ indicates the presence of GND hardening, ‘bcc’
and ‘hcp’ indicate the phase under consideration, ‘B’ and ‘U’ refer to block and uniform
phase assignment respectively for the dual-phase models. ‘VolFrac’ is data obtained by
linearly combining the stress responses of the two pure phases.

Figure 9.14 shows the stress-strain response of dual-phase models alongside single
phase models for the same initial textures. RVE512 was used in all the simulations in
the figure and Taylor hardening was included as indicated in the figure’s legend. The
initial textures for the four models represented in the figure are as follows: (i) MGhcp
- hcp single phase texture Figure 9.3 (g-i), (ii) MGbcc - bcc single phase texture of
Figure 9.4 (g-i), (iii) MGB - block phase-assigned dual-phase texture combining the
textures of Figures 9.3 and 9.4 as described for Figure 9.5(a), and (iv) MGU - same as
(iii) except for uniform phase assignment as described for Figure 9.5(b).
As expected, MGbcc provides a lower bound while MGhcp provides an upper bound
for the stress-strain response. Note that the MGbcc plot is exactly the same in this
figure and in Figure 9.13, suggesting that the bcc-crystal geometry hardening effect
discussed in the previous section is almost insignificant when compared to the hcp202

crystal geometry hardening effect.
The MGB and MGU dual-phase stress-strain profiles are also not surprising: they
lie between the single phases’ profiles. A visual inspection of Figure 9.14 suggests that
the MGB/U profiles are at about a third of the way between the MGhcp and MGbcc
responses, from the former, which is consistent with the ∼30% bcc volume fraction and
suggests that a linear mixing rule may apply to the stress-strain response for these two
phases.
The VolFrac data in Figure 9.14 shows the result of implementing the suspicion of
a linear mixing rule as suggested in the previous paragraph. This data, σvolf rac , was
obtained by linearly combining the single phase hcp stress, σhcp , (labelled MGhcp) and
the single phase bcc stress, σbcc , (labelled MGbcc) according to equation 9.1, which
assumes that bcc volume fraction is 30%.

σvolf rac = 0.3σbcc + 0.7σhcp

(9.1)

It is evident from the figure that this result (VolFrac) is a reasonably accurate estimate
to the dual-phase stress profiles MGB and MGU obtained directly from the simulations. This result suggests that if the single phase responses of an alloy’s components
are known, the stress response of the alloy may be estimated from the constituents
according to their volume fractions. It is noted in passing that this linear mixing is applied to the von Mises stress for the individual phases and not to the 3D stress tensors
or to the underlying mechanical properties as is normally done when estimating the
mechanical properties of composites. It is interesting that the mixing can be carried
out at the von Mises stress level.
Figures 9.15(a) and 9.15(b) show the hcp final textures corresponding to MGhcp
and MGU in Figure 9.14 respectively. Similarly Figures 9.16(a) and 9.16(b) show the
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(a) hcp

(b) hcp+bcc (uniform)

Figure 9.15: (0001) pole figures for the hcp phase showing the simulated final texture
after compression to nominal strain of 65%. (a) and (b) correspond to single and dualphase models respectively. In both cases the initial texture for hcp is that shown in
Figure 9.3 (g-i). The final Kearns factors, (f1 , f2 , f3 ), for (a) and (b) are (0.309, 0.445,
0.246) and (0.263, 0.355, 0.382) respectively. The initial texture for hcp is that shown in
Figure 9.3

(a) bcc

(b) hcp+bcc (uniform)

Figure 9.16: (001) pole figures for the bcc phase showing the simulated final texture
after compression to nominal strain of 65%. (a) and (b) correspond to single and dualphase models respectively. In both cases the initial texture for bcc is that shown in
Figure 9.4 (g-i).

bcc final textures corresponding to MGbcc and MGU in Figure 9.14 respectively. The
single and dual-phase pole figures are almost identical with the difference in intensity
resulting from the reduced number of orientations per phase represented in the dual204

phases cases since the overall model size (RVE512) was kept the same in both the single
and dual-phase cases.
Figures 9.15 and 9.16 provide contrast to Figure 9.14 because they suggest that
unlike the stress-strain profile for which a mixing rule for the two phases is apparent,
the texture evolution for each phase in the dual-phase cases appears to proceed independently of the second phase. Hence the dual-phase textures look like those for single
phase, irrespective of how the phases are mixed together in the model. In other words,
the effect of the second phase (bcc) on the first (hcp) is to moderate the stress response
without significantly affecting its texture development.

9.9

Discussion and conclusions

Observations from the two extreme ways of assigning phase distribution indicate
that the method of mixing the two phases does not have a significant effect on the
resulting texture evolution and stress-strain response. Of course, local effects exist
as evidenced by the minor differences between the block and uniform phase-assigned
results of Section 9.6.1 in Figures 9.5 to 9.8. Such local effects may be important
in local studies requiring phase/grain boundary-level resolution, but the results here
indicate that such local effects can be ignored with impunity for texture and average
stress analysis.
Even in the case of bcc single phase where all slip systems have the same strength
and for which the single crystal is orthogonally isotropic, the stress profile can undulate
in a similar way to that for hcp phase as a result of crystallographic orientation and its
effect in determining the number of slip systems that may activate at a given material
point.
Predicted stress-strain response suggests that the dual-phase stress-strain response
can be obtained from the responses of the single phases via a simple linear mixing rule
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that is consistent with the volume fractions of the individual phases.
Additionally it has been found that the development of texture during uni-axial
compression in a dual-phase polycrystal proceeds in the same way as in single phase
polycrystals with the texture for each phase evolving as it would in a single phase
setting, i.e. independently of the second phase.
Based on the above observations, it may be concluded that the effect of the second
phase (bcc) on the first (hcp) is to moderate the stress response without significantly
affecting its texture development.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and future work
10.1

Conclusions

This DPhil project is set in the context of single crystal elasticity-plasticity finite
element modelling. Its core objective was to develop and implement a methodology for
predicting the evolution of texture in single and dual-phase material systems. This core
objective has been successfully achieved. Modelling texture evolution entails essentially
modelling large deformations accurately and taking account of the deformation mechanisms that cause texture to change. The most important deformation mechanisms
are slip and twinning. Slip has been modelled in this project and care has been taken
to explore conditions where it is the dominant deformation mechanism for the materials studied. Modelling slip demands that one also models dislocations since slip is
assumed to occur by the movement of dislocations. In this project a model for geometrically necessary dislocations has been developed and validated against experimental
measurements. A Python program has also been developed for drawing pole figures
and calculating Kearns factors.
The thesis contributes to the following areas of micro-mechanics materials research:
(i) 3D small deformation crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) modelling, (ii) geometrically necessary dislocation modelling, (iii) 3D large deformation CPFE modelling,
(iv) texture homogenisation methods, (v) single and dual phase texture evolution modelling, (vi) prediction of polycrystal physical properties, (vii) systematic calibration of
the power law for slip based on experimental data, and (viii) texture analysis software
development (pole figures and Kearns factors).
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10.1.1

Geometrically necessary dislocation modelling

The geometric dislocation tensor has been derived in forms suitable for both deformed and undeformed configuration formulations, and reconciled with the various
suggestions of its form in the literature. The result, together with Nye’s slip-systemwisediscrete tensor, has been implemented in crystal plasticity finite element code to enable
determination of GND accumulation on the active and independent a-type basal, prismatic and pyramidal and c+a-type pyramidal slip systems in hcp crystals. The GND
density is fully coupled with the crystal slip rule. A model near-α Ti polycrystal under
deformation has been analysed using this approach to determine the GND densities
developing on the a- and c+a-type slip systems and compared with independent experimental observations. Good agreement is obtained and in particular the experiments
support the model prediction that c+a-type slip system GND densities are an order of
magnitude lower than those for a-type slip.

10.1.2

GND effects in micro-deformation modelling

A single-crystal nickel alloy sample containing carbide particles of size ∼30µm has
been subjected to cooling from 870◦ C to 20◦ C from a nominally stress-free state thus
causing the development of thermal mismatch strains as a result of the differing thermal
expansivities of the Ni matrix and the carbide particle. High-resolution EBSD has
been employed to determine the resulting elastic strains, lattice rotations and densities
of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) close to a particular carbide particle.
A representative gradient-enhanced crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) model has
been developed for the same sample and loading conditions, and detailed comparisons of
the predicted strains, rotations and GND densities are presented. In addition, the same
analysis is carried out in which the GND density is decoupled from the crystal slip rule,
and the results obtained also compared with those from the gradient-enhanced model
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and with the experimental data. Qualitatively good agreement is achieved between
the coupled and decoupled model elastic strains with the EBSD measurements, but
lattice rotations and GND densities are quantitatively well-predicted by the coupled
crystal model but are less well captured by the decoupled model. In addition, the GND
coupling is found to lead to reduced lattice rotations and plastic strains in the region of
highest heterogeneity close to the Ni matrix/particle interface, which are in agreement
with the experimental measurements. The results presented provide objective evidence
of the effectiveness of gradient-enhanced CPFE and demonstrate that GND coupling is
required in order to capture strains and lattice rotations in regions of high heterogeneity.
The success of the GND model (which is based on field concepts) and its effectiveness in quantitatively predicting deformation in regions of high heterogeneity provides
motivation to also develop a robust field-based model for statistically stored dislocations. This would improve quantitative prediction of deformation variables that are
less dependent on GNDs, e.g. deformation away from the regions of high heterogeneity.

10.1.3

Texture homogenisation and evolution modelling

A texture homogenization technique which relies on interpretation of EBSD data
in order to allocate orientation frequencies based on representative area fractions has
been coupled with a polycrystal plasticity RVE framework allowing for arbitrarily sized
RVEs and corresponding allocation of crystallographic orientation. An assessment has
been made of the effect of RVE size on representation of initial, measured texture and
of post-deformation predicted texture, together with average stress-strain response.
Textures have been characterised using both pole figures and Kearns’ factors. It has
been shown that with really quite crude RVEs, perfectly reasonable qualitative (pole
figure) and quantitative (Kearns’ factor) texture representations may be obtained.
A stress update algorithm that is fit for simulating any desired strain (e.g. up to
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190% true strain simulated in this thesis) together with a methodology for tracking
texture development have been developed. Additionally a systematic methodology for
calibrating the slip rule, specifically the power law, based on experimental data has
been outlined. Hence a robust 3D CPFE code has been developed that is able to
achieve the ultimate aim of the thesis: to develop and implement a methodology for
predicting the evolution of texture in single and dual-phase material systems.
Good agreement between predictions from the developed CFPE model and EBSDmeasurements of single-phase deformation textures has been obtained. Additionally it
has been found that for simulations at a specified temperature to very large strains the
final texture is largely determined by the loading direction and is independent of the
initial texture. However for relatively low straining, the texture observed is dependent
on the initial texture, particularly dependent on the misorientation of the c-axes away
from the loading direction.
The CPFE model has been extended to enable modelling of multi-phase material
systems. Hence a dual-phase (bcc+hcp) Zr alloy material system has been studied to
investigate the effect of the second phase (bcc) on the texture development and stressstrain response of the first (hcp). It has been found that the second phase does not have
a significant constraining effect on the texture development of the main (hcp) phase,
but that it serves to moderate the average stress-strain response of the polycrystal. It
appears that this average response may be obtained via a simple linear mixing of the
single phase responses of the constituent phases based on their volume fractions.

10.1.4

Texture effects on physical properties

The development of ‘type II’ thermal strains in hcp polycrystals which result from
the anisotropy of their thermal expansivity, which also results from the hcp crystal
geometry, has been investigated. It has been shown that the strains may be sufficiently
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large in order to cause localized plasticity. A study has been carried out to investigate
the resulting effects of crystallographic texture on the thermal expansivities of Zirconium alloy polycrystals, and the corresponding changes which occur to expansivity as
a result of the onset of plasticity. An assessment of the Kearns approach and a rigorous crystal elasticity-plasticity methodology for determination of thermal expansivity
in Zirconium alloy polycrystals has been carried out. It has been demonstrated that
errors in thermal expansivities using the Kearns representation of texture can be sufficiently large making the results obtained of technological significance to the nuclear
industry. It has also been confirmed that texture indeed has a significant role in determining the average mechanical properties of a polycrystal: Young’s modulus, yield
stress and Poisson’s ratio.

10.2

Future work

10.2.1

Orientation distribution realisations

The method of orientation assignment used in all the texture development studies
in this thesis has been designed to maximise the number of individual orientations
represented while maintaining their volume fractions and with the aim to keep computation time low. Hence elements were not pre-grouped into large sets before orientation
assignment. Instead the orientation was assigned on an integration point basis. Fundamentally even if orientation is assigned to elements as sets, it will ultimately be used
by the finite element code on an integration point basis. The approach adopted in this
thesis merely exploits that fact. Consequently the resulting arrangement of orientation
groups (shape, size, and spatial arrangement) may not be directly mapped to a measured EBSD-map. The results obtained demonstrate that the developed meshes are
sufficient for our purposes. However if we had more time or more powerful computers
it would be interesting to see the differences that would result if we were to define grain
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shapes exactly as measured (e.g. by 3D EBSD) while representing at least as many
orientations and maintaining volume fractions. Software from Simpleware Ltd [58] can
be purchased to generate meshes directly from measured data.

10.2.2

Deformation mechanisms

It has been noted throughout the work that modelling the deformation mechanisms
that are expected to be in operation is of great importance when modelling texture
development. While working with experimental data, care has been taken to keep
within temperature regimes where slip was known to be the dominant mechanism.
However it would be beneficial to model other mechanisms such as twinning, phase
transformations and dynamic recrystallisation in our CPFE code. This would enable
us to work with a wider range of temperatures and would give greater insight into the
micro-mechanics of the materials considered. There are however still other outstanding
research questions that would need to be addressed before benefit from the above can
be fully realised. For example a physically based criteria for initiating twinning has not
yet been fully defined. With regard to slip, it would be useful to also develop a model
for statistically stored dislocations. This could be done as a relatively short project
with the already developed GND model as a starting point.

10.2.3

Temperature dependence of physical properties

During thermal cooling studies the single crystal thermal expansivities and elastic mechanical properties were assumed to be constant with temperature. This was
because data regarding the temperature dependence of these properties is not readily
available and because such detailed study into these properties lies outside the scope of
the project. This is however not expected to cause much difference to the conclusions
drawn since plasticity results from the anisotropy of the thermal expansivity which also
results from the hcp crystal geometry rather than from the absolute value of expansiv212

ities themselves, i.e. the same temperature reduction applied to the same textures but
for an isotropic crystal type would not result in any plasticity. In addition, it is noted
that the plastic strain for any single crystal/crystallite results from the constraining
effect of its neighbours which prevent its free contraction (to maintain compatibility).
Consider, for example, thermal contraction of a free hcp crystal along one of its axes,
for which thermal expansivity α and Young’s modulus E apply, by thermal strain αθ.
Any neighbouring crystals preventing this contraction must exert a stress of magnitude
Eαθ. For cooling, E will increase but α will decrease. Therefore net change to the
exerted stress Eαθ due to temperature dependence of E and α is generally minimised.
Similarly the temperature dependence of CRSS only delays or speeds up the onset of
plasticity. This dependence needs to be significant to change the results significantly.
Nevertheless it would be interesting to be able to quantify such changes in future.
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Appendix A
Euler angles
A.1

Roe, Bunge and Kocks angles

The table below presents the equivalence of the Bunge and Roe angle notation
systems for Euler angles used to describe orientation relationships between crystal axes
and external reference axes. The table is taken from Hosford [40], and the third column
is from Kocks et al. [49]. The Roe angles θ, ψ, and ϕ are defined in appendix A.2.
The Bunge system uses the angles ϕ1 , Φ and, ϕ2 . A third Euler angle nomenclature in
common use is the symmetric (Kocks) angles: θ, ψ, and φ.
Table A.1: Euler angle notation equivalence

Roe
ψ
θ
ϕ
ψ + π/2
θ
ϕ − π/2

A.2

Bunge
ϕ1 − π/2
Φ
ϕ2 + π/2
ϕ1
Φ
ϕ2

Kocks
ψ
θ
π−φ
ψ + π/2
θ
π/2 − φ

Roe’s system

The desciption of Roe’s system presented here is adapted from Hosford [40]. In
Roe’s system, the crystallographic axes ([100],[010],[001]) are designate X, Y, Z and
the external axes are designated x, y, z. The X, Y, Z axes can be generated from the
x, y, z by three rotations, θ, ψ, and ϕ. Starting with the x, y, z axis system:
First, rotate the x and z axes counterclockwise about y through an angle θ to form a
0

0

0

0

0

set of axes, x , y = y, and z ; x → x , z → z .
0

0

0

Second, rotate the x ,y , and z axes counterclockwise about z, note that it is the orig00

00

00

0

00

0

00

inal z, through an angle ψ to form a set of axes x , y , and z ; x → x , y → y ,
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0

00

z → z = Z.
(Thus 90◦ − θ and ψ can be considered the north latitude and east longitude of Z on
a globe with z being the North Pole and x on the equator at the meridian through
Greenwich.)
00

00

00

Third, rotate the x and y axes counterclockwise about z = Z through an angle ϕ
00

00

to form the X, Y, Z axes; x → X, y → Y .
(Note that the above describes the rotations that generate the crystal axes starting
with the external coordinates rather the reverse.)
The angular relations between the axes are given by the direction cosines in Tables A.2 and A.3.

For cubic crystals, given an ideal orientation, (hkl)[uvw], the
00

00

Table A.2: Direction cosines between x, y, z and x , y , z
00

x
cosθcosψ
cosθsinψ
−sinθ

x
y
z

00

y
−sinψ
cosψ
0

00

00

z
sinθcosψ
sinθsinψ
cosθ
00

00

00

Table A.3: Direction cosines between x , y , z and X, Y, Z
00

x
00
y
00
z

X=1
cosϕ
sinϕ
0

Y =2
−sinϕ
cosϕ
0

Z=3
0
0
1

Roe angles can be calculated as follows.

cosψ = w(h2 + k 2 + l2 )1/2 /[(u2 + v 2 + w2 )(h2 + k 2 )]1/2 ,

cosθ =

1
(h2

+

k2

+ l2 )1/2

cosϕ = −h(h2 + k 2 )1/2 ,

h 6= 0, k 6= 0
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h 6= 0, k 6= 0

For the special case in which h = k = 0,

cos(ψ + ϕ) = u/(u2 + v 2 + w2 )1/2

Alternatively, the ideal orientation can be found from the angles using

h = −sinθcosϕ,

k = sinθsinϕ,

l = cosθ

u = cosψcosθcosϕ − sinψsinϕ

v = −cosψcosθsinϕ − sinψcosϕ

w = +cosψsinθ
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Appendix B
Slip systems
B.1

BCC Slip Systems

There are fourty eight possible slip systems for body-centred cubic crystals. Twelve
of the {110} family, twelve of {112} and twenty four of {123}. All of them have < 111 >
slip directions. This gives maximums of 48 possible edge and 4 screw types.

B.1.1

{110} family
Slip system
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

B.1.2

Slip plane
(110)
(110)
(1̄01)
(1̄01)
(1̄10)
(1̄10)
(011̄)
(011̄)
(011)
(011)
(101)
(101)

Slip Direction
[1̄11]
[11̄1]
[111]
[11̄1]
[111]
[111̄]
[111]
[1̄11]
[11̄1]
[111̄]
[1̄11]
[111̄]

Screw group
s1
s2
s3
s2
s3
s4
s3
s1
s2
s4
s1
s4

Slip plane
(112)
(1̄12)
(11̄2)
(112̄)
(121)
(1̄21)
(12̄1)
(121̄)
(211)
(2̄11)
(21̄1)
(211̄)

Slip Direction
[111̄]
[11̄1]
[1̄11]
[111]
[11̄1]
[111̄]
[111]
[1̄11]
[1̄11]
[111]
[111̄]
[11̄1]

Screw group
s4
s2
s1
s3
s2
s4
s3
s1
s1
s3
s4
s2

{112} family
Slip system
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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B.1.3

{123} family

This family is said to be the least important by some authors, i.e. it can be left out
without affecting results significantly.
Slip system
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

B.2

Slip plane
(123)
(1̄23)
(12̄3)
(123̄)
(231)
(2̄31)
(23̄1)
(231̄)
(132)
(1̄32)
(13̄2)
(132̄)
(213)
(2̄13)
(21̄3)
(213̄)
(321)
(3̄21)
(32̄1)
(321̄)
(312)
(3̄12)
(31̄2)
(312̄)

Slip Direction
[111̄]
[11̄1]
[1̄11]
[111]
[11̄1]
[111̄]
[111]
[1̄11]
[11̄1]
[111̄]
[111]
[1̄11]
[111̄]
[11̄1]
[1̄11]
[111]
[1̄11]
[111]
[111̄]
[11̄1]
[1̄11]
[111]
[111̄]
[11̄1]

Screw group
s4
s2
s1
s3
s2
s4
s3
s1
s2
s4
s3
s1
s4
s2
s1
s3
s1
s3
s4
s2
s1
s3
s4
s2

FCC Slip Systems

In FCC, slip happens along < 110 > directions on {111} planes. There are twelve
slip systems. This gives maximums of 12 possible edge and 6 screw types.

B.3

HCP Slip Systems

HCP crystals have 30 possible slip systems. Three basal systems (a-slip) of the
kind {0001} < 112̄0 >, three prismatic systems (a-slip) of the kind {101̄0} < 112̄0 >,
six pyramidal systems (a-slip) of the kind {101̄1} < 112̄0 >, twelve primary pyramidal
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Slip system
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Slip plane
(111)
(111)
(111)
(1̄11)
(1̄11)
(1̄11)
(11̄1)
(11̄1)
(11̄1)
(111̄)
(111̄)
(111̄)

Slip Direction
[11̄0]
[011̄]
[101̄]
[110]
[011̄]
[101]
[110]
[011]
[101̄]
[11̄0]
[011]
[101]

Screw group
s1
s2
s3
s4
s2
s5
s4
s6
s3
s1
s6
s5

systems (c+a-slip) of the kind {101̄1} < 112̄3 >, and six secondary pyramidal systems
(c+a-slip) of the kind {112̄2} < 112̄3 > [38]. Only six of the kind {101̄1} < 112̄3 >
are given in the table below, which includes only the 24 systems used in this report.
This gives maximums of 24 edge and 9 screw dislocations.
Slip system
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Slip plane
(0001)
(0001)
(0001)
(1̄100)
(101̄0)
(01̄10)
(1̄101)
(101̄1)
(01̄11)
(11̄01)
(1̄011)
(011̄1)
(1̄101)
(101̄1)
(01̄11)
(11̄01)
(1̄011)
(011̄1)
(1̄21̄2)
(21̄1̄2)
(11̄22)
(12̄12)
(1̄1̄22)
(21̄1̄2)

Slip Direction
[1̄1̄20]
[1̄21̄0]
[2̄110]
[1̄1̄20]
[1̄21̄0]
[2̄110]
[1̄1̄20]
[1̄21̄0]
[2̄110]
[1̄1̄20]
[1̄21̄0]
[2̄110]
[12̄13]
[2̄113]
[112̄3]
[1̄21̄3]
[112̄3]
[2̄113]
[12̄13]
[2̄113]
[112̄3]
[1̄21̄3]
[112̄3]
[2̄113]
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Screw group
s1
s2
s3
s1
s2
s3
s1
s2
s3
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5
s6
s7
s8
s9
s4
s5
s6
s7
s8
s9
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